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ABSTRACT 
A three-dimensional finite element computer program was developed 
for analyzing unsteady flow toward artesian wells. The program is designed 
especially for determining the drawdown around an artesian well penetrating fully 
or partially a nonhomogeneous and anisotropic aquifer of irregular shape and 
cross section. It can also be used as a general program for aquifer simulation 
and evaluation. A major advantage of the program lies in the minimum amount of 
input data required. By assuming the top and bottom boundaries of the aquifer as 
two arbitrary planes, the aquifer will be divided into six- or eight-node elements, 
and their nodal coordinates generated automatically. The program was well 
documented and can be used for solving complex problems encountered in 
practice. 
The results of this study indicate that unsteady flow toward artesian 
wells can be analyzed effectively by three-dimensional finite elements. A com-
parison between the finite element and the exact mathematical solutions for a 
simple case shows that both solutions check closely. The solution obtained from 
the computer program for a complex case involving a nonhomogeneous aquifer 
was checked against that obtained previously by the use of cylindrical elements, 
and both are found in good agreements. The program was applied to a variety of 
cases, and reasonable results were obtained. 
KEYWORDS: anisotropy; artesian well*; computer program*; computer simula-
tion; confined aquifer; digital computer; drawdown*; finite element analysis*; 
groundwater; heterogeneity; numerical analysis; unsteady flow* 
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As stated in the original proposal, the objective of this research was to 
develop a three-dimensional finite element method for analyzing unsteady flow 
toward artesian wells, and the end product would be a computer program avail-
able to field engineers and scientists for determining the drawdown around an 
artesian well. It was further stipulated that the program should be applicable to 
anisotropic and nonhomogeneous aquifers of irregular shape and cross section, 
and that by simply reading into a computer the dimensions of the aquifer and the 
well, the various formation constants, and the boundary conditions, the draw-
down around the well at any given time could be obtained. As will be described 
in this report, this objective has been accomplished. 
The application of the finite element method for analyzing unsteady fl.ow 
toward an artesian well has been a subject of considerable studies in recent 
years [Janvendel and Witherspoon, 1968, 1969; Pinder and Frind, 1972; Huang, 
1972, 1973]. Because of the large amount of computer time and storage 
required, most of these applications have so far been limited to two-dimensional 
flow only. Very little work has been done in analyzing fl.ow in three dimensions. 
The theory of three-dimensional finite element method is well known. The 
problem now on hand is how to incorporate the method into a computer program 
which can be used to model realistically a three-dimensional aquifer. 
As a preliminary step toward the above goal, a simplified three-
dimensional computer program was developed using cylindrical elements. 
Although the use of cylindrical elements greatly facilitates the formation of 
stiffness matrix and the generation of nodal coordinates, it has the limitation 
that accurate results can be obtained only when the actual hydrogeologic boun-
daries can be matched by the cylindrical elements. Details of the cylindrical 
elements was presented elsewhere [Sonnenfeld, 1973; Huang and Sonnenfeld, 
1974] and will not be covered in this report. It is believed that the computer 
1 
program presented in this report is more versatile and can match the aquifer 




The general procedures for analyzing unsteady flow by finite elements 
are well known and have been illustrated in several textbooks [Zienkiewicz and 
Cheung, 1967; Remson et al., 1971; Desai and Abel, 1972]. Only those proce-
dures directly related to the development of the computer program will be 
described here. 
Governing Equations 
The governing differential equation for unsteady flow can be written as 
(1) 
in which x, y and z = cartesian coordinates; kx, ky and kz = permeabilities in x, 
y and z directions, respectively; S5 = specific storage of the aquifer, which is 
defined as the amount of water in storage released from a unit volume of aquifer 
under a unit decline of head; q = time rate of discharge per unit volume, positive 
for discharge and negative for recharge; h = piezometric head; and t = time. If 




or h=h0 -s 
s, can be defined as 
(2a) 
(2b) 
When the initial peizometric surface is a plane, as is assumed in this study, 
substitution of Eq. 2b into Eq. 1 results in a governing differential equation in 
terms of drawdown. 
o 2s o 2s o 2s o s 
kxox2 + ~oy2 + kz'az2" + q = Ssot (3) 
To solve Eq. 3, the following initial and boundary conditions are 
specified: (1) the water is pumped out from the well at a constant rate; (2) the 
initial drawdown is everywhere zero before pumping started; and (3) part of the 
aquifer boundary may be impervious, part may be pervious with a constant dis-
charge or recharge, and the other may maintain a zero drawdown. 
3 
Element Stiffness Matrix 
In the finite element method, the aquifer is divided into a large number 
of elements, and only the drawdown at a discrete number of nodes is considered. 
To achieve a reasonable physical approximation of the actual aquifer, two types 
of finite elements are employed; one a six-node triangular prism, and the other 
a rectangular prism or a hexahedron, as shown in Figure 1. Both types of 
clements are formed by basic tetrahedra. The stiffness matrix of each tetra-
hedron is determined first and then superimposed to form the stiffness matrix 
of the composite element. The triangular prism is composed of three tetra-
hedra, while the hexahedron is composed of five. Because each composite ele-
ment can be divided into two different ways, as shown in Figures 2 and 3, both 
divisions are used and the results averaged to obtain the stiffness matrix of the 
composite clement. The use of average values greatly improves the accuracy 
of the results. The relationship between the nodal number of tetrahedron and the 
nodal number of triangular prism is presented in Table 1. The relationship for 
the hexahedron is presented in Table 2. 
Table 1. Nodal relationship between tetrahedron and 
triangular prism. 
Nodal number of tetrahedron 
Tetrahedron 
1 2 0 4 
Number 
. <> 
Nodal number of trianITTtlar orism 
1 1 2 3 5 
2 1 2 4 6 
3 1 3 4 6 
4 1 3 5 6 
5 2 3 4 5 
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( b) TRIANGULAR PRISM 
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(d) HEX AHEDRON 
Figure 1. Types of three-dimensional elements and their numbering. 
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Figure 2. Subdivision of triangular prism into three tetrahedra. 
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Figure 3. Subdivision of hexahedron into five tetrahedra. 
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Table 2. Nodal relationship between tetrahedron and hexahedron. 
Nodal number of tetrahedron 
Tetrahedron 
1 2 3 4 
Number 
Nodal number of hexahedron 
1 1 3 4 7 
2 1 5 6 7 
3 1 4 6 7 
4 1 2 4 6 
5 4 6 7 8 
6 3 5 7 8 
7 2 3 5 8 
8 1 2 3 5 
9 2 5 6 8 
10 2 3 4 8 
According to the variational principle, the solution of Eq. 3 is equiva-
lent to the minimization of tbe following integral equation with respect to s. 
f I (os)2 (os)2 ( 0 s)2 os " I=. J J 1_ 1/2 ["x rlx + ky\;,y + kz oz + Sss.,t - qsJ_rdxdydz (4) 
In Eq. 4, o s/a t is an invariant when conditions for a particular instant are 
considered. 
Assuming that the drawdown within a tetrahedron is a linear function of 
the x, y and z coordinates, the drawdown at any point can be expressed in terms 
of that at the nodes by 
(5) 
in which Ni~ (ai + bix + eiy + diz) I 6V; si = drawdown at node i; i = a subscript 
indicating the ith node, which ranges from 1 to 4 as shown in Figure 1 a ; V = 
volume of tetrahedron which can be determined from the nodal coordinates by 
8 
1 1 1 1 1 
V=-
6 
xl x2 x3 x4 
Y1 Yz Y3 Y4 
(6) 
zl Zz z3 Z4 
and 31, bi' ci and di = constants which can be determined from the nodal 
coordinates by 
Xz X3 X4 1 1 1 
2 1 a1 = (-1) det Y2 Y3 Y4 b1 = (-1) det Y2 Y3 Y4 
z2 Z3 Z4 z2 Z3 Z4 
(7) 
l. 1 1 1 1 1 
c 1 ~ (-1)
2 det X2 X3 X4 
1 d1 = (-1) det X2 X3 X4 
z2 Z3 Z4 Y2 Y3 Y4 
The constants a2' b2, c2 and d2 can be obtained by replacing the subscripts or 
the exponents 1, 2, 3 and 4, as shown in Eq. 7, by 2, 3, 4 and 1 respectively. 
The same order or rotation is applied to obtain constants a 3, a4, etc. 
Minimizing Eq. 4 with respect to si gives 
ill -III k as o (as\+ k oS o (gs)+ k (JS O ('ls' 
i',Si [ X ax ,\Si \ox) Y <JY a Si oy Z oz ()Si ,oz) 
as as as 
+ S - -- - q -J dxdydz = 0 
S at o Si <l Si 
(8) 
For a tetrahedral element with four nodes, four equations can be obtained from 
Eq. 8 to determine the four unknown nodal drawdowns. When Eq. 5 is substi-
tuted into Eq. 8, three matrices are obtained, i. e. , a square matrix [H]e 
depending on permeability, a square matrix [P{ depending on specific storage, 
and a column matrix (F} e depending on discharge. The [H]e and [P]e are called 
the element stiffness matrix with the superscript e representing element. The 
coefficients of these matrices can be determined by 
9 
h1·· = JrJJ[kx ("Nil (~Ni)+ ky ("Ni) (clNj) + kz a Ni\) (a Ni)' clxdydz (9a) 
J ax, \ x ,ay '-oY oz ilz J 
p ij = J J J Ss Ni Nj clxdydz (9b) 
fi = JJJ q Ni clxdydz (9c) 
Note that Eq. 9c is used when the discharge is distributed over a given volume. 
If the discharge is applied at a given node i, as is assumed in this study, fi will 
be the actual discharge and Eq. 9c will not be used. Integration of Eq. 9 results 
in the following stiffness matrix for a tetrahedron: 
e 1 kb2+kc2 
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~b2b3 + ~c2c3 kxb2b4 + kyc2c4 
+ kzd2d3 + kzd2d4 
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The stiffness matrix of the tetrahedral element, as shown by Eq. 10, are 




After the stiffness matrix for each element is obtained, it can be 
superimposed to form the overall matrix for the entire aquifer, and the follow-
ing simultaneous equations are obtained: 
[HJ (s} + [PJ (os/ilt} - (F} = 0 (11) 
in which [ HJ = a square matrix depending on permeabilities and element con-
figurations; [ PJ = a square matrix depending on specific storage and element 
configurations; [F} = a column matrix representing the discharge or recharge 
at the nodes, positive for discharge and negative for recharge, [s} = drawdown 
at the nodes; and t = time since pumping started. Using the implicit finite 
difference formula, Eq. 11 can be written as 
or 
in which 
[PJ (fs}t - [s}t - 6t '\ _ [F} 
' b_t J 
[CJ [s\ = [DJ [s\ _ A.t + 2 [F} 
2 
[CJ= [HJ+ ~t [P] 
2 





Eq. 12 indicates that the drawdown at time t can be determined from that at 
time t - At. Because the drawdown at the initial time is everywhere zero, the 
drawdown at any time t can be obtained by dividing the time into several incre-
ments and determining the drawdown at the end of each time increment from 
Eq. 12. In addition to the requirements that the drawdown is zero or the dis-
charge is prescribed at a specified number of points, the boundary condition 
which must be satisfied is that the sum of the nodal discharges along the well 
bore be equal to the constant pumping rate Q. 
To simulate a real aquifer with irregular boundaries, a large number 
of finite elements or nodal points fl.re generally needed, so Eq. 12 will consist 
of a large number of simultaneous equations. A serious problem in solving such 
a large number of equations is how to store the coefficients of [ CJ matrix within 
the limited capacity of a computer. In the original computer program using 
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cylindrical elements [Sonnenfeld, 1973; Huang and Sonnenfeld, 197 4], the 
simultaneous equations were solved by the tridiagonal method [Ziewkiewicz and 
Cheung, 1967]. The aquifer was divided into two or more partitions. The 
coefficients of [ C] matrix for each partition were computed one at a time and 
then stored on disks for later use. Consequently, the total number of storage 
locations for all equations was equal to that required by the largest partition 
only. It was later found that the tridiagonal method required considerable com-
puter time because of the use of matrix inversions. The tridiagonal method was 
then replaced by a subroutine called SESOL (simultaneous equation solver) 
originally developed by Wilson, Bathe and Doherty [1974]. This subroutine also 
employes the method of partitions by storing the coefficients of [ CJ matrix into 
disks, one partition at a time. However, instead of matrix inversions, the 
Cholesky scheme of decomposing the [C] matrix into an upper and a lower 
triangular matrix was used. In addition to the savings in computer time, a 
major advantage of this subroutine is that there is practically no limit on the 
number of equations to be solved, as long as the computer has enough capacity 
to store the coefficients of two equations at a time. Nevertheless, it has the 
disadvantage that four disks are used, and the transfer of data in and out of 
disks may constitute a significant part of the computing cost. 
The partition method is particularly useful for analyzing large aquifers · 
having circumferential boundaries far away from the well. At the initial stage 
of pumping when the cone of depression extends over a limited area, it is not 
necessary to compute the drawdown in all partitions, because the drawdown 
outside the cone of depression is known to be zero. For the first time incre-
ment, only the drawdown in the first one or two partitions needs to be con-
sidered. As the time increases, more partitions should be added until all 
partitions are taken into consideration. 
Boundary Conditions at Well 
The first boundary condition, which must be satisfied at the well, is 
that the discharge from the well is constant and equals Q. A second condition, 
which must be met physically, is that the same drawdown exists for all nodal 
points at the well. For a fully penetrating well in a homogeneous aquifier, as 
12 
was the case assumed by Theis [1935], the discharge is uniform along the well 
bore, so the column matrix [F} in Eq. 12 can be determined by proportioning 
Q to all nodes at the well. The drawdown obtained from Eq. 12 will also be 
equal for those nodes at the well, so both conditions are satisfied. Unfortu-
nately, this ideal situation does not exist in a partially penetrating well or a 
well surrounded by a nonhomogeneous or sloping aquifer. If the discharge is 
assumed uniform along the well bore, as was assumed by Hantush [1957] in the 
analysis of a partially penetrating well, the drawdown obtained from Eq. 12 will 
no longer be equal at the well, and the second boundary condition is not satis-
fied. Huang [1972] indicated that the assumption of a uniform discharge for a 
partially penetrating well would involve considerable error unless the point in 
question was at a large distance from the well. To satisfy both boundary con-
ditions, the following special technique was developed. 
First, a drawdown in the well is arbitrarily assumed, and the drawdown 
(silt at all nodal points outside the well can be determined from Eq. 12, or 
[CJ [s1}t = [DJ [s}t _At+ 2 (F} (13) 
A second set of drawdown for all points outside the well, based on the same 
assumed drawdown in the well, is then determined by 
[CJ (s2}t = 0 
and it can easily be seen that the linear combination 
(14) 
(15) 
is also a solution of Eq. 13, in which a. is a constant and can be determined as 
follows: 
When Eq. 12 is applied to each of the nodes at the well bore, using the 
assumed drawdown in the well and the resulting (s1}t from Eq. 13, a discharge 
q is obtained for each node at the well, i. e. 
(16) 
By summing the discharges of all the nodes at the well bore, an equation of the 
following form is obtained: 
(17) 
13 
in which (A] and [ BJ arc matrices with one row only. To satisfy the require-
ment that the well discharge is Q, [s}t must satisfy the equation 
(18) 
Subtracting Eq. 17 from 18 
(19) 
Combining Eqs. 15 and 19 
(20) 
Knowing a, [s}t can be determined from Eq. 15. 
Computer Program 
The method described above was programmed for an IBM 360 computer, 
Model 65, at the University of Kentucky. The program can be used to determine 
the drawdown around an artesian well at various times since pumping started. 
The well may be infinitesimal or finite in radius with a uniform or nonuniform 
discharge along the well bore. 
Figure 4 shows a hypothetical aquifer with irregular shape and cross 
section, which is divided into three-dimensional finite elements. To facilitate 
the automatic generation of data and simplify the program with practical applica-
tions in mind, the following assumptions are made: 
( 1) The initial piezometric surface is a plane, so the computed draw-
down is independent of the actual values of the initial piezometric head. This 
assumption is quite practical and makes possible the use of drawdown as the only 
dependent variable regardless of initial piezometric heads. In fact, drawdown is 
one of the most important factors in groundwater investigations. 
(2) The top and bottom boundaries of the aquifer can be approximated by 
a plane. This assumption eliminates the tedious work of reading in the coordi-
nates of each nodal point. By simply specifying the coordinates of three points 
on each plane and the thickness of each layer along the center of well, the com-
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(d) SECTION A- A 
Figure 4. Division of aquifer into three-dimensional finite elements. 
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(3) The circumferential boundaries and the lateral surfaces of all 
finite elements are vertical. This assumption greatly facilitates the generation 
of nodal coordinates and the graphical presentation of the finite element network. 
Because each layer of finite elements has the same plan view, only one plotting 
is needed to show the plan configuration of finite elements. 
(4) The three principal directions of permeability coincide with the 
global coordinate axes, x, y, and z. This assumption avoids the tedious process 
of assigning the three principal directions for each element and the transforma-
tion of stiffness matrix from local to global coordinates. In fact, most of the 
major aquifers are nearly horizontal with the direction of principal permeabil-
ities in the vertical and the horizontal directions, which are in the direction of 
global coordinates. 
(5) A zero drawdown or a constant discharge or recharge may exist at 
any given nodal point. This assumption makes possible the application of the 
program to aquifer evaluations, because discharges and recharges at various 
points can be assumed to simulate field conditions. These discharges or re-
charges are not those which result in a steady initial piezometric surface but are 
the additional discharges or recharges which take place after the pumping is 
started. 
(6) The well is pumped at a constant rate of discharge. This assump-
tion is for convenience only. The program can be easily modified to take vari-
able discharge into account. 
Figure 4 shows how an aquifer is divided into three-dimensional finite 
elements. To simulate the aquifer using the six-node and eight-node elements, 
first from the center of well a set of radial lines is drawn to divide the aquifer 
into a number of slices. Then, a set of centripetal polygonal prism, formed by 
the so-called loops, is constructed. The aquifer is divided into a number of 
layers. The thickness of each layer along the center of well, or z axis, is 
specified, and the thickness at other points along a vertical line is computed by 
proportion. For greater accuracy, it is desirable that the finite elements be as 
equilateral as possible. If some elements are too oblong, subdivisions can be 
made starting from the appropriate loop. Figure 4b shows that the subdivision 
16 
starts from the fourth loop, counting the center of well as the first loop. If the 
well is finite in radius, instead of infinitesimal, the circumference of the well is 
at the second loop. Note that a partial radial line always exists between two Ml 
radial lines. If the boundary of aquifer lies on the fourth loop, an imaginary 
partial radial line still exists outside the boundary. 
The division shown in Figure 4b does not match the boundary at point B. 
As the corner of aquifer must be on a radial line, one way to obtain a better 
match is to make a second subdivision starting from the fifth or sixth loop. 
When this decision is made, every fifth or sixth loop will be subdivided. This 
may not be desirable because the division at other part of the aquifer is satisfac-
tory, and no more subdivision is needed. To change the division of one local 
area without affecting the remainder, the method shown in Figure 4c may be 
used. In this method, the partial radial line passing through nodes 61 and 136 is 
changed into a full radial line, and two partial radial lines are added starting 
from the fourth loop. In other words, when an aquifer is divided properly by a 
set of full and partial radial lines but one additional radial line is needed to 
match the boundary, instead of adding one radial line, the general rule is to add 
two lines; either changing a partial radial line to a Ml line and adding two 
partial lines one on each side of the full line, as shown in Figure 4c, or simply 
adding one full line and one partial line to keep the division in a regular pattern. 
This may indicate that, by a judicious selection of radial lines, any complex 
boundaries can be approximated by the subdivision method. 
The ability to subdivide the aquifer into elements of approximately the 
same size will make possible the application of the computer program for 
aquifer evaluation. ln this case, the drawdown in the vicinity of the well is not 
important, so larger elements can be used surrounding the well, and the dis-
charge can be assumed uniform along the well bore. Discharges, recharges, or 
zero drawdown can be specified at various nodal points, and the drawdown at any 
point in the aquifer can be computed. 
The numbering of nodal points is also shown in Figure 4. Starting from 
the center of well, the nodes are numbered first vertically from top to bottom, 
then tangentially counterclockwise starting from the positive x axis, and finally 
17 
radially outward. The same rule is used to number the elements. When read-
ing in the input data, it is not necessary for the user to determine the nodal or 
element number. Each node or element is located by a radial line number, a 
loop number, and a layer plane number. When these numbers are specified, 
the computer will determine the corresponding nodal or element number and 
use it in the computation. The computer can also plot out a plan view of the 
aquifer together with the drawdown at various points on a layer plane. Details 
of the computer program will be presented in the Appendix. 
18 
CHAPTER III 
DATA AND RESULTS 
Use of Dimensionless Parameters 
To minimize the necessary work for preparing input data, it is con-
venient to use dimensionless parameters, especially when nonhomogeneous and 
anisotropic aquifers are involved. Instead of using directly the actual value of 
an input parameter, the ratio between the actual value and a basic value is 
specified. For a homogeneous and isotropic aquifer, the basic values of perme-
ability and specific storage are their actual values, so a ratio of 1 is automati-
cally assigned to all elements. For a nonhomogeneous aquifer, the permeability 
and specific storage which are the same for most elements are taken as the 
basic values, so only those which are different from the basic values need be 
read in as ratios to the basic values. The basic value for discharge is the dis-
charge from the well. The discharge or recharge at any nodal point is specified 
as a ratio to the basic discharge. The basic value for distance is an arbitrary 
length L. Although L can be any length, a convenient way is to specify L as a 
unit distance, say 1 ft , so the actual distance in ft can be read in. The time is 
read in as a dimensionless ratio defined by 
_Jrt_ 
T ~ S L2 
s 
(21) 
in which T = dimensionless time, or time factor, t = actual time, k = basic 
permeability, Ss ~ basic specific storage, and L = basic length. In the com-
puter program, a sequence of dimensionless times in logarithmic scale is 
arbitrarily assigned, and the actual time t, corresponding to each dimensionless 
time assigned, can be determined by 
S L2 T t = _s ....... _ 
k 
(22) 
When the permeabilities, specific storage, discharge, distance, and 
time are all read in as dimensionless ratios, the drawdown obtained from Eq. 12 
19 




in which er' = uncorrected dimensionless drawdown, and Q = basic discharge, or 
the discharge from the well. The actual drawdown can be determined by 
I 
s =~ (24) 
kL 
The dimensionless drawdown shown in Eq. 23 is based on an aquifer 
with a thickness b, instead of a unit thickness L. To determined the drawdown 




in which er = dimensionless drawdown, or drawdown factor, and b = thickness of 
aquifer along the centerline of well. Note that kb is defined as the transmissi-
bility of an aquifer, and S
8
b as the storage coefficient. Therefore, Eqs. 21 and 






in which T = basic transmissibility, and S = basic storage coefficient. The 
dimensionless time and drawdown, as expressed by Eq. 26, were used previ-
ously in presenting numerical results and will be used again in this report. 
Comparison with Theis Solution 
Theis [1935 J presented a method for determining the drawdown around a 
fully penetrating artesian well. By assuming that the aquifer is homogeneous, 
isotropic, infinite in areal extent, and uniform in thickness and that the well is 
infinitesimal in radius, the equation for drawdown can be expressed as 





in which W(u) = well function = J °' e-x dx, ~d r = radial distance from the well 
u x 
to a point at which drawdown is to be determined. Values of W(u) for values of 
u were tabulated by Wenzel and reproduced by Dewiest [1965]. 












For any given time factor, T, the corresponding drawdown factor, a, at 
any given radial distance, r, can be determined from Eq. 28. 
Figure 5 gives a comparison between Theis and finite element solu-
tions. Theis solution, which is obtained from Eq. 28, is indicated by the solid 
curves; while the finite element solution is indicated by the individual circles. 
It can be seen that the finite element solution checks closely with Theis solution, 
thus the validity of the finite element formulation is verified. 
In the finite element analysis, a large aquifer having a circumferential 
boundary at a distance of 148L from the well is employed. Because the flow is 
axisymmetric, only a 30° slice is considered, as shown in Figure 6. The slice 
is subdivided twice, one starting from loop 11 and the other from loop 14. 
Because of full penetration, only one layer of elements is used. The aquifer 
is divided into 30 elements with a total of 86 nodes. The drawdowns are com-
puted at fifteen dimensionless time increments, i.e. at the end of O. 5, 1, 2, 5, 
10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000, and 10, 000. These increments 
are also used for all cases reported herein. 
Aquifer of Variable Thickness 
Figure 7 shows the cross section for an aquifer of variable thickness 
and its division into finite elements. The plan view of the aquifer is exactly the 
same as that shown in Figure 6, but the top and bottom boundary planes con-
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of drawdownwith depth, four layers are used. Theoretically, it is only neces-
sary to consider the top or bottom half of the aquifer, because symmetry of the 
cross section indicates no flow through the horizontal plane at the mid height, 
where an impervious boundary can be assumed. However, all four layers are 
used because the purpose of this example is to check the correctness of the com-
puter program and find whether a symmetrical solution can be obtained. It was 
found that tho computed drawdowns are all symmetrical ·with respect to the mid 
height, thus the correctness of the computer program is further confirmed. 
Figure 8 shows a comparison between the solution based on an aquifer 
of uniform thickness and that of variable thickness. In both cases, the thickness 
of aquifer is the same along the axis of the well, so the transmissibility and 
storage coefficient of both aquifers are identical. The solution based on uniform 
thickness is represented by circles; while that based on variable thickness is 
represented by crosses, when the point is located at the mid height, and by tri-
angles, when it is on the top or bottom boundary. To give a continuous picture 
on the change in drawdown with time, the circles, crosses, and triangles are 
connected by straight lines. It can be seen that the plotted points do not form a 
smooth curve because of the rather large time increments employed. 
Figure 8 shows that at short pumping times the drawdown based on 
uniform thickness is not too much different from that based on variable thickness. 
This is reasonable because the cone of depression at short times extends only to 
a limited distance from the well, where the change in thickness is not significant. 
As the pumping time increases, the drawdown based on variable thickness does 
not increase as rapidly as that based on uniform thickness. This is also rea-
sonable because the greater the thickness, the more the water released from 
storage, and the less the drawdown. 
The fact that in the case of variable thickness the drawdown at the mid 
height is greater than that at the top or bottom boundary can also be explained by 
theory. If a flow net is drawn on the cross section of the aquifer, the equipoten-
tial lines will form a set of curves perpendicular to both the top and bottom 
boundaries. Consequently, if a vertical line is drawn tangent to an equipotential 
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or the drawdown decreases, as the point moves toward both boundaries. 
Comparison with Cylindrical Elements 
Figure 9 shows a hypothetical problem involving a partially penetrating 
infinitesimal well in a nonhomogeneous aquifer, which was solved previously by 
Huang and Sonnenfeld [1974] using cylindrical finite elements. The transmissi-
bility in the shaded region is assumed to be four times greater than that in the 
unshaded region, and the storage coefficient is assumed to be two times greater. 
It can be seen that the cylindrical elements do not match with either the boundary 
of the aquifer or the boundary between the two regions, which are indicated by 
the dotted lines. Bcc8_use the present program can match the boundary more 
closely, it will be interesting to compare the solution obtained by the present 
program with that by the cylindrical elements. 
Figure 10 shows a computer plot of the plan view and the dimensionless 
drawdown on the top boundary at a dimensionless time of 10, 000. The six- and 
eight-node elements match exactly all boundaries. The thickness of each layer 
is the same as that shown in Figure 9. The aquifer is divided into 432 elements 
with a total of 495 nodes, in contrast to the 380 elements and 495 nodes used 
previously for cylindrical elements. Note that, if space is available, the draw-
down is printed directly on each element to represent the value at the centroid 
of the element, which is marked by a cross. Otherwise, an alphabetical charac-
ter is printed inside the element, and the corresponding drawdown is printed on 
the right side of the aquifer. Although no alphabetical letters are printed within 
those elements surrounding the well, they can be identified by the rule that the 
first element, or element A, is marked by a cross and other elements are 
counted counterclockwise in alphabetical order. The drawdown listed at the 
bottom is not the original plotting. The original plotting was on the right but 
was retyped to conserve space. 
Figure 11 gives a comparison of solutions between cylindrical elements 
and six- and eight-node elements. The solid curves, which were presented pre-
viously by Huang and Sonnenfeld [1974], are the solution based on cylindrical 
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Figure 9. Approximation of a nonhomogeneous aquifer by cylindrical elements. 
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. Figure 11. Comparison of solutions: cylindrical elements versus six- and eight- node elements. 
eight-node elements. The drawdown and time are expressed in terms of the 
transmissibility and storage coefficient of the unshaded region. It can be seen 
that the difference in boundaries only causes a small discrepency in the com-
puted drawdown. The good agreement between the two methods, which are com-
pletely different not only in the formation of stiffness matrix but also in the 
solution of simultaneous equations, affords further proof that the computer pro-
gram developed in this research is theoretically correct. 
Effect of Finite Element Division 
Figure 12 shows the same aquifer which is subdivided in a different way. 
The figure, which presents the dimensionless drawdown on the top boundary at a 
dimensionless time of 10, 000, was plotted by the computer except that short 
lines were added later to indicate the shaded area. The six- and eight-node 
elements match exactly the circumferential boundary but not the boundary 
between the two regions. The aquifer is divided into 288 elements with a total 
of 280 nodes, whereas 432 elements and 495 nodes are used in Figure 10. 
Figure 13 shows the effect of finite element divisions on the computed 
cone of depression at dimensionless times of 100, 1000, 5000, and 10, 000. The 
cone of depression is measured along line A-A on the top boundary of the 
aquifer. The solid lines are the solution when the aquifer is divided according 
to Figure 12; while the individual circles represent the solution when divided 
according to Figure 10. Although Figure 12 employs only four triangular prisms 
surrounding the well, the solution is not too much different from Figure 10 
where eight prisms are used. This may indicate that approximate results can be 
obtained even a small number of elements is employed. Note that both solutions 
check closely on the right half of Figure 13 but not as close on the left half, 
because the number of elements used on the left half is much greater in Figure 
10 as compared to Figure 12. 
Aquifer with Arbitrary Boundaries 
WASH!t!GTON WATIIIPl 
RESEARCi-l ce.NTl!R IJ9flAIIA' 
To illustrate the applicability of the computer program to a nonhomo-
geneous aquifer with arbitrary top and bottom boundaries, consider again the 
aquifer shown in Figure 9 except that the top and bottom boundaries are not 
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Figure 13. Effect of finite element division on drawdown. 
horizontal. The plan view of the finite element subdivision is exactly the same 
as that shown in Figure 12, and the cross section along line A-A is shown in 
Figure 14. On each vertical line the aquifer is divided into layers of equal 
thickness. The region with a higher permeability and a greater storage coeffi-
cient is indicated by the shaded area. The thickness of the aquifer at the loca-
tion of the well is 32L, which is the same as that of the horizontal aquifer, and 
the thickness does not change in a direction perpendicular to line A-A, 
Figure 15 shows the cone of depression of the sloping aquifer as com-
pared to that of the horizontal aquifer. The drawdown of the horizontal aquifer 
is indicated by solid lines and that of the sloping aquifer by dotted lines. It can 
be seen that the difference in drawdown between the two aquifers is greater on 
the right side of the well than on the left side. This is reasonable because the 
sloping aquifer has a much larger volume on the right side, which releases more 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A computer program based on three-dimensional finite elements was 
developed for analyzing unsteady flow toward artesian wells. The program can 
be used for determining the drawdown around a partially penetrating artesian 
well in a nonhomogeneous and anisotropic aquifer of irregular shape and cross 
section. The well may be assumed infinitesimal or finite in radius. In the case 
of an infinitesimal well, some computer time can be saved by assuming that the 
discharge is uniformly distributed along the well. This assumption does not 
satisfy the boundary condition at the well and may yield inaccurate results in the 
vicinity of the well. Therefore, an option is provided which satisfies the boun-
dary condition without assuming a uniform distribution of discharge. The pro-
gram can also be applied to a group of wells or for aquifer evaluation by 
specifying appropriate discharges or recharges at various points in the aquifer. 
The program was well documented and can be used by engineers and scientists 
for solving complex problems encountered in practice. 
The use of the computer program requires a minimum amount of input 
data. By as11uming the top and bottom boundaries of the aquifer as two arbitrary 
planes, the program will divide the aquifer into six- or eight-node elements and 
generate their nodal coordinates automatically. To facilitate the use of the pro-
gram, it is not necessary for the user to number the nodes or elements. Every 
node or element is located by three numbers; viz. a radial line number, a loop 
number, and a layer plane number, which can be easily identified. Due to the 
use of disks for intermediate storage, there is practically no restriction on the 
size of aquifer or the number of elements employed. If the number of simulta-
neous equations is large, they should be divided into a sufficient number of 
partitions to keep the storage within the capacity of the computer. 
The results of this study indicate that unsteady flow toward artesian 
wells can be analyzed effectively by three-dimensional finite elements. A 
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comparison between the finite element solution by the computer program and the 
exact mathematical solution by Theis shows that both solutions check closely, 
The solution obtained from the computer program for a nonhomogeneous aquifer 
was checked against that obtained previously by the use of cylindrical elements, 
and both are found in good agreements. The program was applied to a variety of 
cases, and reasonable results were obtained. 
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APPENDIX COMPUTER PROGRAM 
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PART I PROGRAM INFORMATION 
1. 1 Origin of Program 
This computer program by the code name of UNFLAW (UNsteady FLow 
to Artesian Wells) was developed by Yang H. Huang and Shen-Jyh Wu, Depart-
ment of Civil Engineering, University of Kentucky. The program is the end 
product of a research project entitled "Analysis of Unsteady Flow Toward 
Artesian Wells by Three Dimensional Finite Elements" supported partially by 
the Office of Water Resources Research, Department of the Interior. The sub-
routine for solving simultaneous equations was provided by Dr. E. L. Wilson, 
University of California at Berkeley. Technical assistances on the use of IBM 
360 computer and Calcomp plotter were provided by the University of Kentucky 
Computing Center. These supports are gratefully acknowledged. 
1. 2 Purpose of Program 
Although certain analytical and numerical methods are available for 
determining the drawdown around an artesian well, most of them are based on 
many simplifying assumptions. Some of these assumptions are that the aquifer 
is homogeneous, isotropic, two-dimensional, horizontal in position, uniform in 
thickness, and infinite in areal extent, that the well is infinitesimal in radius, 
and that the discharge is uniform along the well bore. As none of these assump-
tions are strictly valid for an artesian well in an actual aquifer, the development 
of a general computer program capable of taking the actual conditions into 
account is needed. 
The purpose of this program is to provide a three-dimensional finite 
element method for determining the drawdown around an artesian well. The pro-
gram considers a variety of cases possibly encountered in the field. Following 
are the cases to which the program can be applied: (1) the top and bottom 
boundaries of the aquifer can be planes oriented at anr given direction, but the 
circumferential boundary of the aquifer has to be vertical; (2) the aquifer may be 
homogeneous or nonhomogeneous, isotropic or anisotropic; (3) the well may be 
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infinitesimal or finite in radius, fully or partially penetrating; ( 4) the discharge 
along the well bore may be assumed uniform or nonuniform; and (5) discharge, 
recharge or zero drawdown can be specified at any given point. A list of these 
cases is shown in Figure A 1. 
1. 3 Problem Statement 
When a well is drilled into a confined aquifer, the water level in the 
well will rise to an initial elevation. When water is pumped from the well, the 
water level in the well will be lowered; the difference between the initial and 
the lowered elevation is called the drawdown. The drawdown occurs not only in 
the pumping well but also in the aquifer; the latter can be measured by installing 
observation wells or piezometers at various points in the aquifer. This program 
was written for determining theoretically the drawdown in the well and in the 
aquifer at various times since pumping started. Information on the drawdown 
in the well can be used to determine the type of pumps required, while that in the 
aquifer can be used to predict ground settlements and thus prevent overdraft. 
Although pumping tests can furnish valuable information on drawdown, 
they are quite expensive and time-consuming and cannot be used for routine de-
sign purposes. Once the formation constants and boundary conditions of aquifers 
are known in a given region through pumping tests and subsurface investigations, 
the computer program will determine the drawdown due to a pumping well located 
anywhere in the region. The ability to predict the drawdown before the well is 
installed will make it possible to search for the optimum location, so that enough 
water can be obtained from the well at a minimum cost. 
1. 4 Areas of APplication 
This computer program is intended to solve part of an overall problem 
on groundwater simulation or modelling. Although the program was written for a 
single artesian well and yields very accurate results on the drawdown in the 
vicinity of the well, it can also be used directly for aquifer simulation or evalua-
tion. Knowing the aquifer properties, hydrogeologic boundaries, and the dis-
charge or recharge at various nodal points, the time variation of water level in 
the aquifer can be determined. Information obtained from this program will be 
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of great value to the management, control and protection of groundwater 
resources. 
1. 5 Methods of Computation 
The methods of computation were described in Chapter II of this report. 
Only these methods not described previously will be reported here. 
1. 5a Use of Local Coordinates 
Eqs. 6 and 7, which are used for determining the stiffness matrix, are 
based on global coordinates, x, y and z. However, in actual calculations the 
origin of the coordinates is moved to the centroid of each element. The reason 
for this change is to avoid the multiplication of very large numbers when an 
infinite aquifer with large values of x, y and z is involvad. The global coordi-
nates in Eqs. 6 and 7 are replaced by the local coordinates, x•, y' and z', 
expressed as 
x 1 =x-xc 
Y' = y - y c 
z' = z - z c 
in which Xe= (x1 + ~ + X3 + X4)/4, Ye= (Y1 + Y2 + Y3 + Y4)/4, and 
z0 = (zl + Z2 + z3 + z4)/4, 
1. 5b Equations for Top and Bottom Boundaries 
(Al) 
The top and bottom boundaries of an actual aquifer may not be a plane, 
but they can be approximated by a plane. Each plane is defined if the coordi-
nates of three points on the plane are given. Assume that the boundary can be 
approximated by the following linear equation 
If the coordinates of three points, P 1 (xl'y1 , z1), P 2(x2,y2, z2), and P 3(x3 ,y3, z3), 
are given, the coefficients of Eq. A2 can be obtained by 
Al = (Y1 - Y2Hz1 - Z3) - (Y1 - Y3Hz1 - z2) 
A2 = (z1 - z2)(x1 - x3) - (z1 - z3)(x1 - x2) 
A3 = (x1 - x2HY1 - Y3) - (x1 - x3)(Y1 - Y2) 
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(A3) 
Eq. A3 is used only when the top and bottom boundaries are not horizontal. If 
both boundaries are horizontal, or parallel to the x-y plane, only the thickness 
of aquifer needs be specified, and Eq. A3 is not used. 
1. 5c Average Drawdown for Plotting Purpose 
To give a more clear picture on the distribution of drawdown on a given 
layer plane, the average drawdown at the centroid of each triangle or quadri-
lateral, instead of at each node, is plotted. After the nodal drawdowns .at the 





a n (A4) 
in which sa = average drawdown, si = drawdown at node i, and n = 3 for six-node 
elements and 4 for eight-node elements. This average drawdown is assumed to 
exist at the centroid of each triangle or quadrilateral, the coordinates of which 










in which xc and y c = coordinates of centroid, 
points. 
1. 5d Dimensional Units 
(A5) 
and~ and Yi = coordinates of nodal 
The program does not contain any conversion constants. Any units, 
either in British or SI system, can be used as long as they are consistent. If 
the distance is in feet and the time in seconds, then the discharge must be 
expressed in cubic feet per second, and the permeability in feet per second. If 
the distance is in meters and the time in minutes, then the discharge must be 
expressed in cubic meters per minute, and the permeability in meters per 
minute. The U.S. hydrological units cannot be used. 
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As has been described in Chapter III, dimensionless ratios are used as 
data input. The output can be either dimensionless or dimensional, depending 
on the desire of the user. To obtain the dimensionless drawdown as defined by 
Eq. 26b, the basic values of permeability, specific storage, discharge, and 
length must be specified as 1, and the control parameter NREAL set to zero. If 
the dimensional drawdown and time are to be printed, the basic values of these 
parameters in proper units must be read in and NREAL set to 1. Although the 
printout will not show the actual units of time and drawdown as well as other 
basic parameters, the user should know what units they are. The range of 
dimensionless times to be used depends on the basic values of permeability, 
specific storage and length as indicated by Eq. 21. 
1. 6 Basis for Selection of Method 
There are two major numerical methods for analyzing groundwater flow, 
viz. the finite difference method and the finite element method. The latter 
method was used in this program because it is more versatile and can match 
irregular boundaries more closely. Furthermore, its coefficient matrix is 
always symmetric, positive and definite, so the large number of simultaneous 
equations can be solved effectively. 
The program utilizes basic tetrahedra as the building block for finite 
elements, instead of other more sophisticated higher order elements. The ad-
vantage of using tetrahedral elements lies in the fact that their element stiffness 
matrix can be expressed in simple forms, as shown in Eq. 10, thus no numerical 
integration is needed. 
1. 7 Accuracy, Limitations, and Restrictions 
As presented in Chapter III, the solutions obtained from this program 
were compared with the exact solution by Theis and the finite element solution by 
cylindrical elements, and they were found in good agreements. The accuracy of 
the solution depends on the size and shape of the finite elements employed. 
Experience has shown that if the length ratio of triangles or quadrilaterals on the 
plan view is not greater than 2 or 3 and that on the side view not greater than 4 
or 5, satisfactory results can usually be obtained. 
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The limitations of this program can be best judged from the assump-
tions by which the program was developed. These assumptions are discussed in 
Chapter II. The assumption that the initial piezometric surface is a plane 
greatly simplifies the program by eliminating the actual piezometric head as an 
input parameter. If the initial piezometric surface is not a plane and the initial 
piezometric head at each nodal point is specified, the program can be easily 
modified by using the piezometric head, instead of the drawdown, as a. dependent 
variable. The assumptions that the top and bottom boundaries of the aquifer are 
planes and that the circumferential boundaries are vertical not only eliminate the 
tedious work of assigning nodal coordinates but also facilitate the visualization 
and graphical presentation of the aquifer. These limitations can be easily elimi-
nated by the user if he can take out the subroutine PLANE and assign the coordi-
nates for each of the nodal points. The assumption that the three principal 
directions of permeability are the same for all elements and one of them is a.long 
the vertical, or z axis, is to simplify the practical application of the program. 
If the principal directions a.re not the same, the user can modify the prog,Tam by 
specifying the principal directions for each element, computing the stiffness 
matrix with respect to the principal directions, and then transforming it to 
global coordinates. All these can be included in a. subroutine without changing 
the original program. 
It is believed that the assumptions employed in the development of this 
program a.re quite realistic and should not limit severely the applicability of the 
program. There is practically no restriction on the size of aquifer or the num-
ber of elements to be used. If the number of equations to be solved is large, 
the equations should be divided into a sufficient number of partitions, so that the 
storage required does not exceed the capacity of the computer. 
1. 8 Functional Information 
The computer program is formed by the following parts: (1) a main 
program; (2) nine subprograms; viz. NODP, PLANE, BAPTI, STIFI, FEM, 
TETRA, FASEI, PHPLOT, and SESOL; (3) six subroutines, viz. PLOTS, PLOT, 
SCALE, LINE, NUMBER, and SYMBOL, developed by the Calcomp Company 
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specifically for the Calcomp plotter; and (4) a subroutine called TIMER taken 
from the subprogram library of the University of Kentucky Computing Center. 
Because the subroutines in (3) and (4) are machine dependent and some of them 
are written in assembler language, they are not listed in the source program. 
The user should check the type of computer available and replace these sub-
routines with the ones designed specifically for his computer. 
1. Sa Main Program 
The main program takes care of all the housekeeping work for the com-
putation. It controls the flow of the analysis as follows: (1) read in all data 
input and print them out; (2) determine the size of array for the variables used 
in the subprograms; (3) call subprograms NODP, PLANE, BAPTI, STIFI, and 
PHPLOT; (4) print out drawdown at specified nodal points; and (5) plot the plan 
view and the average drawdown at a given time for the layer plane assigned. 
A simplified flow chart is shown in Figure A2. 
1. Sb Subprogram NODP 
This subprogram is used to (1) determine the element number with 
permeabilities different from those of the standard element or storage coeffi-
cient different from 1; (2) compute the total number of nodal points in each ele-
ment; and (3) relate the nodal number in each element to the overall nodal 
number. 
A simplified flow chart is shown in Figure A3. 
1. Sc Subprogram PLANE 
This subprogram is used to (1) determine the coefficients of plane equa-
tions for the top and bottom boundaries of the aquifer; and (2) determine the coor-
dinates for each node. 
A simplified flow chart is shown in Figure A4. 
1. 8d Subprogram BAPTI 
This subprogram is used to (1) calculate total number of equations; (2) 
determine number of equations in each partition; (3) compute the maximum half 
band width; and (4) number the starting and ending elements for each partition so 
that the appropriate stiffness matrix can be read from disk no. 8. 
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I Start I 
Read data includine: basic values of oermeabilities and specific storae:e I 
!Call suboro •ram NODP I 
I Set oermeabilities to those of standard elements and specific storae:e to 11 
If aquifer is nonhomogeneous, read locations of elements with permeabilities 
different from those of standard elements and soecific storae:e different from 1 
If drawdowns at specified number of nodes are to be printed, read 
their locations and calculate their nodal numbers. 
i 
If drawdowns are always zero at some nodes, read their locations 
and calculate their nodal numbers. 
i 
If discharges or recharges exist at some nodes, read their locations 
and values and calculate their nodal numbers. 
i 
I Call suboroe:rams PLANE. BAPTI. and STIFI I 
i 
. : From 1st time increment to last time increment I 
i 
I Call subprogram FASEI I 
I Calculate dimensionless or dimensional drawdowns and orintout results / 
i 
I If soecified, call subpro=am PHPLOT for vlottinl! I 
No ... 
I Is it last time increment? I 
Yes 
I Stoo I 
Figure A2. Flow chart for main program. 
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I Start I 
+ 
I Assi!m temoorarv number to each node on top boundarv for later use I 
+ 
From 1st element to last element I 
.. 
If aquifer is nonhomogeneous, determine element number with permeabilities 
different from those of standard element and stora~e coefficient different from 1 
+ 
Compute total number of nodes in each element and relate nodal 
number in each element to overall nodal number 
No • I ls it last element? I 
t Yes 
I Return I 
Figure A3. Flow chart for subprogram NODP. 
Start 
If top and bottom boundaries are not parallel to x-y plane, calculate 
coefficients of lane e ations. 
Calculate x 
No 
Is it last node ? 
Yes 
Return 
Figure A4. Flow chart for subprogram PLANE. 
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A simplified flow chart is shown in Figure A5. 
1. 8e Subprogram STIFI 
This subprogram is used to (l) check whether the elements are physi-
cally the same so that only the stiffness matrix of the first element needs be 
calculated; (2) call subprogram FEM to calculate the stiffness matrix of each 
six- or eight-node element; and (3) store the stiffness matrix of each element in 
disk no. 8. 
A simplified flow chart is shown in Figure A6. 
1. 8f Subprogram FEM 
This subprogram is used to (1) transform the tetrahedral nodal number 
into the nodal number of the six- or eight-node element; (2) call subprogram 
TETRA to obtain the stiffness matrices of each tetrahedron; and (3) superimpose 
the stiffness matrices of tetrahedra to form those of the six- or eight-node 
element. 
A simplified flow chart is shown in Figure A 7 • 
.!.:.§_g Subprogram TETRA 
This subprogram is used to compute the stiffness matrices [HJ and [P] 
of a tetrahedral element. 
A simplified flow chart is shown in Figure A8. 
1. Sh Subprogram FASEI 
This subprogram is used to (1) form [DJ matrix for determining the 
column matrix on the right side of simultaneous equations; (2) form [CJ matrix 
and store it together with the column matrix in the disk; and (3) call subprogram 
SESOL for solving the simultaneous equations for drawdown. 
A simplified flow chart is shown in Figure A9. 
1. Si Subprogram PHPLOT 
This subprogram plots a plan view and prints out the average drawdown 
of each element on a given layer plane. The drawdown is printed directly on the 
corresponding element to represent the value at the centroid which is marked by 
a cross. If the element is too small to accommodate the printing of drawdown, 
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Start 
Calculate number of equations per partition, NEQB, and total number 
of equations, NEQ, by NEQB = NO/NPART and NEQB = NEQB * NPART, 
where NO= total number of nodes and NPART = total number of artitions 
Yes 
Redetermine number of equations per partition and total number of 
e tions b NEQB = NO+ NPART /NPART and NE = NE * NPART 
Determine half-band width 
Compute element number of starting and ending 
elements for each artition 
I I Return I 
Figure A5. F1ow chart for subprogram BAPTI. 
Start 
From 1st element to last element 
~-------4 Is stiffness same as revious element? 
No 
am FEM 
Write stiffness matrices, H and P of each element in disk No. 8 
No 
'--~---------------! Is it last element? 
Yes 
Return 
Figure A6. F1ow chart for subprogram STIFI. 
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I Start I 
I Determine number of tetrahedra which form element I 
Relate tetrahedral nodal number to nodal number of element 
bv Tables 1 and 2 
I Initialize rHl and f Pl matrices of element to zero I 
+ 
: From 1st tetrahedron to last tetrahedron I 
I Call subpro ram TETRA I 
' 
I Suoerimnose stiffness matrices of tetrahedra to form those of element I 
No t 
l Is it last tetrahedron? I 
Yes 
I Returnl 
Figure A7. F1ow chart for subprogram FEM. 
Calculate coordinates of each node with origin at 
centroid of tetrahedron 
Determine constants ai, ~. ci, and di by Eq. 7 
and volume of tetrahedron b E • 6. 
Form E • 10 
Return 
Figure AS. F1ow chart for subprogram TETRA. 
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I Start! 
· : From 1st partition to last partition I 
Read IHI and fPJ matrices from disk No. 8 and form rDJ matrix by Ea. 12c I· 
+ 
Multiply [DJ matrix by previous drawdown and add term due to nodal discharge, 
if anv. to form column matrix on right side of Ea. 12a 
I Read fHl and rPl matrices from disk No. 8 and form rel matrix by Ea. 12b 
If equation number is greater than actual number of nodes or drawdown at a 
node is zero. assi011 a large value to diagonal element of rel matrix 
No i 
: Is discharge uniform along well bore? I 
+ Yes 
I Store rel matrix and column matrix on ri1mt side of Ea. 12a in disk No. 11--
'--+ 
Store (CJ matrix and column matrices on right side of Eqs. 13 and 14 
in disk No. 1 
No ~ 
, Is it last Jartition? , 
Yes 
Call subprogram SESOL for solving Eq. 12a if discharge is uniform 
along well bore. or Eas. 13 and 14 if discharge is nonuniform 
If discharire is nonuniform. determine drawdown from Eas. 15 to 20 
I Return! 
Figure A9. Flow chart for subprogram FASEI. 
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an alphabetical character will be printed inside the element, and the actual 
value of drawdown will be printed outside the plan view. If the element is so 
small that even an alphabetical character cannot be accommodated, a cross will 
be marked on the first element and the drawdowns will be printed outside in 
prescribed sequence starting from the first element. 
A simplified fl.ow chart is shown in Figure AlO. 
1. Sj Subprogram SESOL 
This subprogram is used to solve the linear simultaneous equations by 
partitions, and the results will be the drawdown of each nodal point at the end of 
each pumping period. This subprogram was described in detail by Wilson, 
Bathe and Doherty [1974] and will not be reported here. 
1. Sk Plotting Subroutines 
These subroutines are not listed in the source program. Those who are 
interested in these subroutines are suggested to consult "Users' Manual for the 
Calcomp Plotter with OS/360" published by the University of Kentucky Computing 
Center or other similar publications by the Calcomp company. 
(1) Subroutine PLOTS 
This subroutine is used to initialize plotting. 
(2) Subroutine PLOT 
This subroutine determines a new position or new set of x, y 
coordinates for the pen. 
(3) Subroutine SCALE 
This subroutine determines the scaling factor which is the value of 
length corresponding to one inch of plotting paper. 
(4) Subroutine LINE 
This subroutine produces a line plot of the pairs of values in x and y 
arrays. It computes the coordinates of each plotted point according to the data 
values in each array and the respective scale factors. 
(5) Subroutine NUMBER 
This subroutine produces a plot for an integer or a real number. 
(6) Subroutine SYMBOL 
This subroutine produces plot annotation at any angle and in 
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I Start I 
i 
I Call subroutine SCALE for calculating scaling factor I 
i 
Call subroutine LINE for nlottinir each radial line I 
i 
I Call subroutine LINE for nlotting each loop I 
~ 
I Call subroutine LINE for nlottinir each subdivided element I 
i 
: : From 1st element to last element I 
! 
If element is large, call subroutine SYMBOL to plot•+• sign at centroid 
of element and subroutine NUMBER to write drawdown 
i 
If element is small, call subroutine SYMBOL to plot alphabet at centroid 
of element and call subroutines SYMBOL and NUMBER to plot alphabet 
and drawdown outside the am,;fer 
! 
If element is vecy small, call subroutine SYMBOL to plot •+' sign 
at centroid of first element and call subroutine SYMBOL and 
NUMBER to plot alphabet and drawdown outside the aquifer 
No i 
I Is it last element? I 
! Yes 
Call subroutines SYMBOL and NUMBER to write 
title and pumping time 
.! 
Call subroutine PLOT to reposition the nen for subs=uent plotting 
+ 
I Returnl 
Figure AlO. Flow chart for subprogram PHPLOT. 
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practically any size. The symbols can be titles or symbols from the symbol 
table. 
1. 81 Subroutine TIMER 
This subroutine is used to count the time in miliseconds for solving 
simultaneous equations and the accumulated time from the beginning. It is an 
assembler language subroutine which can be called by a Fortran program to 
determine elapsed times during execution of a program. The subroutine is 
called by a statement of the form. 
CALL TIMER(J,K) 
in which J = O, 1, or 2 and represents the option desired; and K = an integer *4 
variable for elapsed time and may be omitted for option O. The three options are 
explained below. 
Option O - sets the timer to zero, overriding any previous timer that 
may have been set. 
Option 1 - returns in K the time in miliseconds since the timer was last 
set, but does not reset the timer. 
Option 2 - returns in K the elapsed time since the timer was last set, 
and then resets the timer to zero. 
1. 9 Definition of Technical Terms 
Anisotropic aquifer - An aquifer the permeability of which depends on 
the direction of flow. 
Artesian well - A well tapping a confined aquifer in which the water level 
rises above the top of the aquifer. 
Basic values - The values of permeability, specific storage, discharge, 
length, transmissibility, and storage coefficient used to determine the dimen-
sionless drawdown and the dimensionless time. 
[CJ matrix - An overall stiffness matrix, or the coefficient matrix of 
simultaneous equations. 
Confined aquifer - An aquifer bounded above and below by impermeable 
bed or beds of distinctly lower permeability than that of the aquifer itself. 
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[DJ matrix - A matrix used to determine the column matrix on the 
right-hand side of simultaneous equation. 
Discharge - Rate of flow from an aquifer at a given node in terms of 
volume per unit time. 
Drawdown - The lowering of the piezometric surface caused by pumping. 
Drawdown factor - Dimensionless drawdown expressed as (actual draw-
down x basic transmissibility)/basic discharge. 
Element number - A number assigned to each finite element. 
Element stiffness matrix - The stiffuess matrix of a tetrahedron as 
given by Eq. 10. 
Finite element - A triangular prism or hexahedron formed by tetrahedra. 
Finite well - A well with a finite radius. 
Full aquifer - An aquifer which is not symmetric with respect to the z 
axis so the whole aquifer is used in the finite element analysis. 
aquifer. 
Full radial line - A radial line which originates from the center of well. 
Fully penetrating well - A well penetrating the entire thickness of 
Global coordinates - x, y and z coordinates with the z coordinate 
coinciding with the center of well. 
Homogeneous aquifer - An aquifer having the same permeabilities and 
specific storage everywhere. 
Infinitesimal well - A well with a radius approaching zero. 
Isotropic aquifer - An aquifer having the same permeability in every 
direction. 
Layer planes - Planes which divide an aquifer into layers of finite 
elements. 
Layer plane number - A number assigned to each layer plane with the 
top boundary of aquifer designated as layer plane no. 1. 
Loop - A series of straight lines which connect corresponding nodes on 
two adjoining radial lines. 
Loop number - A number assigned to each loop with the center of well 
designated as loop no. 1. 
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,_ 
Node or nodal point - A point in the aquifer, which is the corner of one 
or more finite elements. 
Nodal number - A number assigned to each node. 
Nonhomogeneous or heterogeneous aquifer - An aquifer composed of 
two or more zones, each having a different set of permeabilities or specific 
storage. 
Nonuniform discharge - A method of analysis in which the discharge 
along with well bore is not assumed uniformly distributed. 
Partial aquifer - An aquifer which is symmetric with respect to the z 
axis so only a slice of the aquifer is used in the finite element analysis. 
Partial radial line - A radial line which starts from a specified loop 
other than loop 1, which is the center of well. 
Partially penetrating well - A well penetrating only partial thickness of 
aquifer. 
Partition - A method of solving simultaneous equations in which the 
equations are divided into a number of partitions. 
Permeability - A property of aquifer defined as the flow of water 
through a unit cross-sectional area normal to the direction of flow when the 
hydraulic gradient is unity. 
Piezometric surface - The surface to which the water from a given 
aquifer will rise under its full head. 
Previous drawdown - The drawdown at the end of previous time 
increment. 
Radial line number - A number assigned to each radial line including all 
full and partial radial lines. 
Recharge - Rate of flow to an aquifer at a given node in terms of volume 
per unit time. 
Special element - An element which may exist in two different forms and 
thus requires specification by the user as to the form employed. 
Specific storage - A property of aquifer defined as the amount of water 
in storage released from a unit volume of aquifer under a unit decline of head. 
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Standard element - An element having prescribed values of permeabil-
ities in three principal directions. 
Storage coefficient - The volume of water released from storage per 
unit of surface area of the aquifer per unit change in head, which is also equal 
to the product of specific storage and the thickness of aquifer. 
Subdivision - A process in which the aquifer is divided by a series of 
full and partial radial lines. 
Subdivided left element - The triangular prism on the left side of a 
subdivided mid element. 
Subdivided mid element - A triangular prism the plan view of which is 
formed by a node on the partial radial line and two nodes, one on each adjacent 
radial line. 
Subdivided right element - The triangular prism on the right side of a 
subdivided mid element. 
Thickness of aquifer - The distance between top and bottom boundaries 
of aquifer along a vertical line which, in the case of aquifer with variable thick-
ness, is measured along the center of well, or z axis. 
Time - The time since pumping started. 
Time factor - Dimensionless time expressed as (actual time x basic 
transmissibility)/(storage coefficient x square of basic length). 
Transmissibility - The rate at which water will flow through a unit 
width of aquifer under a unit hydraulic gradient, which is also equal to the pro-
duct of permeability in the radial direction and the thickness of aquifer. 
Uniform discharge - A method of analysis for infinitesimal well in which 
the discharge along the well is assumed uniformly distributed. 
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PART II USAGE INFORMATION 
2. 1 Programming Language, Eguipment and Operating System 
The computer program was written in Fortran IV for an IBM 360 com-
puter, model 65, which is used presently by the University of Kentucky. The 
operating system is RELEASE 21. 6. The control cards presented in section 
2. 4 are based on Fortran G compiler with Calcomp plotter. The program 
executes in 268 K main core and does not require any external tapes for the 
intermediate storage of data, other than disks 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8 provided 
by the computer. 
As mentioned before, the computer program consists of one main pro-
gram, nine subprograms, six Calcomp subroutines and one IBM subroutine. The 
source decks for main program and subprograms are complete in themselves 
and do not depend on any outside subroutines. However, the six Calcomp sub-
routines for plotting and the IBM subroutine TIMER are not included in the 
source decks. Unless the same equipment is available, the user has to supply 
his own subroutines or use the subroutines written specifically for his equipment. 
The program can be executed without a plotter by the following steps: 
(1) change the job control card, 11 // EXEC FORTGCLP' to 11 // EXEC 
FORTGCLG", (2) take out the three statements for calling PLOTS and PLOT at 
the very beginning of the main program, (3) take out the two statements for 
calling PLOT and EXIT at the end of the main program, and (4) take out sub-
routine PHPLOT. The program can be executed without a timer simply by taking 
out the three statements for calling TIMER and the four cards following the last 
statement for calling TIMER. 
2. 2 Input Requirements 
All the input data required for this program are located in the main pro-
gram. Before preparing the input data the user must have a general idea on the 
dimension of the aquifer, the location of the well, and the points at which dis-
charge, recharge or zero drawdown occurs, so that he can tentatively divide the 
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aquifer into finite elements. The major requirements for preparing input data 
are described as follows: 
2. 2a Division of Aquifer into Finite Elements 
Although the aquifer is divided into a set of six- and eight-node ele-
ments, the basic components to form these elements are only three, viz. radial 
lines, loops, and layer planes. The radial lines may be a full line radiated from 
the center of well or a partial radial line starting at a given loop. They must be 
arranged in a regular pattern, so that the nodal and element numbers can be 
generated automatically. Starting from the positive x axis in a counterclockwise 
direction, each radial line is assigned a number. Each loop is also assigned a 
number, counting the center of the well as loop no. 1 and proceeding outwards. 
Unless a loop intersects the boundary of aquifer, it must be continuous and form 
a closed figure. The layer planes are numbered from top to bottom. 
Figure All shows how an aquifer is divided into finite elements. The 
numbers marked at each node are the nodal numbers, and those inside the 
parenthesis are the element numbers. To divide the aquifer according to 
Figure All, the following input data are needed: 
(1) Total number of radial lines 
There are 12 radial lines, each marked by a number inside the 
circle. A partial radial line, which starts at loop 4, always exists between two 
full radial lines. The angle between each radial line and the first radial line 
must be specified. 
(2) Total number of loops 
There are five loops including the one at the center of well. The 
loops are drawn in heavier lines, and their numbers are marked. 
(3) Total number of layer planes 
There are three layer planes. The z coordinate of each layer plane 
at the center of well, or along the z axis, must also be specified. 
(4) Total number of nodes on each radial line 
The number of nodes on each radial line may be equal to or smaller 
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SECTION A-A 




Radial line no. 1 
Number of nodes 5 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
4 5 5 5 5 4 5 
9 10 11 12 
5 5 5 5 
The number of nodes on each radial line is actually the number of loops inter-
secting each radial line. In counting the number of intersections, the partial 
radial line is considered as a full line extending to the well. 
(5) Radial distances from the center of well to each loop measured 
along each radial line. 
At the center of well, the radial distance is zero. The radial dis-
tance to a loop along a partial radial line is considered zero if the partial line 
does not actually intersect the loop. For example, the radial distances for 
nodes on radial line 1 are O. O, 10. O, 22. O, 40. O, and 62. 0 ft ; while those on 
radial line 2 are O. O, O. 0, 0. O, and 40. 0 ft. 
(6) Total number of elements per layer between two radial lines, or on 
the left of each radial line 
For a full aquifer, it is necessary to read in the number of elements 
on the left of the last radial line; whereas for a partial aquifer, no such reading 
is needed. If an aquifer is divided by both full and partial radial lines, the sub-
divided mid elements should not be counted. The subdivided mid element is an 
element formed by a node at which the partial radial line starts and two nodes on 
the previous loop, as shown by elements 27, 33, 39, 43, 47 and 53. The ele-
ment on the left of a subdivided mid element is defined as a subdivided left ele-
ment, such as element 29, while that on the right is defined as a subdivided right 
element, such as element 25. In counting the number of elements between two 
radial lines, all partial radial lines must be extended to the well, and all ele-
ments counted except the subdivided mid elements. The number of elements on 
the left of each radial line is listed below. 
Radial line no. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Number of elements 4 4 4 4 4 2 3 4 2 4 4 4 
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2. 2b Location of Nodal Points 
If the drawdown at only a specified number of nodes is to be printed, 
it is not necessary for the user to determine their nodal numbers. Instead, 
three numbers; viz. a radial line number, a loop number, and a layer plane 
number, are used to locate a nodal point. For nodal points along the center of 
well, the radial line number is assigned as 1. For example, nodes 2, 22, 51, 





















When the three numbers are given, the computer will determine the actual nodal 
number and print it out together with the three location numbers and the resulting 
drawdown. 
2. 2c Location of Elements 
In much the same way as nodal points, the location of an element is also 
by three numbers: (1) the radial line number on the right side of the element, 
(2) the loop number at the back of the element, and (3) the layer plane number on 
the top of the element. The subdivided mid element and the subdivided left ele-
ment have the same location numbers, and their radial line number is the num-
ber of the partial radial line. For example, elements 1, 14, 42, 43, 45, 65 and 
73 can be located as follows: 
Element no. Radial line no. Loop no. Larer plane no. 
1 1 2 1 
14 1 3 2 
42 7 4 2 
43 8 4 1 
45 8 4 1 
65 5 5 1 
73 12 5 1 
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Elements 39, 40, 65, 66, 73 and 74 are called special elements 
because they can exist in two different forms. Elements 73 and 74, which have 
two nodes on the ith radial line and one node on the (i + l)th radial line, are 
called special elements of type 1. If they are not designated as special ele-
ments, the computer will not recognize them as triangular prisms but as hexa-
hedra by moving boundary 40-103 to 76-103. Elements 65 and 66, which have 
one node on the ith radial line and two nodes on the (i + l)th radial line, are 
called special elements of type 2. If they are not designated as such, the com-
puter will consider them as hexahedra by moving boundary 52-88 to 85-88. 
Elements 39 and 40, which are subdivided mid elements without a subdivided left 
element belong to special element of type 3. If they are not designated as such, 
the computer will assume that a subdivided left element exists by moving boun-
dary 31-55 to 55-58. Note that elements 57 and 59 are not considered as special 
elements because they are always triangular prisms and there is no way for them 
to become hexahedra. 
2. 3 Description of Input Data 
The input data and their array sizes, if any, are listed in section 2. 7. 
This section will describe these variables in more detail together with the for-
mat to be used. Variables will be described in the order as they appear in the 
program. Examples of preparing input data are presented in section 2.8. 
2. 3a General Formats 
The input data are punched in data cards from column 1 to column 80. 
Only five formats are used. 
(1) Fixed mode format (type I): (1615) 
This format indicates that each integer is punched within five columns 
and the maximum number of integer data to be punched in one card is 16. 
(2) Floating mode format (type II): (8Fl0. 5) 
This format indicates that a maximum number of eight floating mode 
values can be punched in one card and each occupies ten columns with five col-
umns for decimal points. This format is used for all real value variables except 
for the pumping times. 
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(3) Floating mode format (type III): (6Fl3. 5) 
This format is used in section 2. 3g for pumping times only. Six 
floating mode values can be punched in one card, and each occupies 13 columns 
with five columns for decimal points. 
(4) Floating mode format (type IV): (2E10. 3, 5F10. 3) 
This format is used only in section 2. 3c for basic values and permeabil-
ities of the standard element. The first two entries are in E format and the re-
maining in F format. 
(5) Mixed mode format (type V): (315, FlO. 5) 
This format is used only in section 2. 3n when discharge or recharge 
occurs at some nodes, or when KD f O. Three integers are punched in the first 
fifteen columns, each occupying five columns, followed by a real number 
occupying 10 columns. 
2. 3b General Controlling Parameters 
(1) Variables: NP, NR, NZ, NPART, NCOLN, NT, NFG, NM, NFW, 
JD, LOP, NDP, KP, KS, NTB, NB, IE, NPA, MD, NREAL, KD, KH, MPT. 
(2) Format: Use type I with the first 16 variables in one card and the 
remaining 7 in a second card. 
( 3) Description: 
NP is the maximum number of nodes in a radial line. Each radial 
line may have a different number of nodes, and NP is the maximum number 
among all radial lines. 
NR is the total number of radial lines, including all full and partial 
radial lines. 
NZ is the total number of layer planes, which is equal to the number 
of finite element layers plus one. 
NPART is the total number of partitions used in solving simulta-
neously equations. The selection of the number of partitions depends on the 
storage capacity of the computer. In principle, the least number of partitions 
should be used in commensurate with the computer storage. 
NCOLN is a parameter for assuming the type of well discharge. 
NCOLN = 1 if the discharge is assumed tmiform along the well bore. Otherwise, 
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NCOLN = 2. The latter case should be used for a partially penetrating finite 
well. 
NT is the total number of times at which drawdowns are computed, 
which is equal to the total number of time increments plus one. 
NFG is a parameter indicating whether the aquifer is full or partial. 
NFG = 0 for full aquifers and 1 for partial aquifers. A full aquifer has at least 
one closed loop, but a partial aquifer does not have any loop which is closed. 
Partial aquifers are used for axisymmetric problems in which only a slice of 
the aquifer is taken for analysis. 
NM is a parameter indicating whether the aquifer is homogeneous or 
nonhomogeneous. NM= 0 for homogeneous aquifer, and NM= 1 for nonhomo-
geneous aquifer. 
NFW is a parameter indicating whether the well is infinitesimal or 
finite in radius. NFW = 0 for infinitesimal well, and NFW = 1 for finite well. 
The circumference of a finite well is defined by loop 2, while an infinitesimal 
well is located at the origin, or loop 1. 
JD is the total number of nodes at which drawdowns are to be printed. 
JD = 0 if the drawdowns at all nodes are to be printed. 
LOP is a parameter indicating the orientation of top and bottom 
boundaries of the aquifer. LOP= 1 if top and bottom boundaries are horizontal, 
or parallel to x-y plane. LOP = 2 if they are parallel to each other but not to 
x-y plane. LOP= 3 if both are arbitrary. 
NDP is the total number of layer planes penetrated or tapped by the 
well. 
KP is the total number of elements the permeabilities of which are 
different from those of the standard element. KP = 0 for homogeneous aquifers 
because every element has the same permeabilities and is considered as a stan-
dard element. 
KS is the total number of elements the specific storage of which is 
different from the basic value. KS = 0 for homogeneous aquifers. For nonhomo-
geneous aquifers, the specific storage which occurs most frequently will be taken 
as the basic value, and KS will be the number of elements having a specific 
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storage different from the basic value. 
NTB is a parameter indicating the type of boundary. NTB = 0 if the 
number of nodes in all radial lines is the same, or every loop forms a closed 
figure. Otherwise, NTB = 1. 
NB is the total number of subdivisions. A subdivision occurs when 
a new set of partial radial lines starts at a given loop. NB = 0 if there is no 
subdivision, or no partial radial lines. 
IE is the total number of special elements. Definition of special 
elements is presented in section 2, 2c. IE = 0 if there is no special element. 
NPA is the number of partitions actually employed in the first time 
increment. If NPA = NPART, all the partitions are used in solving the simul-
taneously equations. To save the computer time for large jobs, NPA may be 
set to 1 or 2, so only the first one or two partitions be used in the first time 
increment. 
MD is the total number of layer planes to be plotted. MD = 0 if no 
plotting is contemplated. Maximum value of MD should not be greater than NZ. 
NREAL is a parameter indicating whether the drawdown and time are 
printed in real or dimensionless values. NREAL = 0 for dimensionless values, 
and NREAL = 1 for real values. 
KD is the total number of nodes at which constant discharge or 
recharge is specified. KD = 0 if no discharge or recharge, other than the dis-
charge at the well, takes place. 
KH is the total number of nodes at which drawdowns are maintained 
zero. 
MPT is the total number of pumping times at which the aquifer and 
the drawdown are to be plotted. MPT = 0 if no plotting is contemplated. Maxi-
mum value of MPT should not be greater than NT. 
2. 3c Basic Values and Permeabilities of Standard Element 
(1) Variables: BK, BS, BQ, BL, SK(l), SK(2), SK(3). 
(2) Format: Use type IV. 
( 3) Description: 
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BK is the basic value of permeability. Although any permeability 
may be used as a basic value, the general rule is to take the permeability whicb 
occurs repeatedly in various elements as the basic value. All other permabil-
ities are read in as a ratio to the basic value. 
BS is the basic value of specific storage, or the specific storage 
which occurs repeatedly in various elements. All other values of specific 
storage are read in as a ratio to the basic value. 
BQ is the basic value of discharge, which is taken as the total dis-
charge from the well per unit time. All discharges and recharges are read in as 
a ratio to the basic value. BQ is always the total discharge from the well no 
matter whether full or partial aquifers are involved. 
BL is the basic value of length. All lengths, distances, and coor-
dinates are read in as a ratio to the basic length. 
SK(l), SK(2), and SK(3) are respectively the permeabilities in x, y 
and z directions of a standard element. These permeabilities are read in as a 
ratio to the basic value. For isotropic aquifers, SK(l) = SK(2) = SK(3) = 1. For 
anisotropic aquifers, one or two of these variables will have a value of 1. 
2. 3d Location of Nodes for Drawdown 
(l) Variables: NNP(I, l), NNR(I, 1), NNZ(I, l); where I is from 1 to JD. 
(2) Format: Use type I. Only three values are punched in one card, 
each occupying five columns, so only the first 15 columns are used in one card. 
A total of JD cards is required. No data card is needed if JD = 0. 
(3) Description: 
NNP(I, l) is the loop number, NNR(I, 1) is the radial line number, and 
NNZ(I, 1) is the layer plane number. The use of these three numbers to locate a 
nodal point is described in section 2. 2b. 
2. 3e Starting Loop for Partial Radial Lines 
(1) Variable: NS(I); where I is from 1 to NB. 
(2) Format: Use type I. The number of values punched in one card 
depends on the number of subdivisions. Each value occupies five columns. If 
NB = O, no data card is needed. 
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( 3) Description: 
NS(I) is the loop number from which the partial radial lines for the 
ith subdivision start. 
2. 3f Number of Elements Per Layer Between Two Radial Lines 
(1) Variable: NND(I); where I is from 1 to NR. 
(2) Format: Use type I. Maximum number of entries is 16 per card, 
each occupying five columns. 
(3) Description: 
NND(I) is the total number of elements per layer between two radial 
lines, or on the left of the ith radial line. The method of counting is described 
in section 2. 2a (6). 
~ Pumping Times 
(1) Variable: T(I); where I is from 1 to NT. 
(2) Format: Use type III. Only six values of T(I) are punched in one 
card, each occupying 13 columns. The first entry in the first card will always 
be 0. 00000, which is the value for T(l). 
(3) Description: 
T(I) is the time since pumping started. T(I) is read in as a dimen-
sionless time in logarithmic scale. 
2. 3h Maximum Radial Distance from Well to Aquifer Boundary 
(1) Variable: RR 
(2) Format: Use type II. This value is punched in the first ten columns 
of the data card. 
(3) Description: 
RR is the maximum radial distance from the center of well to the 
boundary of aquifer. This information is used to determine the scale for plotting. 
RR may be equal to or greater than the maximum length of radial lines actually 
used. 
2. 3i Pumping Time for Plotting 
(1) Variable: TP(I), where I is from 1 to MPT. 
(2) Format: Use type III. 
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( 3) Description: 
TP(I) is the pumping time at which drawdowns are plotted. 
2. 3j Layer Plane Number for Plotting 
(1) Variable: ME(I); where I is from 1 to MD 
(2) Format: Use type I. If MD = O, this part of input is not needed. 
(3) Description: 
ME(I) is the ith layer plane on which a plan view of the aquifer and 
the drawdown are to be plotted. 
2. 3k Location of Elements with Permeabilities Different 
from Standard Element 
(1) Variables: NNP(I, 2), NNR(I, 2), NNZ(I, 2); where I is from 1 to KP. 
(2) Format: Use type I. No data card is needed if NM = 0 or KP = O. 
(3) Description: Refer to sections 2. 2c and 2. 3c for details. 
2. 31 Location of Elements with Specific Storage Different 
from Basic Value 
(1) Variables: NNP(I, 3), NNR(I, 3), NNZ(I, 3); where I is from 1 to KS. 
(2) Format: Use type I. No data card is needed if NM = 0 or KS = O. 
(3) Description: Refer to sections 2. 2c and 2. 3c for details. 
2. 3m Location and Type of Special Elements 
(1) Variables: NNP(I,4), NNR(I,4), NNZ(I,4), IS(I); where I is from 1 
to IE. 
(2) Format: Use type I. Four entries in each card. No data is 
needed if IE = O. 
(3) Description: Refer to sections 2. 2c for details. 
2. 3n Location of Nodes with Given Discharge or Recharge 
(1) Variables: NNP(I, 5), NNR(I, 5), NNZ(I, 5), FQ(I); where I is from 1 
to KD. 
(2) Format: Use type V. No data card is needed if KD = O. 
(3) Description: Refer to section 2. 2b for details. FQ(I) is the dis-
charge (positive) or recharge (negative) as a ratio to the basic value. 
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~ Location of Nodes with Zero Drawdown 
KH. 
(l) Variable: NNP(I, 6), NNR(I, 6), and NNZ(I, 6); where I is from 1 to 
(2) Format: Use type I. No data card is needed if KH = 0. 
(3) Description: Refer to section 2. 2b for details. 
~ Orientation of Top and Bottom Boundaries 
(1) Variable: ZC(K, I,J); where K is from 1 to 2, I from 1 to 3, and J 
from 1 to 3. 
(2) Format: Use type II. Each K needs two data cards with eight values 
on the first card and the last value on the first ten columns of the second card. 
No data card is needed if LOP = 1. 
(3) Description: 
ZC(K, I, J) is the jth coordinates of the ilh point on the kth plane. 
K = 1 for top boundary plane and 2 for bottom boundary plane. J = 1 for x coor-
dinate, 2 for y coordinate, and 3 for z coordinate. I is the point number. 
2. 3r z Coordinate of Each Layer Plane at Center of Well 
(1) Variable: XZ(I); where I is from 1 to NZ. 
(2) Format: Use type II. 
(3) Description: 
XZ(I) is the z coordinate for the ith layer plane at the center of well. 
2. 3s Number of Nodes on Each Radial Line 
(1) Variable: ND(I); where I is from 1 to NR. 
(2) Format: Use type I. No data card is needed if NTB = O. 
(3) Description: 
ND(I) is the number of nodes on the ith radial line. 
2. 3t Radial Distances from Center of Well to Each Node 
(1) Variable: R(I, J); where I is from 1 to NR, and J from 1 to ND(I). 
(2) Format: Use type II. Starting from I = 1, punch ND(I) values of 
radial distances on data cards with eight values in each card. Each new value of 
I should start with a new card. 
(3) Description: 
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R(I,J) is the radial distance from the center of well to the jth node 
on the ith radial line. 
2. 3u Angle Between Each Radial Line and First Radial Line 
(1) Variable: O(I); where I is from 1 to NR. 
(2) Format: Use type II. 
( 3) Description: 
O(I) is the angle in radians between the ith radial line and the first 
radial line. 
2. 3v Permeabilities of Non-standard Elements 
(1) Variable: PERM(I,J); where I is from 1 to NELEM, and J from 1 to 
3. 
(2) Format: Use type II. Three values of permeabilities are punched 
in one card. No data card is needed if NM = 0 or KP = 0. 
( 3) Description: 
PERM(I,J) is the permeability as a ratio to the basic value for the 
ith element in the jth direction. I is the element number to be determined 
automatically by the computer. J = 1 for x direction, 2 for y direction, and 3 
for z direction. The cards should be placed in the same order as those in 
section 2. 3k, so that the permeabilities and the location will correspond. 
2. 3w Specific Storage Other than Basic Value 
(1) Variable: STOR(I); where I is from 1 to NELEM. 
(2) Format: Use type II. Only one value of specific storage is punched 
per card. No data card is needed if NM = 0 or KS = O. 
(3) Description: 
STOR(I) is the specific storage of the ith element as a ratio to the 
basic value. The cards should be placed in the same order as those in section 
2. 31, so that the specific storage and the location will correspond. 
2. 4 Summary of Required Cards 
The deck setup for executing the program on IBM 360/65 is shown in 
Figure A12. 
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I /jobname JOB account no., 'programmer's id', REGION=268K 
//stepname EXEC FORTGCLP, TIME. GO=(min, sec) 
//FORT. SYSIN DD * 
Fortran source deck 
I* 
//GO. FTOlFOOl DD SPACE=(TRK,(20,10)), 
// DCB=(RECFM=VSB,BLKSIZE=7294, LRECL=6000,BUFNO=l), UNIT=SYSDA 
//GO. FT02F001 DD SPACE=(TRK, (20, 10)), 
// DCB=(RECFM=VSB, BLKSIZE=7294, LRECL=6000, BUFNO=l), UNIT=SYSDA 
//GO. FT03F001 DD SPACE=(TRK, (20, 10)), 
// DCB=(RECFM=VSB, BLKSIZE=7294, LRECL=6000, BUFNO=l), UNIT=SYSDA 
//GO. FT04F001 DD SPACE=(TRK, (20, 10)), 
// DCB=(RECFM=VSB, BLKSIZE=7294, LRECL=6000,BUFNO=l), UNIT=SYSDA 
//GO._FT08F001 DD UNIT=2314, SPACE=(288, (500, 40)) 
//GO. SYSIN DD * 
Input data 
* 
Figure A12. Deck setup for a FORTRAN source program. 
If no plotting is desired, a convenient way to save time and eliminate 
the handling of plotting tape is to add a card" //GO. PLOTT APE DD DUMMY" 
right after the first /* card. The jobname and stepname are 1-8 characters 
long. For problems involving large number of simultaneous equations, the 
block size of disks 1, 2, 3 and 4 should be made as large as possible, so a 
maximum size of 7294 is assigned. The block size of disk 8 for storing the 
element stiffness matrix is 288. 
The total number of cards required for JCL (Job Control Language), 
main program, and subprograms, excluding all comment cards, is tabulated 
below 




























Two types of output can be obtained from the program, one is the gen-
eral numerical output and the other is the plotting output. Both of these outputs 
have complete headings and should be self-explanatory. An itemized synopsis for 
each type of output is listed below. 
2. 5a Numerical Output 
(1) A listing of major input data. 
Major input data are printed out to insure that they are correct. 
They are printed out using the same format as the read statement except that 
some explanatory headings are added. 
(2) A listing of literal output to indicate the type of aquifer and well 
considered. 
(3) Computed output for checking purpose. 
These output data are not part of the solution but can be used to check 
the correctness of some intermediate parameters which lead to the final solution. 
These parameters include nodal number, element number, total number of nodes, 
total number of equations, number of equations in each partition, and half band 
width. The reason that the total number of equations is not equal to the total 
number of nodes is because subprogram SESOL requires equal number of equa-
tions in each partition. If the total number of node is not divisible by the total 
number of partitions, fictitious equations are added to make each partition equal. 
(4) Final solution on dimensionless or real drawdown at given dimen-
sionless or real time. 
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(5) Execution time in miliseconds for solving simultaneous equations 
and the total time from the beginning. 
2, 5b Plotting Output 
(1) A plane view of the aquifer and the finite element configuration. 
(2) The drawdown at the centroid of each triangle or quadrilateral on a 
given layer plane at a given time. 
The drawdown and time can be either dimensionless or real. De-
pending on the size of element, the drawdown will be printed either inside the 
element or outside the plan view of the aquifer as described in section 1. Si, 
2. 6 Off-Line Error Messages 
Mistakes in input data or dimension statements will cause the computer 
to stop or yield erratic results. Be sure to check all input data cards carefully 
and make the size of all two dimensional arrays exactly the same as stipulated 
in section 2. 7, except those in the common statement. The variables in the 
common block have been assigned a large dimension and, unless the dimension 
is exceeded, it is not necessary to change the array size. The size of all one 
dimensional arrays should be equal to or greater than that specified in section 
2, 7. If mistakes do occur, the following three error messages may be 
generated: 
(1) If the dimensionless drawdown at the first nodal point, i.e. at the 
center of well on the top boundary, is greater than 100, the program will stop 
and print out the value of drawdown. When this occurs, the user should check 
the input data because it is unreasonable that the dimensionless drawdown be this 
large. 
(2) If a diagonal element of [CJ matrix is zero, the program will stop 
and print out the equation number in which zero diagonal occurs. [CJ matrix is 
supposed to be positive and definite, and none of its diagonal elements should be 
zero. 
(3) If a diagonal element of [CJ matrix is negative, a warning message 
indicating the equation number and the value of the diagonal will be printed and 
the program will continue. 
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2. 7 Variable Definitions 
The following is a list of symbols used in the computer program together 





















Alphabetical characters used for plotting. 
Basic value of permeability. 
Basic value of length. 
Basic value of discharge. 




Overall stiffness matrix for each partition. I= (MA+2) * NEQB 
Temporary array used in subroutine I= 1024 
PLOTS. 
Temporary array used in subprogram FASEL See description. 
I= NDP for infinitesimal wells; I= NDP + 
NZ * No. of nodes on loop 2 for finite wells; 
J = NZ * (1 + No. of nodes on loop 2 + NFW * 
No. of nodes on loop 3). 
Temporary array related to nodal discharge. I = NEQB, J = 2 
Discharge at node i, positive for discharge 
and negative for recharge. 
Temporary array used in subprogram 
FASEL 
Temporary array used in subprogram 
SESOL. 
Stiffness matrix of six- or eight-node 
element. 
Stiffness matrix of tetrahedron 
Total number of special elements. 
Total number of nodes on a plan view. 
Type of special element. 
Total number of nodes at which draw-
downs are to be printed; assgin O if 
drawdowns at all nodes are to be printed. 
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I= Max{KP,KS,JD, 
IE, KD, KH} 
I= NO 
I = (MA+2) * NEQB 
I= 36, J = 2 
K = 10, I =4 



























Temporary array indicating physically 
similar elements. 
Total number of nodes at which discharges 
are given. 
Total number of nodes at which drawdowns 
are always zero. 
Total number of elements the permeabilities 





Total number of elements the specific storage 
of which is different from the basic value. 
Orientation of top and bottom boundaries. 
Half band width of simultaneous equations. 
Temporary array used in subprogram 
SESOL. 
Total number of layer planes to be plotted. 
Layer plane number to be plotted. 
Temporary array used in subprogram 
PHPLOT. 
Temporary array for nodal number on a 
plan view. 
I= MA-1 + NEQB 
I= MD 
I= NR, J = NP 
I= NP, J = NR 
Total number of pumping times to be plotted. 
Time in miliseconds spent by the computer. I= 3 
Total number of subdivisions. 
Type of well discharge assumed; assign 1 if 
discharge is uniform along the well bore, 
otherwise assign 2. 
Total number of nodes on each radial line. 
Total number of layer planes penetrated 
or tapped by the well. 
Total number of elements. 
Last element number in each partition. 
Total number of simultaneous equations. 





























Type of aquifer; assign O for full aquifer 
and 1 for partial aquifer, 
Type of well; assign O for infinitesimal 
well and 1 for finite well. 
Dimension 
Statement 
Nodal number at which drawdown is always I= Max[KP,KS,JD, 
zero. IE, KD, KH} 
Type of aquifer; assign O for homogeneous 
aquifer and 1 for nonhomogeneous aquifer. 
Total number of elements per layer between I = NR 
two radial lines. 
Location of element or node; NNP for loop 
number, NNR for radial line number, and 
NNZ for layer plane number. 
Total number of nodal points. 
Nodal number, 
Maximum number of nodes on a radial line. 
Number of partitions actually employed in 
the first time interval. 
Total number of partition. 
Nodal number at which discharge is given. 
Total number of radial lines. 
Type of data; assign O if time and drawdown 
are dimensionless, and 1 if they are real. 
I= Max{'KP,KS,JD, 
IE,KD,KH} 
I = NELEM, J = 8 
I= Max[KP,KS,JD, 
IE,KD,KH} 
Loop number from which the partial radial I = NB 
lines for the ith subdivision start. 
First element number in each partition. I= NPART 
Total number of times at which drawdowns 
are computed including zero time. 
Type of boundary; assign O if total number 
of nodes in any radial line is equal to NP, 
otherwise assign 1. 
Nodal number at which drawdown is to be 
printed. 




Notation Des crietion statement 
0(1) Angle in radians between each radial line I=NR 
and the first radial line. 
PERM(I,J) Permeabilities of element i in x, y and z I= NELEM, J = 3 
directions. 
R(I,J) Radial distance from the center of well to I= NR, J = NP 
each loop. 
RR Maximum radial distance from the center 
of well to the boundary of aquifer. 
S(I,J) Drawdown at each node. I= NEQ, J = 2 
STOR(I) Specific storage of element i. I=NELEM 
SK(l) Permeability ratios in x, y and z directions 1=3 
of a standard element. 
T(l) Time since pumping started. I= NT 
TP(l) Pumping time at which drawdowns are I=MPT 
plotted. 
X(I,J) Cartesian coordinates of each node in an I= NO, J = 3 
element with respect to its centroid. 
XM(l) Temporary array used in subprogram I= IH 
PHPLOT. 
XZ(I) z coordinate of each layer plane at the I= NZ 
center of well. 
YM(l) Temporary array used in subprogram I= IH 
PHPLOT. 
Z(I,J) Cartesian coordinates of each node. I= NO, J = 3 
ZC(K, I,J) Cartesian coordinates of three points on K = 2, I= J: 3 
each of the top and bottom boundaries. 
2. 8 Samele Problems 
To illustrate the application of this program, especially the preparation 
of dimension statements and input data, two sample problems are presented. 
These two problems are quite different not only in complexities but also in basic 
assumptions. Following is a list of the differences between the two problems: 
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PROBLEM 1 
Infinitesimal well, NFW = 0 
Fully penetrating well, NDP = NZ 
Uniform discharge along well, 
NCOLN = 1 
Homogeneous aquifer, NM = 0 
Isotropic aquifer, SK(l) = SK(2) = 
SK(3) = 1 
Partial aquifer, NFG = 1 
Horizontal top and bottom boundaries, 
LOP= 1 
Closed aquifer with no discharge, 
recharge or zero drawdown at 
any point, KD = O, KH = 0. 
Same number of nodes on all radial 
lines, NTB = O. 
No subdivision, NB = O. 
No special elements, IE = O. 
Number of equations = number of 
nodes. 
Dimensionless drawdown and time, 
NREAL = O. 
Printout of drawdown at all nodes, 
JD= O. 
No plotting, MD = O, MPT = O. 
PROBLEM 2 
Finite well, NFW = 1 
Partially penetrating well, NDP < NZ 
Nonuniform discharge, NCOLN = 2 
Nonhomogeneous aquifer, NM= 1 
Anisotropic aquifer, SK(l) = SK(2) = 1, 
SK(3) 'f 1 
Full aquifer, NFG = O 
Arbitrary top and bottom boundaries 
LOP= 3 
Open aquifer with discharge, recharge, 
or zero drawdown at a specified number 
of nodes, KD f O, KH f O. 
Number of nodes not the same on all 
radial lines, NTB = 1. 
With subdivision, NB 'f O. 
With special elements, IE 'f 0. 
Number of equations> number of nodes. 
Real drawdown and time, NREAL = 1. 
Printout of drawdown only at given 
nodes, JD 'f O. 
With plotting, MD 'f O, MPT 'f O. 
It should be noted that the purpose of these two problems is to provide 
complete input and output which permit the user to check a trial run on his com-
puter against the sample data. They are certainly not realistic problems and 
only the first three dimensionless time increments are used. 
2. Sa Sample Problem 1 
Figure A13 shows the plan view and cross section of an aquifer which is 
divided into finite elements. Because of axisymmetry, each radial plane can be 
considered as an impervious boundary, so only a slice of the aquifer is needed for 
analysis. For a well penetrating fully a horizontal aquifer of uniform thickness, 
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(a) PLAN VIEW 
WELL--. 
1 3 7 11 
2 4 8 12 
b~l8L I- 24L -I 
(b) SECTION A-A 
· Figure Al3. A fully penetrating well in an axisymmetric aquifer. 
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the drawdown is independent of depth, so only one layer of finite elements is 
needed, and the discharge along the well can be taken as uniform. Assuming 
that the well is infinitesimal, the aquifer is homogeneous and isotropic, and the 
water is pumped out at a constant rate, the problem now on hand is to determine 
the dimensionless drawdown at a dimensionless time of 2. O. 
Card 
1 










NDP KP KS NTB NB 
2 0 0 0 0 
NT 
4 
2 IE NPA MD REAL KD KH MPT 
3 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
BK BS BQ 


















































SK(2) . SK(3) 
1. 00000 1. 00000 
The complete output is shown in pages 86 to 88. Note that when the 
drawdown is small, it may turn out to be negative. This occurs only at the early 
stage of pumping and is due to the error inherent in the finite element method. 
The drawdown should be considered zero rather than negative. 
The program requires a compiling time of 71 sec. The execution time, 
as printed in the output, is less than 4 sec. 
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SOLUTIONS OF THE UNSTEADY FLOW TOWARD WELLS 
--- -------
4 NR= 2 NZ= 2 NT= 4 NM= 
er - KP= - 0 - . K-S= .. - 0 - --- NB= 0 - - ·rE= 
0 KO= 0 KH= 0 NFW= 0 LOP= 
2 NTB= 0 NPA= 1 NFG= 
-- .. 
1 MPT= 
1 NC QLN= l NRfAL= 0 ------ . ------------. -·----·---- ----·------·----------. 
INFINYTFSt~AL WELL 





. - ------------- WE'LL PENETRATES AQuITF."rf ·ro-POINT NUM!'frn=·-- - -i---- ---------- --------
THE WELL IS FULLY PENETRATING 











PERMEARILITY RATIOS IN X, VANDY- DIPRTIONS OF A STANDARD ELEMENT AU -: 
1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 - - - ---·... ---··- . --· . -
NO. OF ELEMENTS ON THE LEFT OF EACH RADIAL LINE IS: -3 - . . --- --- --- -- -- .... --- ---- . - --- ---
LAYER HEIGHTS AT THE CENTER OF THE WELL ARE: 
s.00000 o.o 
RADIAL DISTANCES OF THE NODES FROM THE ORIGIN ON EACH RADIAL LINE: 
--·-·---- ------ -··. --- -------.--·--- -- ···-· -- - -
~ __, 
PADIAL DISTANCl'S otrRA-DIAL LYNE I U : 
o.o 4.ooooo 12.oooco 36.ooooo 
-R..-,AO~I-.-Ar-L DISTANCEs-lJl'f"PAOIAL LINE-r7J--:-- - - ----
o.o 4.00000 12.00000 36.00000 
- -
ANGLES BETWEEN RADIAL LINES ANO FtPST RADtAL LINE: 
o.o 0~78540 
-.oTlll-Nu-RBEP -oF-fWTrES= -- ---- -
TOTAL NUMBER OF ELEMENTS= 
TOTAL NUMBER OF EQUAT10NS= 
N\JM[JEF OF EQUATIONS IN EACH PARTITION= 






SIAR! ING ANO ENOJNG-~N~CH PARI ITIOWAR"E: _________ _ 
- P tdtTTn-m:rwo~ --=----- -- 1 -111s "T:,fr{t'= - l NEND= -----. 3 
DIMENSIONLESS VALUES ------------------------------- -------------------- --- ---------- - ---- ----
-TIME= 0.50000 
NOD DP A-111:>0WN - NOD DRAWOOWN 
I o.62774837F-Ol 2 0;62774956E-ol -
4 -0.37953611E-02 5 -0.37953556E-02 
-- 1 --- ,r;z-9-s-13590-!:-03 --- · ff o~-t9573566E.;03 
10 0.29573590E-03 11 -O.ll778985E-03 




9 - - O~ 295 736lbE--03 -
12 -O.ll778995E-03 
TIME pcRtOD= l TIME FOR EQ. SCLVFR= 768 TOTAL TIME SPENT= 1615 





























·1 c··-- -0.163672611:-03" 
14 -O.l6367319E-03 
12 - -o. 1rnr2721:.;.-0~3---
- ----------
TIMF PSR!OO: 2 TIME FOR EQ. SOLVER= 927 TOTAL TIME SPENT= 2635 -- - . .. -
oTMENSIONLESS VALUES 
Tl ME= 2.00000 
NOD ORAWDOWN NOD ORAWDOWN NOD ORAWOOWN 
. --··------
l o. 17"73.5022E 00 2 0.17734998E 00 3 -0. 52489527E-02 
4 -o. 5 2489564E-02 5 -0.52489303E-o2· 6 
.. 
-0. 524894B9E-02 
7 0.32995595E-03 8 0.32995688E-03 9 o. 32995641 E-03 
10 0.329956l8E-03 11 -0.12774288E.:.03 r2 -O. l2774323E-03 
13 -0.12774323E-03 14 -0.12774393E-03 
TIME PERIOD= 3 TIME FOR EQ. SOLVER= 922 TOTAL TIME SPENT= 3590 - - ----·-·---------------~--- --------------- ----------·-------·-· -·--· -----·· 
--------------- ---- - ----- - -------
2, 8b Sample Problem 2 
The aquifer shown in Figure All is used as an example. The aquifer 
is nonhomogeneous with permeabilities and specific storage in the shaded region 
different from those in the unshaded region. Because there are more elements 
in the unshaded region, its specific storage and one of its permeabilities are 
used as basic values. At the same time as pumping starts, recharges occur at 
nodes 55, 56 and 57, discharges at nodes 99, 102 and 105, and zero drawdown at 
nodes 79 through 87. 
The input data cards are listed below. To save space, only the first 
card in a group is listed, and the remainder can be found from the output data. 
Card Data 
1 NP NR NZ NP ART NCOLN NT NFG NM NFW JD LOP 
5 12 3 2 2 4 0 1 1 8 3 
NOP KP KS NTB NB 
2 18 18 1 1 
2 IE NPA MD REAL KO KH MPT 
6 2 1 1 6 9 1 





























. . . . . . 
NND(2) NND(3) NND(4) 
4 4 4 
NND(9) NND(lO) NND(ll) 
2 4 4 
T(2) T(3) T(4) 








18 NNP(l, 2) NNR(l, 2) NNZ(l, 2) 
2 1 2 
36 NNP(l, 3) NNR(l, 3) NNZ(l, 3) 
2 1 2 
54 NNP(l, 4) NNR(l, 4) NNZ(l, 4) IS(l) 
4 6 1 3 
60 NNP(l, 5) NNR(l, 5) NNZ(l, 5) FQ(l) 
4 6 1 -0.06000 
. . . . 
66 NNP(l, 6) NNR(l, 6) NNZ(l, 6) 
5 3 1 
. . . . 
75 ZC(l, 1, 1) ZC(l, 1, 2) ZC(l,1,3) ZC(l, 2, 1) ZC(2, 2, 2) 
0.00000 0.00000 40.00000 100.00000 0.00000 
ZC(2, 2, 3) ZC(l, 3, 1) ZC(l, 3, 2) 
44.00000 0.00000 100.00000 
76 ZC(l, 3, 3) 
40.00000 
. . . . . . . . . . 
79 XZ(l) XZ(2) XZ(3) 
40.00000 30.00000 10.00000 
80 ND(l) ND(2) ND(3) ND(4) ND(5) ND(6) ND(7) ND(8) ND(9) 
5 4 5 5 5 5 4 5 5 
ND(lO) ND(ll) ND(l2) 
5 5 5 
81 R(l, 1) R(l, 2) R(l, 3) R(l, 4) R(l, 5) 
0.00000 10.00000 22.00000 40.00000 62.00000 
93 0(1) 0(2) 0(3) 0(4) 0(5) 0(6) 0(7) 0(8) 
0. 00000 o. 43633 o. 87267 1. 57080 2.18167 2. 87980 3. 52557 4. 08408 
0(9) 0(10) 0(11) 0(12) 
4. 46805 4. 97420 5. 41053 5. 84687 
94 PERM(LK, 1) PERM(LK, 2) PERM(LK, 3) 




129 1. 2000 (last card) 
The complete output is shown in pages 93 to 98 . As shown in the out-
put, the total execution time for this sample problem is about 29 sec , excluding 
71 sec of compiling time. The plotted output is shown in Figure A14. It should 
be reiterated that the purpose of the sample problems is to show the type of inpd 
and output data only. Because of the unrealistic assumptions regarding the wel\ 
and the boundaries, the computer output may not seem reasonable. However, 
the computer program was tested for many realistic cases, and reasonable 
results were obtained. 
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SCLUTICNS UF THf UNSTEAUY Fl.OW TOWARD WFLLS 
'~)\:. 
. 
NP=- ., - NR=- 12 NL=- 3 NT=- 4 NM= 
JD= 3 KP= 18 KS= 18 NB= l IE=-
MD= l KD= 6 KH=- c, NFW=- l LOP= 
~.OP= 2 NTB= l NFA= 2 lliFG=- 0 MPT= 
NPART:c 2 NC_CLN= __ ?_ NkEAL=_ l --- -- -· ----···--
FlNITF WELL 
NONUNIFORM DISCHARGE ALONG THE WELL BORE 
-- --Wl:LL PEN[ TRATES AQUIFER- TU POINT NUMBER: 2 
THE WfLL IS PARTIALLY PENETRATING 
AQUIFER IS NONHOMOGENbOUS 
-- -- ---·-·-·- .. 





PAK.AME H.RS : 
0. 1001:-03 







~l:kMFAbILITY RATIOS IN X, Y AND Z DIRECTIONS OF A STANDARD ELEMENT ARE: 
1.00000 1.00000 o.osocc 
NO. CF ~UijQlVlilDN= _ 1 ARC N_O.o: 4 
__ N=Q..___Qf ELEMENTS ON THf; __ ____L_[E_T_Qf _!;_A_(.;H _ _B_AQJ~L-1..Ll'{l; 1.s_: ____________________ _ 
4 4 4 4 4 2 3 4 2 4 4 4 
- ·-· -- -
MAX. RADIAL DISTANCE FROM TH!: CENTER: 80.00GCO 
"" "" 
TIMfS 10 6[ PLuTTf;!?__AR_E : 
2 .• 00000 
------·- -·- -------- ·------- -·---- --·- -----
PLANES TO BE PLOTTED ARE: 
l 
LuCATIUNS AND TYPES OF SPFCIAL fLEMENTS 
NNP NNR NNZ IS 
4 6 l 3 
4 6 2 3 
5 5 l 2 
5 5 2 2 
5 12 1 l 
_________ 5 -- _______ 12 __ ···- 2 ----· _____ l __ _ 
LOCJ<TIONS_AND __ l,)J~.C:t,AR(;fS OR RE:CHARGfS OF THf NODES: 
LOCATION DISCHARGE LOCATION 
NNP NNR _NNZ Hi NNP NNR NNZ 
-- _______ .. ___ 6. -· l ________ ---- __ -0.06000 
4 b 3 -0.06000 
4 -- 6_ .. 2 ----
~ 10 3 j 
5 11 3 0.10000 ~ 12 3 j 










NNZ __________ NNP __ NNR ___ NNZ 
LOCATION 
NNP NNR l\!NZ 
5 3 l 
5 ... l 
















COCROlNAlE:S OF GIVEN THRtE __ PO_lNlS ON PLANf (l): ___________ _ 











o.o J.QQ_.90000 . _ 4_ 0 • 0()()00 
____ COORDINATl:S Of- GIVEN _THREE POINTS_ON PLANE:_ (2) : _____________ _ 











LAYER HEIGHTS AT THE Cl:NTER OF THE WELL ARE: 
40.00000 30.00000 10.00000 
NUMBER OF NODAL POINTS ON fACh RADIAL LINE IS: 
E 4 5 5 5 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 
. ---·- ..... ----· --· ___ _. ·-··· 
RALIAL DISTANCES OF THE NUDES FROM THE ORIGIN CN EACH RADIAL LINE: 
---- . ·- ·--- -·. --
RADIAL DISTANCES CN RADIAL LINE ( 11 : 
O.O 10 0 00000 22.00000 _ 40.QOOOO 62.00000 
RALIAL DJSTANCES ON RADIAL LINE ( 21 : 
__________ o.0 ___________ 0.o ______ o.0 ______ 40.ooMo ______ ----···· 
RADIAL DISTANCES CN RADIAL LINE ( 31 : 
o.o _ 12.00000 20.0000_0 40.00000 60.00000 
RADIAL DISTANCLS UN RADJ~L LlN£ ( 4) : 
o.o o.o o.o 38.00000 60.00000 
RACIAL DISTANCES ON RADIAL LINE ( 51 : 
________ 9_._Q ______ JO.O_QOOO ___ ,L2._Q_QQ_Q_Q __ . 311_._QQOQ_O __ 5\kOJlO_QQ ___ __ _ _ _____ ---------
RADIAL DISTANCES UN RADIAL LINE I 61 : 
O.O _____ Q.O_ 0.0 47.QOOOO 75.00000 
RADIAL DISTANCES ON RADIAL LINE I 71 : 
__ 0 ._p ____ lQ.~_Q_QQOO_ 30~ 00000 '!~.OQOOO 
kAO!AL DISTANCES ON RADIAL LINE ( 81: 
o.o __Q_,,J) o.o 49.00000 67.000Q_O_ ------··----···· 
RADIAL DISTANCES ON RADIAL LINE C 91: 
_ o.o ____ 9.00000 __ 20.0000_0_ 44.00000 __ 65.ooooo 
RADIAL DISTANCES ON RADIAL LINE (101 : 
O.O O.O 0.0 35.00QOO 65.00000 
CD 
"' 
R~DIAL DlSTA_N_C~_S ON RADIAL Ll_N_f 1111 ; 
o.o 10.00000 21.00000 36.00000 58.00000 
RADI6_!,__!l_lSTANCE:S ON RADIAL LINE _ __( 121 _ _;_ _______ -------- ___________ _ 




--- . - -- -
RADIAL LINES AND FlRST RADIAL LINE; 
-~-43633 0.87267 1.57080 2.18167 
4.97420 5.41053 5.84687 
·----·· 
2.87980 
PE:f',ME Aaii.:1 rifs--ANo sPEcii:Ic s 10RAGE s OF THE NON-STANDARD ELEMENTS: 
3.52557 4.08401'-
NNP NNR NNZ l:LE-M. NG. PERMEABILITY OR SPECIFIC STORAGE 
2 l 2 2 PFRM XK= 2.50000 YK:c 1.20000 ZK= 0.05000 
-- 2 ____ 3 .. _ _ '/ ------ _ 4 ______ PERM ____ XK= ___ 2.50000 YK= __ 1.20000 __ ZK= __ _o.os1H.lO __ 
2 5 2 6 PERM XK= 2.50000 YK= 1.20000 ZK: 0.05000 
2_ 7 ~ B Pf RM XK= 2.50000 YK= 1.20000 ZK= o.osooo_ 
2 9 2 10 PE:RM XK= 2.50000 YK= 1.20000 ZK=- 0.05000 
2 11_ .. _ 2 12 PERM XK= 2.!>0000 YK= 1.20000 ZK= 0.05000 
3 l l 13 Pl:RM XK= 2.50000 YI<.= 1.20000 ZK= 0.05000 
3 l .. _i; .. l_.4 __ _ Pl::RM ____ XK= _____ 2. 50000 YK= ], .20Q_OO JJS= 0.05000 ---·- .. --- .. _ - ---- -
;l 3 1 15 Pt:RM XK= 2.~,0000 YK= 1.20000 ZK= o.osooo 
3 3 ;.: 16 PE:KM XK= 2.5000(; YK= 1.20000 ZK= 0.05000 - -- ---
3 c l 17 PERM XK= 2.500()0 YK= 1.20000 ZK= o.osooo J 
3 5 <' 1.H PFRM XK= 2.50000 YK= 1.20000 ZK: 0.05000 
3 7 l l 9 PERM XK= 2.5GOOO YK= 1.20000 ZK= 0.05000 
3 ·--------- 7 . ----- ?. ___ --· . 20 ______ PEl<M ___ XK:o _ 2.~Q_QOO _YI<.= l_.20000_ZK= ___ 0.05000 _____ 
3 9 1 71 PERM XK= 2.50000 YK= 1.20000 Z.K: 0.05000 
3 9 ;> 22 PFRM XK= 2 .5000J) YK= 1.20000 ZK~-- 0.0500.0 
3 11 l 23 PERM XK= 2. •,0000 YK= 1.20000 ZK= o.osooo 
3 11 2 2'-t-__ PERM XK= 2.so_ooo YK= 1.20090 ZK= 0.05000 
2 1 
., 
2 STOR 1.20000 ~ 
~ 3 2 - 4 ________ STOR _____ l.20Q_Q_O ______ L --------. --··---"-
2 5 2 f:, STOR 1.20000 
2 .:!. __ ___ 2 _ ______ e ________ S TOR --- -·····-- .. J.20000 
;., 9 2 10 STOR 1.20000 
2 11 2 12 STOR 1.20000 
"' ..., 
3 l l l::, STOR 1.20000 -·-· - -~ -
3 1 2 14 STOR 1.20000 
-- 3 ·--···· 3 -- l - - ···--· 15 ____ . __ $TOR ·-----. ____ -·-·-- .. -- _ ...1~ 20000 - ------
3 3 :;> 16 STOR 1.20000 
3 5 l 17 STOR 1.200_00 
3 5 2. IP STOR 1.20000 
3 7 1 19 STOR 1.20000 
3 7 2. 20 STOR 1.20000 ____ ::, --·-- 9_ -- _l -- 21 . _STOP ____ -----·-·. 1. 2000Q . ·------·------
3 9 2 22 STOR 1.20000 
3 11 1 23 $TOR 1.20000 
3 11 2 24 $ TOI< 1.20000 
TOTAL NUMBER OF NODES= 105 
_ TOl AL. NUMBER OF i..!..f...MlNTS=._ ___________ --·------ _ . 74 .. 
TOTAL NUMBER OF EQUATIONS= 1(11, 
NUMBER OF EQ!JATlONS IN EACH PARTITION= 53 
MAXIMUM HALF BAND WIDTH= 65 
-
STARTING AND ENDING ELEMENTS IN fACH PARTITION ARF: 
PARTITION NO.= l NSTART= 







DIMENSIONLESS TIME= 0.50000 U13, RE~L TIME= 0.05000 
NOD NNP NNR 
-····· 1 ---- l l 
13 ? 7 
__ 3l 2 -· ·- _7_ 









-o. 5149 8_413E.-:-O l _ 
C1. 95963404E-02 
NOD NNP NNR NNZ ORAWOOWN .. 
_____ 4__ ___ ?._ ______ l _______ l _ 0.48780435E o_o__ 
22 3 1 1 -0.74386597E-Ol 
40 '> ___ l _ J.. _ J).195503_H,!;_~OJ. 
76 5 1 1 -0.73015690E-02 
"' 00 
TIME PERIOD= l TIME FOR fQ. SOLVER= 6327 TOTAL TIME SPENT= 13376 
REAL VALUES 
DIM~NSIGNLESS TJMt= l. ooooc (•fl RfAL TIME= 0 .10000 













1 0.81014621E 00 
l O.Bl014621E 00 






















Q 0 35 .. 524365E-::{) 1 
-0.88512860E-02 
--·--·-··-·--- --- ------ - ----···---·----------. ----·--
TOTAL lIME SPENT= 20515 
__ ... , _____ , ---·· --·- ··-- -- .. ------··--·----·----------------------
DlMENSIGNLlSS TIMF= 2.00000 OH REAL TIME• 0.20000 
NOD NNP NNR NN2 DRAWDOWN NOD NNP NNR NNZ 
l 1 l l 0.14090528E 01 4 2 1 1 
._ 13 ___ 2 ________ 7 ______ 1 __ O.l4090528E 01 _____ 22 
31 3 7 l -0.93460083E-Ol 40 
-~ l 1 
4 l 1 
58__ 4 7 1 o. 75697tJ.99~-02 76 5 1 1 
TIME PERlOu= 3 TIMf __ FOR FO. SOLVER_= 7Q9}_ TOTAL TIMf _Si>ENT= __ 






-~2948 l ---------- -- -- _ 
"' "' 
c c 
c ** ** **-*******-* ******** **** *** * .-•••• .-.-••••• -. *** ******** *************••····· ••••·c--
c ..... c 
C PART Ill LIST OF "UNFLAW" PROGRAM C 
c c 
C THIS THREE DIMENSIONAL FINITE ELEMENT PROGRAM IS USED FOR CALCULATING C 
C _lbE_lJf'!~tAQ_'!'__ ORAWDO_Wt:!.~. ARUUNO _/IN_ ARTE~JAN __ WFLL! THE_ AQlJIFER f,1/IY~_!: ___ . _____ C 
C NONHOMOGFNtUUS AND ANISOTROPIC WITH DISCHARGES, RECHARGES, OR ZERO C 
C ORAWDOWNS AT VARIOUS POINTS SPECIFIED. THE WELL MAY BE FINITE DR C 
C Jt-,;F!NITESIMAL IN RADIUS, FULLY OR PARTIALLY PfNETRATING, WITH UNIFORM C 
C OR NONIJNIF-ORM DISCHARGE ALONG THE Wl::LL BORE. FOR A FINITE WE:ll ONLY C 
C TH[ CASE OF NON UN I FORM DISCHARGE IS CONSH1EREU. THE TOP AND BOTTOM C 
_____ ~ BOUNDARY PLANl:_S QI:' .. TH.[ _A QUI ff R. .. AB.L_ARBJ.J~ARY • __ TI-1~_£JNAJ ..... RE..SJ..!!..!S _C.Ati ___ ..c_ 
C BE EITHE'R DIMENSIONAL (REALI OR DIMENSIONLESS VALUES. THE DIMENSION C 
c::_ STAT_!:MENTS WfRE: USED FOR RUNNING SAMPLE PROBLEM N0 0 2. HOWEVER .. , 100 C __ 
C ELEMENTS AND 200 NODAL POINTS ARE ASSUMED, WHICH ARE GREATER THAN THE C 
_C .... A(;T!)Al VALUES._ THIS PROGRAM WITH THE GIVEN DIMENSION STATEMENTS . _ C. 
C REQUIRES A TOTAL STORAGF OF 214K. C 




DIMENSION 01201 ,TC 201 ,NDlcCl ,l(Zl201 !NS( 201,KAI 100l,MEC20l 
lilMENSlON XMClOOl,YM(lOOl,NWD(501,NNDC20l,NSTART(lOl,NEND(lOI 
------- [; I MENS Il·N _FTC 200) fr( 5000 )_~( 5000 l.LM AXA 1_200 l, F C 53, 2 l, EF( 20 ,35) l .... _______ _ 
DIMENSION IS(l81,NH(l&l,NQ(l8l,NNPC18,6),NNRC18,61,NNZ(18,6) 
.PIMENSION Hl( 18 l ,R (12 ,5 I ,MG( 12, 5 l ,MO I 5 ,J2 I ,TPI 20) ,STOA( 100 I 
DIMENSION PERM(l00,3),NODllD0,8),S(200,2l,X(200,3l,Zl200,3) 
COMMON Pt._RM,NOD,s,x,z . 
DEFINE FILE 8174,288,L,IIII 
---~D~A~T_A_ AN_{!_~..!~-~ ~-·..!J:~1.' Q.'., 1 F 1 , 1 f 1, 'G !....,_'.l::i'.t..!.Q~ .• _!.~' '-~-~~-~-~~L'.L'....t...._ ____ _ 
• •u•,•v•,•w•,•x•,•v•,•z•1 
__ CAbl,_lltlER_(_QI _ _. . ___ __ _ ___ _ _ __ . __ 
WRITE: le,101 
10 FORMAI I 1 1', 15X 1 'SOLUTIONS OF THE !,INSTfAOY FLOw TOWARD_ WEL!....S 1 ,II) 
----------------~- ----------------------~--·---------
""" 0 0 
________ c - --- ---------- --- ------- ---- - - --- - - -- ---- -- ---------- ----------------------------c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••c 
C INITIALIZE PLOT C - -c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••c c 
(. 
(All PLCTS(DAlA,4096) 
CALL PLOT (O.C,-11.G,-3) 
CALL PLOl (C..O,D.2,-31 
c * • •••••• * ••-• •• *** • ••••• ••• ••• "'**** •••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••• •• ••••c 
C R~AD JN G~NlKAL VALUES C 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••c 
c_ - -- ----- --- -- - -- - -- - -- --- --- ------ -- -- -----
c 
Rr•o 15,20) NP,NR,NZ,NPART,NCCLN,NT,NFG,NM,NFW,JO,LOP, 
* NDP,KP,KS,NTB,NB,IE,NPA,MD,NREAL,KD,KH,MPT 
20 FORMA 1 Cl bEil 
WRITE (6,301 NP,NR 1 NZ,NT,NM,JD,KP,KS,NB,1E,MD,KD,KH,NFW,LOP,NDP, 
* NTB,NPA,NFG,MPT,NPART,NCOLN,NRFAL 
30 f(lf.\t\A I _ _(/, 5)(, 'r~P=', I 5, 5X_, 'Nk=', I 5_, 5X, '.NZ=', I 2, 5X ,_'NT"'', 15J 5X, 
* 'NM=',15,/,5X,'JD= 1 ,15,5X,'KP=',15,5X,'KS= 1 ,I5,5X,'NB= 1 ,I5, 
* 5X, ' IE= 1 , I !>,I, 5X , 'MD= ' , l 5, 5 X , 'K D =' , I 5, 5X, 'KH =' , 1 5 , 4X, 'NFW =' , 
* I5,4X,'LOP=',I5,/,4X,'NDP=',15,4X,'NTB=',15,4X,'NPA=•,1s,4x, 
* 'N FG =-' , I 5, 4X , 'MPT =' , 1 5, I, 2 X, 'NP ART=' , l 5, 2X, 'NC OLN:c' , I 5 , 2 X, 
* 'NREAL"' ,I~,/1 
. - .. - - - - - . -- . ---- --·--··. - -· - ---
c ••· · ·· · · ·· ·· ·· · · · · ·· ·· · ··· · ·· ·· · · · · · ·· ··· · ···· ··· · ·· ·· • •·· ·· ·· ··· · · ··· ·· · ·· ···c C DEFINE THE3YPE AND THE CONDITIONS OF THE WELL ~ND THf AQUIFER C 
C CONSIDERED C 
C ************ *-* **** **** * *** **** *** *** ** ******************** **** •••• **** **,.. •••••C c 
____ 1£ _( l'ifw____._GJ_. _ J)J_ .CilL!JJ. !'i _Q___ ____ _ _ _ 
WRITE 16,40) 
40 FORMAT l/,12X,'INFJNllESIMAL WELL') 
GO TO 70 
50 WRITE (6,60) 
'"' 0 
'"' 
___ 60 FORMAT_ C/,12X, 1 FIN1JE WELL')_ 
70 IF INCOLN .GT. 11 GO TO 90 
WRITE 16,80)_ _ 
80 FORMAT C/,12X, 'UNIFORM DISCHARGE ALONG THE WELL BORE') 
GO TO 11_0 
90 WRITE 16,100) 
JOQ_f:ClRMA_lJ/_tll_X, 1 N_QN_l,!1'1l_FORM D ISCH}.RGE _ALON{;_ THf W_E l,J. BORI; 1 ) 
110 WRITE: 16,1201 NOP 
120 FOHMAT(/ 0 l2X, 1 WELL PENETRATES AQ_UIFER TO POIN.T NU"'BJ:fq' ,2X,I5.I 
IF (NDP .LT. NZ) GO TO 140 
WRITE lb1130J _ __ 
130 FORMAT C/,12X, 1 THE WELL IS FULLY PENETRATING') 
GO TO 160 _ __ -----------------
140 WRITEC6,150) 
l~O F_ORMAT!/ ,12X_, 'THE WEL_L JS PA~TJALl,.Y Pfl'lf:TRATING 1 1 
160 If (NM .GT. 01 GO TO 180 
_ WRITE! l? 1_l_7_o L _ 
170 FORMATl/,12X,'AQUIFER IS HOMOGENEOUS THROUGHOUT',/) 
_____ GO TO 200 ----------------- ---------- ______________ _ 
180 WRITE 16,190) 
190_ F_Of\MAJ_IL,lZJ11'AQUlFER IS NONHQllOGENEQ\JS 1 ,/l 
(. 
C********:**********************************************************************C 
C READ IN BASIC VALUlS FOR PERMEABILITYIBKl,SPECIFIC STORAGE(BS),RATE C 
___1__ OF DISCH t>,B_GElBQJ...tAN.!L!.-.fNGllil.5J. I, AN.D AJ • .S.Q J•_f.Rf'lE:Al:lil..ilY R AI_lO lN C _ 
C X,Y AND Z DIRECTIONS OF A STANDARD ELEMENT C 
_ C*********:~!_*,t_**-*****.!*.**!********-*********************************************:C 
c 
____ 2_0Q_R_!:AD _ 1_~,210l__BK,B_S,BQ_1BL, ISKIJ) ,I==l_,_3!_ __ 
210 FORMAT (2El0.3,5Fl0.51 
WRITE 16 ,2 20) BK ,BS.LB9rBL, I SK I I Lt.!_==J_t2..l.__________ .. __ _ ___ _ 
220 FORMAT 15X, 1 6ASIC VALUES OF THE PARAMETERS :•,/,BX,'PERMEABILITY', 
----*- _ 4Xr_fl0.3 ., , BX, 1 SP ._STORAGE' ,5X,E 10. 3 ,/,BX, 'DI $CHARGE• ,7X.F 1 o.~,--
* /,BX, 1 LENGTH 1 ,lOX,Fl0.5,//,5X, 1 PERMEABILITY RATIOS IN X, Y AND l 
_*_Q_I_RE;QIQ!>!S __ OF A ST_AJIIDARD FLFMENT _Afif. : ',I ,31 5X, FlO. 5 I l 




c ·------· . ·- -- -·- ·-····-·· --· .. ··-
C******************** **** ** **** **** ** *** *** ***** ***** ***'*** ************ ********C 
C RtAD IN THE LOCATION OF tACH NODAL POINl AT WHICH DRAWDOWN IS ..... TO BE: C 
C PRINTE:D OUT C 
C* ***********·** *** ********* ****$.********* ** *********.**** *************** ********C 
c 
_ __ I_F __ I JD .l:O_. _O I GO TO. 240 
00 23u l=l,JD 
230 RE:AD 15,201 NNPll,11,NNRll,11,NNZII,ll 
c 
C*******!**********************************************************************C 
C Rl::AD IN THE LOUP NUMBE:R ,.T WHICH THE: ~UBDIVISJON OF THE ELEMENTS STARTS C 
c; * *!. * *!.*!.'°'! ** *·* ** * * **** * *** *!!* * ** .!. ** !.!* ! ** * ** * ** !!. *"'"'"' ** **·*·"' ***:!'.** * "·* ***** ***C 
c 
c 
240 ... Jf:.JNB .• EQ._ 01 GO TO 270 
RE:AD 15,201 (NSlll,I=l,NBI 
DO 250 I=l,NB . 
250 WRITElb,2601 I,NSIII 
260 .. FORM A TIL, 5Xt....!.NO._ OF SUBD JVISlON=' ,. 1.5.0.XL' ARC. N0 .• =1.J.151 ... - .. ···-····--
C*************************·********.*********************************************C 
C READ IN TOTAL NUMBER OF ELEMENTS ON THE TOP PLANE OF EACH SLlCE,OR C 





1£ (NFG .GT •. 01 K=NR~l. 
READ 15,201 INNO(Il,t=l,KI 
WRITEl6,280) .(NNQIJl,I=l,KI 
280 FORMATl/,~X,'NO. OF ELEMENTS 
*.,It..2.X.tJ~_l_ ____ ..... -
ON THE LEET OF EACH RADIAL LINE IS: 1 
.... --·-· ----· 
c * *. ****. * **. ** ***~"'*** *.*.!"'.*.!.* ·**.*.!..!..!.!."'.*· **. *-* *** ********* **********!!**!."'**4<...****C.... .... 
C READ IN TIME PERIODS MEASURED SINCE PUMPING STARTED C 






-·- --·------·-- --- -----·--·--·--· --···-----------
READ (5,2901 (Tlll,I=l,NTI 
290 FORMAT l6F13.51 
lF IMO .EQ. 0 .OR. MPT .EQ. 01 GO TO 340 
C****************************"'*************************"'***********************C 
C ____ fi_E_l.Q_J~l-l!l!_~_ RADIAL DJ~TANCE MEASURFD FROM THE CENTF_R OF THI,; WFLL.... _ C 
C*********************"'*"'******************************************************C c 
READ 15,3001 RR 
300 FORMAT IFl0.51 
WRITE lo,3101 RR 
--···-··-·····-310 FURMATl/,5X, 1 MAX. ___ RADIAL DJSTANCF __ FROM_THF CENTER :t,2X,Fl0.5,/I -····---·--
C 
C.**********!*ll<_*.*******"'*-*******************************************************C __ 
C READ IN VALUE OF EACH ASSIGNED PUMPING TIME AT WHICH A PLOT OF THE C 





·---·· ·-··· -- -- ----··· 
READ 15,2901 ITPfll,I=l,MPTI 
WKllE(b,3201 (T~(ll,1•1,MPT) 
FORMAT 15X, 1 1IMES TO BE PLOTTED ARE :•,/,5X,61Fl3.5,2XII 
C******************************************************************************C 
___ C _____ i{£6[) IN NUME,f':!LClt_EAC.~ A_SSlGNf;D ~L~_Nf .. !~filllCH_AVE:H,AGt DR,4_~00l'IN 
C IS TO bE PLOTTE:D 
_______ L 
c 
C *."'"'*-***** "'·"'-* ** "'"'***'**** • ** ***** *** ** ** **** • ****** ******** • ************ ••• • ****C c 
_ ___B!_AQ_l 5 ,201_ I Ml:_!II ,l=l ,MD I 
WRJTElb,330IIME(ll,I=l,MDI 
_____ 330 FORMAT l~X, 'PLANES_ TO BE_PLOTTED 
340 IF (NH .EQ. 01 GO TO 380 
_____ c _________ . 
ARE_:_• ,/110XtJ.2151 ---·· ______ _ 
---- -·-- -- - ··---- ---- ------ -- - ·- - -
C******************************************************************************C c Rl:A[J_ IN_ l_OCAJION5 OF ElEMtNTS HAVING Pl;RMEABI.LITIE:S_ DIFFERENT _FROM c 








IF IKP .EC. 0) GD TO 360 
DO 350 I=I,KP 
350 kEAD 15,20) NNPII,21,NNRII,21,NNZII,21 
3b0_IF IKS .FQ._0) GO_T0_380 
DO 370 I=l,KS 
370 READ 15,201 NNPll,31,NNRII,3)~NNZl1,31 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••c 
C RE.AD IN LOCATIONS OF SPECIAL ELEMENTS C 
_______ c • •••• •••• •••••.•••• •• •••••-••••••••••• •••••• ••••••••••••••••••-•••••••-••• ••••••••c 
c 
c 
380 lF JJE .EQ. QI GO TD 420 
WRIH: lb,390) 
390 FORMATl/,5X,'L0CATIONS AND TYPES O~ $PECIAL ELEMENTS',/,8X, 1 NNP', 
* 5X,'NNR 1 ,5X,'NNZ 1 ,6X,'lS',/) 
____ DQ 4,Q_Q __ I=l,.U. --- . -----· ..... 
READ 15,20) NNPII,41,NNRll,41,NNZll,41,lS(II 
400 WRITEl6,410l NNPII,41,NNRll,41,NNZII,41,ISII) 
410 FURMATIBX,I3,3(5X,I31) 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••c 
C ___ REA[I __ IN LOCATIDNS __ DF_PDINTSA_T_ WHJCH_DlSCHARGES OR ZERO_DRA\olDOWl'iS.-.!B..E _C_ 
C GIVEN C 
c•••••_!•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~•••••-•c_ 
[ 
420 IF (KO .EQ._ Q)_GO TO 470 
WRITE 16,4301 
__ -- ___ ':!:)_Q ..fCJB.!'.'!AI1LJ..2.X, 'LOCAll.Q.liS_ MIP ll I SCHAR1z.E.S_Q_R._~.S. _()f._IHE __ N_o_o_E_s_;_•_, ____ _ 
* /,2IBX,'LOCATION 1 ,12X, 1 0ISCHARGE'l,/,2(5X,'NNP',3X,'NNR',3X, 
* ___ ,_NNZ ', l~X, 'l:~'_,~X) t/1. 
DO 440 I=l,KD 
440 _Rf AD I 5 , 4 5Q I NN P 11 , 5 t, NN R (I , 5 I , NN Z.C I t 5 t, F Q I I ) 
c 
450 FORMAT (315tFl0.51 
. WRITE(b,4bO) (~NPIJ,5),NNR(l,51,NNZ(l,51,FQIIl,l=l,KOI 
4t>O fORM_A_T_ 1215X,13,2( 3X, 131,!lX,Fl0.5) I 
470 ff IKH .El. 01 GO TO 510 
WRITE 16,4130) _ 
480 FORMAT(/,5X, 1 LOCATIONS OF THE NODES WITH Z!'RO DRAWDOWNS:0,/,8X, 
*-- 3J~!c_DC_AT ID!',' !-1_7 x 1 ,/, 3-15 x. • NN~'-•.3 ><, •_NNR • t~x,_ • r·_mz_• .1.~~t_,_/ ) ______ --·-· __ 
DO 490 I=l,KH 
490 REAO 15ti0) NNP(I,61,NNRII,cl,NNZll,61 
WRITE l~,5001 (NNP(l,61,NNR(I,6),NNZII,6),I=l,KH) 
500 FORMAT 1315X,13,2(3X,I31,5X)) 
C**!_*!_******!*_*_!**!*_*_**~*'!***!*******.!*"'*·"'·-***"'-*!.*****~-***-*******"""'~-*"°'*****-*·"'***I; __ 
C READ IN INFORMATIONS FOR DETERMINING PLANE EQUATIONS AND COORDINATES OF C 
C NODAL PUINTS; IF LOP=l, READ IN Z COORDINATES OF ALL THE LAYER PLAN~S- C 
C ALONG THf CENTER OF WELL; IF LOP=2 OR 3, READ IN THE COORDINATES C 
C UF ANY THREE POINTS ON THE TOP ANO ~OTTOM BOUNDARY PLANES, AN~ THE C 
S C Z COORDINATE UF ALL LAYfR PLANES ALONG THE CENTER OF THE W[LL C 
"' __ --~- __ K=l FOR IOP __ _F'LANE_.1. _A_!,I_Q __ K=?__F~IB__!,!Q_IlO_!:l_f>LAHE ··- _ --··-- ____ C __ _ 
C******************************************************************************C 
c 
510 IF (LOP .EQ. 11 GO TC 560 
DO 550 K=l ,2. 
WRTTEl6,5l0) K 
___ 5.?0_f-Okr1_!!_Tl_!_.t5X,_1 c;_o.0RQJN~JJS QE_GI.YE:l'L THR.~~ POINTS o~ PLANE_J•_,Jl_L'):__' __ _ 
*,/,14X, 1 X1 ,lBX,'Y',18X, 1 Z1 ,/) 
R_f AO I 5, 5 3 9) _ I I Z C ( K , I t J I , J"' l , 3 I , 1 ~J_, 3 I 
530 FORMAT l8Fl0.5) 
WRITEl~,~~Q_l llZC.IK,I,Jl,..1=1,31,I=l,~I 
540 FORMATl3(9X,F-10.5)) 
550 CONTJNUC_____________ _ ____ . ------- ···-----
560 XNZ=NZ-1 
REAILl_~_.t!,]Q_) __ (XZ (_IJ_,_1_:::l,l'IZ I ---·· . ___ _ __ 




580 FORMATl/,SX,'LAYER Hf.lGHTS_AT __ THE CENTER OF THE WELL_ ARE _: 1 ,/,!>X1 --------
* 8Fl0.5l 
c ·- -· ·---- .. . -
C.******************************************************************************C 
C HEAD IN NU}lBER .OF POINTS ANO THEIR RADIAL DISTANCES IN EACH RADIAL . C 
C LINE, AND ALSO READ IN EACH ANGLE FORMED BY EACH RADIAL LINE WITH C 
c;_ . __ RES!'JC.T _TQ_JJ-tE _fJRST RAJ;)Jf;L_!._IN_!: __ .... _ _ . ___ _ C 
C******************************************************************************C 
(. 
IF INlB .EQ. 01 GO TO 600 
READ 15,201 .lNDlll,I=l,NRI 
WRllEl6,5901 (NOIIl,I=l,NRI 
------ 590 l'ORMA 1 ( / ,SX, 't:Jl]MBER Of NQ[J_A!.__RUHilLQJ'i .. J'~Ctl __ RADI_~J.... . .l.l.1':!f.;.J..S: .!...l.L-
c 
* 1615,/1 
600 WRlJllt>,6JOI__ _ 
610 FORMATl/,5X,'RAOIAL DISTANCES OF THE NCDES FROM THE ORIGIN ON EACH 
* R.AD IAL L.lNf.: ' , l I 
DO 030 KK =1, NR 
___ JF___lli_l_EL_._l.Q.. __ JH l'IDJM.L=_Ne_ ____ ---· ----- --·-- --· ----·-··-
K:NO I KK l 
READ 15,570) (R(KK,Jl,J=l,KI 
WRITE 16,6201 KK 
620 FORMATl5X, 1 RAD1AL DISTANCFS ON RADIAL LINE 1 1 ,12, 1 ) :•I 
630 WRilf:16,6401 IR(KK,Jl,J:cl,K) 
640 FORMATL9ll_tlJFl0.5) _____ _ -------··-- ·····--· --··-·--· -----------········-····-···-···- ·--
WRllE(b,6501 
__ 650 fORMAll.l,5X,'ANGLES _8EJWl::EN_RADIAL LINES ANO FIRST RADIAL LINE:•) __ 
READ 15,570) IOII),I=l,NR) 
l{RITE(t.,6401 (011) ,J=:J,NR) 
. c. *********** ** ••• ***** •••• **** **** ******* ~*--*-*********--*--********!'*** **** *******.K_ 
CALCULATE C c 
_____ (. __ 
c 
c 
_ 1. TOTAL . NUMBER OF NODAL POINTS ______ _ ___ _ _ ____________ ·-·------- _C 
2. ELE:MENT NOS. WITH PFRMEABILITJES DIFFERENT FROM THOSE OF THE C 









IF (NB_ .E(•. 01 J'.:bB=l 
MB=MAXO(J~,KP,KS,IE,KD,KHI 
_lF_!_M!t_,._E0._01 Mb=l __ _ _ __ _ 
CALL NODP (NP,NR,NZ 1 NB,NM,KP 1 KS,NFG,NELEM,R,0 1 ND,NS,NND,NNP,NNR, * NNZ,NO,MG,NO,NH,MB,NBB,lF,lS,IHI 
C******************************************************************************C 
C READ JN VALUES OF PERMEABILITIES DIFFERENT FROM THOSE OF THE STANDARD C 
·-- __ c ... _. ______ ELEMENT OR _SPECIFIC STCRAGF DIFFERENT_FROM ONE·-·--·--··--·------------ ____ __c_ __ 
C******************************************************************************C 
c 
00 670 I=l,NELEM 
DO 660 J=l,3 
660 PERM(I,Jl~SK(JI 
_670 STOR ( II =l. -·- ______ ·····------------ ___________ _ 
lF (NM .EQ. 01 GO TO 750 
hi<lTE ( 6, 1>!;10_1 
LH0 FORMATl/,5X, 1 PERMEABILITifS AND SPFClFIC STORAGFS OF THE NON-STAND 
*ARO ELEMENTS : 1 1 
I.RITE 16,69ul 
_ --- _t,9(; . FDRMA T _ (/ .~>x,_• NNP' .._';X., 'NNR 1 1 !'X ,!NNZ 1 ._~x. •ELEM·- NO.•, l6XL --------------
* 'PERMEABILITY OR SPECIFIC STORAGE 1 ,/I 
o_o _740 I=2,3 _ ___ _ _ _ 
IF (1 .EQ. 2 .ANO. KP .EQ. 01 GO TO 740 
lJ' ( I ._EQ-. 3 .• ANO •. .KS .u;;. Ol __ fiO_JQ _7_'!0 
KPP=Kt> 
______ IF (I .f..Q_,.__3I ___ KPP=KS -------------
DC 730 J=l,KPP 
IF.CI .EQ. __ 31 GO TO 7_10 _ 
LK=NQ(J) 





_____ WRITfl6,7001 NNPIJ,11 ,NNRIJ,I!_tNNZIJ,ll_,LK,(PERM(LK,JlltlI=l,21 
700 FORMATl313X,15),6X,15,BX,'PERM',5X,'XK=',Fl0.5,2X,'YK=',Fl0.5,2X, 
c 
* _'lK=',FI0.51 _ 
GO TO 730 
710 LK=Nt-<(JI 
READ 15,5701 STORILKI 





______ C . ___ DETERMINE NUD_~L_NUMBERS _AT_WHICH_DRAWDOWNS ARF TU BE PRINTED OUT. ______ _c __ 
C******************************************************************************C 
c - - --· --···- -- . 
750 IF (JD .EQ. 01 GO 10 770 
00 7t,0 I= 1,_JD 
760 NWDIIl=IMO(NNPII,11,NNRII,Ill-ll*NZ+NNZ(l,11 
c -·· ------ ·---··-----~ -· 
L******************************************************************************C 
C CALCULATE Tt,E NODAL NUMBERS AT WHICH DISCHARGES OR ZERO ORAWOOWNS C 
C ARE GIVEN C 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••c 
c 
_770_1F _ (KO .FQ. 01 GO 10 790 -----· ·-·-·-·---
DO 780 I=l,KD 
780 NQ( l l=IMOINNPll,51,NNR(I,511-ll*NZ+NNZ(l,51 
790 IF (KH .fQ. 01 GO TO 810 
DO 800 J=l,Kl:L 
800 NH(ll=(MO(NNP(I,61,NNR(l,6))-ll*NZ+NNZll,61 
_ c - ------------ --· --· - - ------- -----·---···---------
C******************************************************************************C 
C ._QT~ THE Q!JANT!TY OF_OIS!'.H_l._RGE, f:QUALS_ONf WHEN E_NTIR!;_ ,t,QUIFER _ _ __ C __ _ 









IF {NFG .GE. 11 Ql•6.2!31R/O(NR) 
WRITE (6,8201 NO,NELEM 
820 FURl""'T 1/,!;,X,'T(JTAL NUMBER OF NOOE!:.=',17X,I5,/,5X, 
* 'TOTAL NUMBER OF ELEMFNT5=',14X 1 151 
---- --------- ------·-·· ----··· ---- - - --- - .. - . ---- - ·-----------··- ·- --·-· ---- ·---··-··-. 
("'*****************************************************************************( 
C OETE_RMINE PLANE EQUATIONS AND COORDINATES OF NODAL POINTS C 
(******************************************************************************( 
c 
CALL PLANE ILOP,ZC,R,O,ND,NP,NR,NZ,DVl,NO,MB,XZI 
··---- .. c - ··-·· ---
C******************************************************************************C 
C CALCULATE. NUM!H:R OF EQUATIONS ,.MAX. HALF BAND wllJTH, ANO RANGE: OF_ fACH. C: 
C PARTITION C 
C**************"'*************************************************************.*~C:. 
c 




C CALCULATE STIFFNESS MATRICES l:\Y P.ARTTTION AND STORE THEM INTO TO TAPE B C 
C******************************************************************************C 
. c ___ ----------·-· -·--- -- --· -------·-----·--··---·--····-···-- ·--·---·---------· - ··---
CALL STIFI(NP,NR,NZ,NB,LOP,NFG,NELEM,H,O,R,NO,NS,NND,STOR,KA,NtBI 
. CAL .. L JIMEK (_?,"!Tl 11) 
c 
C * ** ****.**'.*."'-**.*"':******* **** **** ********** ** .. *********** ****** ** ************ **'.**C . 
C INITIALIZE THE DRAWOOWN ARRAY TO ZERO C 
c •••••••••••••••••••••• *-"'*-* •••• *************·"'-"'*"'* **"'..!*** **-*-"'***·*** ***** ******* !.C___ 
c 
_ 00 __ 830 J: J.iliEQ _ 




____ c __ ----- ----------- ··- ---------- -··--·-
C **** * *** * ***** *** *** *** *** * ** * * * ** * * ** * *** * *** *** *** ** * ***** ****** * **** *** ** **C 
C SOLVE DRAWDDWN FOR EACH NOOE BY TIME. INCREMENTS _ __ C 
C******************************************************************************C 
.. t - -
c 
Ml=MA+Nf:C,)b-1 
IF .JNFW .['Q. 01 GC JO 840 
MC=NF*NL+NDP 
<;(1 TO 850 
tl40 MC:NDP 
.. 850 J=O_ 
IF (NP .LT. 31 GO TO 870 
r.;p SbO I=l,NR --··--------·----------·------· 
IF (Rll,31 .EQ. O.I GO TO 660 
. - J=J+l_ --·--
860 CONTINUE 
8.IQ MAA=NZ.* U +NF+J*NFW I 
NT=NT-1 




IF (511,1) .GT. 100.I GO TO 1110 
_____ ..£.*."'*~***"'-"'··"'**"'•*****!.***.!.*!.*-*·*"'!**.*.!.*****!.*!:!_***-***·"'*****:!****·*"'·"'·**"'-!.!.!~_,..,..,._,.,,.,_,.._,.c ____ _ 
C FORM AND SOLVE SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS C 
.-k **** ****!*.*-* *·************* *** ***** **** **-*-******* * *** ***-******************"'**~_'!'C 
c 
.c.A!..L. FASE I IDT, NZ, NR, KH, KO ,NF ,MB ,NO ,MA 1 NPA, ITS ,NEQ, NFW, NOP ,NEQfl, * NPAR 1,Nl LE:M ,NCOLN ,R ,C ,H, F ,G ,NQ ,F Q ,FT ,MAXA ,NSTART ,NEND ,NP ,NH, 
* [F,NAV,M___I_,J-:1.l;_,NC.,MAA.L ___ _ -----·------- ----------···---·-·-
c 
. i:; * ** *-*-*-*-"' * * *·*** *!.! * ** ** *** * **.** **** ** *-* ** * * * *.* * "'* *..!** *:.*.!.* * *** *** *.** **!*** ** !***C 
C CALCULATE DIMENSIONAL OR DIMENSIONLESS ORAWDOWN FOR EACH NODE, AND C 
C THEN PRINT OUT C 
.... .... .... 
C**!..!..************************"'****!_!.!!!.*!******'!*_!_!!.*!.*!.!!*_*!***********.!******C 
c 
D_O 8 9_Q_ l_::1,"!_0 __ 
Sll,2l=Sll,1)/QT 
IF (NREAL ..!LT. 11 ~OTO 880 
SII,2l•IBO*SII,2ll/lBK*BLI 
_____ GO _TO_ 890________ __ ···--·-----------
880 Sll,2l=SCI,2l*DV1 
890 C_ONTI ~~f .. _ _ 
CALL TIMER 12,MTl2)) 
_ If__( KH ..!EQ._O) _c,;o ___ ro 91() __ ·-
DO 900 1=1,KH 
~(N_H( It ,1 )•O. _____ _ ------------------- -----900 S(NHlll,21=SINH(I),1) 
_________ 910_ TT=TCJTS+l I _________________ _ 
IF INREAL .EQ. 0) GO TO 920 
_______ TT=TT_*_B S*_BL!IH.(FI_( __ .. 
920 IF INREAL .GT. 01 GO TO 940 
______ WR l TE 16.1..9301... ____ ·------ _______________ _ 
930 FORMAT l//,27X, 1 01MENSIONLESS VALUES',/! 
_ _GQ JC)_ 9J_O 
940 WRITE (6,950) 
950 FORMAT l//,32X, 1 REAL VALUES 1 ,//I 
WRITE 16,9601 T(ITS+Il,TT 
----·-----"- -·~ -----~-
---------'-9-=6--=-0 FURMA Tl_lOX, 'DIMENSIONLESS _TIME= ..!...t.l.X,_Fl3.5_,4X, 'OR,._,_1 _..,4..,__X"-'-1 ___________ _ * 'RFAL TIME=',2X,FI3.5,/I 
___ GO __ J_(J_9_9Q .. 
c 
_ 9]0 WRIT f;_ I b, 9~D_JTT _ _ __ ___ _ 
980 FORMAT 1/,32X, 1 TIME• 1 ,2X,F13.5,/J 
990 IF IJO .EQ. 01 GO IO 1020 
WRITE I 6, 1000) 
--------- ---------
J OQO _l'-ORl:l.~LJ2 l.2ltt.' NOD_, .rl}(, 'ti.NP 1 , 4~, 'Nl'IK' J..'1:lh. 't-JN..Z' ,JX, 'DRAWD_OWN !..t..3.n....LJ _____ _ 
WRITE I 6, 10101 INWD( I I ,NNP I I, 11 ,NNR I I, 1 I ,NNZ I I, ll, SINWOII I ,21, 1=1, 
* JP I - -- .. ---- ---·-· ------
..... ..... 
N> 
l(>l O FORMAT I 2 I 3X, J 5 ..,_3 (_2X, 15), 2X.1 E lb. 8_) I __ ...... ______ . -------
GO TO 1050 
1020 WRITE 1~,10301 
1030 FORMAT(5X, 1 NOU 1 ,7X, 1 0RAWOOWN',2(8X,'NOD',7X,'DRAWOOWN'I,/) 
WRITE C~tlO.'tOI ll,Sl1,2),I:cl,NO) 
1040 FORMAT (3(3X,I5,2X,Fl6.811 
_____ 1050_CGNTINUF __ _ ·----- ----- --·-·-
IF (MD .F~. 01 GO TO 1080 
,,IK :cO . 
lObO IF CJK .GT. MPTI GO TO 1080 
IF C TP( JK I .EQ. TC ITS+l II GO TO 1070_ 
JK:cJK+l 
___ __ GU TO 1060 -------· ____ ---------- ·- ----- .. --- ·------------------· ------------------
C 
_ C•***********************************************************-"'**********-***-*-~**C 
C PLOT SHAPE OF THE AQUIFER,PLANE VIEW OF EACH ELEMENT ANO ITS AVERAGE C 
C PIEZOM!:T!H.C HE.AD IN A SPECIFIED TIME PERIOD FOR THE ASSIGNED PLANES _ _C 
C******************************************************************************C 
·- c... -----·- . ·------- .. -------- . ---· -- . .. -·· -·· --- -----------------
1070 lV=NREAL 
CALL PH PLOT CNP ,NR ,Nl ,Ne, IE ,RR, MO ,.TT, NFG, R, o, NO 1 MO, ME ,!l!.S, AN, * NND,NNP,NNR,NO,NELE:M,IH,XM,YM,MG,MB,N8B,IS,1VI 
1080 CONTINUE 
CALL TIMER C2,MTC~II 
-----~MTll_)=MTI ll+MTL2)..:!11.TfpL _____ ----·---·---------- -----------------------
c 
WRITE Cb,10901 ITS,MTCZ),MTCll 
10_90 FORMATC/,5X,'TIME PER100=',.2X,13,2X,'llME FOR EQ. SOLVER=',2.X,18, 
* 2X,•TOTAL TIME SPENl=',?X,18) 
1100 CONTINYf~--- .. 
__ __,C.__*****************************************************************************~ 
C TERMINATE THE PLOT C 
{;_."' *.!_• •• ***_'!'* ·-· -···· •• ·-·· **"'·* ** ...... _ ** * **. *. *** ··-· *.!*.* "'.! .... '!'* ** *.*.'!'_***~**.!.'!''!'* **.!.**C... . c 
CALL PLOT I0.0,0 0 0 1 9991 
.... .... 
"' 
CALL EXIT -- ---··------·--·--·---- .... -··-----·-----·· -----·--· -·--------·· -------
GO TO 1130 
JJlQ ll~tl'f_ Io_, l 12Q I s 11, 1 L __ _ _ _ 
1120 FORMATl/,5X,'ERROR MESSAGE :•,t,7X,'DIMENSIONLESS DRAWDOWN AT THE 
_ *WfL!,,_ l_S_1 ,2J<,J_J,o.8,2X, 'IS NCT _REASQl>jAl'II.E ** STOP **' I 
1130 CONTINUE 




------------------ -- --- ------------- ----- ----- -------- -- .. ------------ ----
... 
~ 
c -- --·--------· ------·------- ·-·--·----·- ---· -·-- -- ---------
C******************************************************************************C 
C SUP.ROUTINE FOR DElERMINING tlODAL POil'ff NUMBERS, TOTAL NUMBER SJ_f NODA.L ... C.-·-· 
C POINTS, ANO ELEMENT NUMBERS WITH PERMEABILITIES DIFFERENT FROM THOSE C 
.C . OF . .J!it ~TANDARO .ELFMENT O.R .. SPECIFIC. ST_J)RAGES DIFFf.REIIIT._FROM ONE.. _. C __ . 
C******************************************************************************C 
c --·- ·-·- ········--·---- - - --------· -· ..... --·--· ·---· 
c 
SUBROUTINE NODP INP,NR,NZ,~b,NM,KP,KS,NFG,NELEM,R,D,ND,NS,NNO,NNP, 
.! .. _N~R,NN~,NCl,MO, NQ,NH,MB ,NE,B, 1 I:, IS, IHI. 
DIMENSION RINR,NPJ,O(NR),ND(NRJ,NSINBBJ,NNDINR),NNPIMB,b),NQIMBJ 
. OIJ1Ef!SIO'i_'iNRIMBi~l.,NNZIMB,b) ,MOINP,NRl,NHIMl)J,ISIMBl _ 
DIMENSION PERMCl00,3J,NODllOO,Bl,Sl200,2),X(200,3l,Zl200,3) 
COMMON PERM,NOD,S,~- -··--------- -· ---·--·- ····-----·---
C*.*.!,.. *_!,..*."'"'·*"'"'·"'·*"***,..***-*.!!.!*******"'·"'*·************-*·"'"',.."'"'**.**:*.*******"'*-"'***~**'!'!.*.L. _ .. 
C DEFINE THE NUMBER OF EACH NOOAL POINT ON THE TOP PLANE C 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••c ·······-y-·--·-···--··,--··,---·-·--······--········· -·- - ······-···· ··-·. -···--·-·---- ··-·-··--·--·-
DO 10 I=l,NR 
10 MOll,U=l 
K=l -···------ ·--
DU 20 IR=2,NP 
GU 2.1) IO=l,N.R 
IF (NOIIOI .LT. IR) GO TO ZO 
IF IR(ID,IR) .EQ. o.J G.9. ... I£. 20_· __ _ 
K=K+l 




c -···- --·---l-K=O 
___ J'!!=O_·--··--- ·-· --··-·· ·--
KPR=l 




DD 470 KR=2,3____ ----------------- ____ _ 
IF (NP .Ll. KRI GO TO 470 
004_69 IR=KR,NP _ _ ____ _ 
IF (KR .E:Q. 2 .ANO. IR .GT. 21 GO TD 460 
DQ '!.?P IQ=l ,NR __ _ 
KJ=O 
______ IF_(NFG _.GT. 0 _.AND. ___ }(! .FQ. NR) GO TO 40 _ 
IF INNOIID) .GE. (IR-1)) GO TO 40 
IF (IE .re. 0 .OR. NB .EC. 0) GO TO 450 
KJ=l 
30 IF ( KJ .GT._ l EI GO TO 45 0 _ 
lf(IR.EQ.NNP(KJ,4).ANCJ.JO.fQ.NNR(KJ,4).AND.lS(KJ).E:0.3) GO TO 40 
KJ=KJ+l _____ _ _ ____________________________________ --------
GO TO 30 
40 IF_ l_f'.113 __ .Gr:Lo, Go To 50 
KLT=IO+l 
GO TO lOQ__ _ __ - - -
50 IF(NDCIO) .GE. IR .AND. RIIO,JR) .fQ. O.) GO TO 450 
K=l __ _ __ _ __ _ _____ _ _ __ _ ____________________ _ 
IF (KR .EQ. 2) GO TO 90 
60 If Cl~'.:'_NS(K)) 90 9 60,70 
70 IF CK .GT. NB) K=NB 
If CK_ .EO. Nlll GO TO.BO 
K=K+l 
____________ GO TO 60 -----------
80 KK:2**1NB-K) 
___ __!<!..T=IQ+KK _ 
GO TO 100 
______ 90 K__!(:2_*_*CNl}_::!<,+J ) _____ _ 
KLT=IO+KK 
·-·--···-·-·---·- _,,_,_________ ---·---···-· 
lQQ_IF IKLT .GT. NR .ANO. NFG _ _.&J_.___QJ_ GO TO 45Q ___ _ 
L=O 
_ -- --- 0(1)=0._ ----- --
110 CONTINUE: 
IF IL .GT. 0 .AND. KJ .GT. Q) GO TO 450 
..... ..... 
"' 
DO 440 1Z=2,NZ 
--· IF IKLT .GT. NR) 011)=6.28319 
IF l_l<LT .G_T. NR) KL"I:=1 
LK=LK+l 
120 
----- ·------· c 
DO __ 1_20 J,=1,8 
NOD I L K , l ) =O 
_l F I NM .E O._ O_) _GO. TO _l 70 ___________ _ 
c •• • ** * • .,. • ,.. •• •••• ••••• • •• ••• • •••• ••• •••••••• • ••• ••• •• • •• ****.****-** •• ,._••-~•••••c_ . 
C CALCULATE THE ELEMENT NUMBfRS WITH PERMEABILITIES DIFFERENT FROM C 
C __ Ttf_~SE __ OF THE STANDARD ELEMENT OR SPECIFIC STORAGES DIFFERENT FROM C 
C ONE C 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••c 
c 
00 _160 __ 1=2 ,_3 _ 
IF II .EQ. 2 .ANO. KP .EQ. 0) GO TO 160 





IF J_1_ 0 1:JJ. ___ 3_1 KPI=Ki>S 
IF II .EQ. 31 KPP=KS 
·--------····-----
IF II .EQ. 2 .AND._KPI .GT. KP) GQ TO 160 
IF II .EQ. 3 .ANO. KPI .GT. KS) GD TO 160 
DO 150 J=KPI,KPP ----------··-------
·---------------------
IFIIR .NE. NNP(J,I) .OR. IO .NE. NNRIJ,J) .OR. 12 .NE. NNZIJ,Il+ll 
_ ____ ~- . GO JO 150 
IF (IL .GE. 11 GO TO 150 
_______ __J_f: __ I! 0 EQ. '.3J GO TO 130_ 
KPR=J+l 
NQ(Jl=L~ 





""" """ -'I 
150 CONl JNUE ____ _ 
160 CONTINUE -------- -----
c 
-- - ·- ····- -c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••c 
C ___ RELATE_ lHE NODAL NUMB EK IN l:ACH ELEME:NT TO THE OVFf<ALL NODAL NUMBER C 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••c 
._c -· ·--- -·····-- . . . .. ····-······--·--· ... ·----··-· . ··-· -- -·-- -- - .... - . ----





_____ .,.,Nc,,0""-0l..!JS.,A:) =NOD(LK.1.3.l+l ____ ·-····-····-·· ·-··---···----- --· _ ··-·-··-·--·- -·-···-·-·----
NOO ( LK, 51 =(MO( IR,KLT)-l I *NZ+IZ-l 
. NOO(LK,t·L=l'j_O_OILK,51+1 
180 IF (KLT .GT. 11 GO TO 440 
. NOl=NQDLLK~3 I 
NDII=NODILK,41 
____ .,,_N,,,_UQ.li.!u_ll :cNOD ILK, 5 I ···--· .. --· 
NOU(LK,4):NOO(LK,61 




-·-·-·---I~LKJ. .~ol_GO TO 220. 
IF (NOIIOI -IR) 200,220,220 
2QO .. H:.HHH.KL T 1.-1.R 1 __ 440, 210, 210 
210 NN:c6 
NOOI LK, 5) =l MO( IR ,KL Tl-11 *NZ+I Z-1 
NOO(LK,61=NOO(LK,5l+l 
GO TO 310 _ __ _ ·----- __ 
220 IF (NO(KLTI-IRI 230,250,250 
. .230 IF INB ~J;.Q. QI GOTO 24Q.. ___ _ 




GO TO 310 
·-2-5-0~I~F. I IE .'-"E'-i;;-.-0--1-G_O_T_O 280 ·----·-----... -·---·-----· . 
. IF ~J_ .G_T • __ O_J_c;Q IO 280_ 
JK;l 
260_JF JJ.'i .~T. I.F:LGIJ TO 280 _ _ . _ 
lFIIR.FQ. NNPCJK,41.ANO.IO.EQ.NNRCJK,41.AND.IZ.EQ.NNZCJK,41+11 
··---- .... _ * GO TO _270 __ ---·- ___ ·---· . . --·-----· .. __ ·- ______ .... ___ 
JK=JK+l 
. _ ___ _ _ .... ____ C,0 TO _260 -· 
270 NN=6 
-·------- .. _____ GO _T0_310 _____________ _ 
280 IFINB .tQ. 01 GO TO 300 
IF IIR .NE. NS(KII GO TO 309 
NN=6 
.. ________ IF_(R(KLT.,I[<-11_ .EQ. O.I_GO TU 3.10 .. __ .... ___ .. 
290 IF (R(IO,IR-11 .EQ. O •• ANO. L .EQ. 11 GO TO 380 
_,, _______ NOD( LK, 11 =I MO(IR-1,IO-KK 1--ll*NZ+IZ-1 
GO TO 320 
300 NN=B -----·----~-
310 NOD(LK,ll=IMOIIR-1,IOl-ll*NZ+IZ-l 
320_~00il~.1_2J•:NOQ I l,K, 1 I+ l ... 
IF (NB .EO. 01 GO TO 330 
...... __ Jf (Ii< .EQ~ N$1KI .• AN0 0 R(_KL_J,IR-11 .EO. O.I GO TO 390 
330 NODILK,31=1MOCIR-l,KLTl-ll*NZ+IZ-l 
NODCLK,4):NODILK,31+1 
IF: CIE .EQ. 01 GO TO 340 
____ .. ______ IF I JK .EC. 0 .OR. JK __ .GT. IE I GO TO _340 __ 
I~ IIS(JKI .EQ. 11 GO TO 350 
IF I IR ._f..9_._N~f' 1.JK.,4 J ... ~NO .JO, EQ. NNR.1 -!J~ ,4 I. A.NP• I Z .fQ oNNZ.JJ,K.,'+J+U __ _ * GO TO 400 . 
340 IF CKJ .GT. 01 GO TQ_3!">C 
IF (ND(IOI .LT. IR .AND. NDIKLTI .GE. IR) GO TO 410 
______ 350 l'IOD(LK,51=('1_011R,IQ.)::U*N~+l.Z-1 
NODILK,61:NOOILK,51+1 
_ _!f_ !Jl'c .E_Q. __ Q! GO TO 360 
.... .... 
~ 
-------- IF_IJK .EQ. 0 .OR. JK .GT. ___ IEI __ GO_TO _3b0_. _______ ____ ----------
IF IJS(JKI .EQ. II GO TU 410 
3_1,_0 IF IKJ .GT. 01 GO __ TO 410 __ __ _ 
If (NDIIOI .GE. IR .ANO. NDIKLTI .LT. IRI GO TO 410 
. I!- lf\!!I .EQ • .91 CO TO 370 _ _ _ 
IF (IR .EQ. NSIKI .ANO. RIIO,IR-11 .EQ. 01 GO TO 410 
____ .)_7Q __ t-!QQ_(_LKr_:!!"'I 1:10_( IR, K_l T 1-:l I :"Ni'.+ I Z-1 
NUD ILK, 8 I =NUD I LI< , 7 I+ l 
_If INOJIOI .GE. IR .ANO. NOIKLTI oGE. IRI GO TO 410 
IF (NB .EQ. 01 GO TO 400 
3qo IF LND(~lTI .LTo. IRI GO T0_440 
NOD(LK,ll=IMOIIR-1,KLTl-ll*NZ+IZ-1 
NOD ( LK t 2 I =NOD ILK__,_ l I+ l_ ·-------- ______ _ 
390 NDDILK,31=1MOIIR,IOl-ll*NZ+IZ-1 
NOQ_(__L,K , 't) =NOD I L_K , 3 ) + 1 . 
400 NODILK,5l=IMOl1R,KLT)-ll*NZ+IZ-1 
_ NOD (L.K rl!..1 =NOD I lK, 5 l +l 
GC TO 180 
_______ 410_ IF _I KLT .GT. l I ____ GO_ 10 440 _ --------------------··-------··--·----·- ··--·-----·-----
NDI=NOO ILK, 11 
NOIJ,:NQCl{l~,21 
NODILK,ll=NODILK,31 
NOD( LK,21 =N_OD ILK ,4 l 
NODILK,31=NOI 
-------- ---- NOD ( LK,!+>.=NDII ---- --- - -- . -- - --- ----- ----- ------·-· -------. - -----· ------------ ---· 
IF (IE .EQ. 01 GO TO 420 
_1£_ I JK .EQ. 0 .OR. JK_ .GT. TEJ GQ TO 4:20 
IF IISIJKI .EQ. 11 GO TO 440 
_420 IF (ND( ID) .t,.T. IR .AND. NDIKLT)_ .Gf. IR) GO TO 440 
IF INDIIOI .GE. IR • .AND. NOIKLTI .LT. IRI GO TC 440 
____________ IF JNB .EQ. __ 01_ GO TU 430 ----------··· __ ----------------
IF IJR .EQ. NSIK) .AND. RIID,IR-11 .EQ. Ol GO TO 440 
't3Q NDJ=_NDO!._LK•5) ···- __________________________ -··------··----------· 
ND II=NOD ( LK ,b I 
NODILK,5l•NOUILK,7) 
-·-·---------- ---· ·------ -·---- --·""··---- -- ···-·· 
.... 
"" 0 
NOD ( LK,6) ==NCDI LK, 81 ______ ---------- ·-------···-------------
NOD ( LK, 71 =NDI 
__ _____ _ _ NCJO ( L,Kt._ BI =:fiCHJ _____ . 
440 CONTINUE 
______ lF INB ___ ~EQ. 01 GO TO 450 
IF (IR .Nf. N~IK)) GO TO 450 
------ IF __ ( R IKL T..,_IR-11 • H). _O) (,0_ TO 450 
IF IL .GE. 11 GO TO 450 
L"'!,_+1 _ 
GD TO 110 




__________ RETURN_____ _ _ 
END 
- ----- ---------










c.••······················--··················································••c. _c __ -- sy~ROUTlNE FQ_~ETERMJ_l':!JNG PLANE E_QUATIONS ANO CC)OROINAJJ~_OF fll!)OAL -- c 
C. POINTS C 
____ t;_*!_ ...... _. ••••••••••••• _!********-*.*!***!_*************_ ................. _ ..!*-****'!'*.****' 
c 
SUBROUTINE PLANE (LOP, ZC ,R ,O,ND_tl,IP ,NR,NZ.10Vl, NO,"_§ ,)'!I_! 
DIMENSION ZC12,3,3),A12,3),B(2l,NDCNR),RINR,NP),OCNR),XZINZI 
__ QJ_Mf;;f!JJON f't R1_1llP0,3) t NOD I 100 ,!"ll, S .! 200 t 21, XI 200, 3 I_, ZJ 200, 31 
COMMON PERM,NOD,S,X,Z 
- --- _!;_____ ------- -- - ---· --·- -- - -- ·- -c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••c 
C DETERMINE PLANf: EQUATIONS ______ _ 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••c 
---- c - -·-- -------- ------ --------· ·--- -------·- ·--···-·----- -
IF CLOP .f:Q. 11 GO TO 110 
____________ 00_100 K=l,2 
B(Kl=O • 
--- - ----·· ·-· .. ·---·------
IF ILOP .f:Q. 2 .ANO. K .GT. 21 GO 10_60 ____ _ 
DO 50 J:1,3 
_IF ( 1-2 )_ 10,20,30 
10 J=2 
__ l,_=_, _ _=c3 __ 
GO TO 40 
20 J=3 -----·--·------- ····------- ---------------------------· 
L:l 
___ Jill__T0 _'! _ ,,0'---
30 J=l 




IF I LOP • EQ. 31 GO __ TC. 80_ _ ________________ _ 
IF ILOP .EQ. 2 .ANO. K .f:Q. 11 GO TO 80 





_____ 70 AJl<Lil=AIK-1,II ______ _ -------·· ---------·-------------
c 
80 00 90 I=l ,3 
',IQ_ !!._IK l=IH Kl +Al K ,I l*ZC_ IK, 11 I I 
100 CONTINUE 
- --· - ·- -
C******************************************************************************C 




OVl=Xl.111-Xl (_NZ I 
DO 130 I=l,NZ 
___ oo 120 J=I,2 ____ _ --- ------------------·---------------
120 ZII,Jl=D. 
13.0 __ lLI,~ )=~l1.U ___ . 
L=-NZ 
__ O_Q_ ~1.Q __ l_::2,NP _ 
00 200 J=-1,NR 
-----~I..,F~l~L~·~E~O > GQ_N_.'._®_ __ 
IF INO(JI .LT. II GO TO 200 
. l_f _ I ~J J_ ,.JJ • E_Q • Q_. l G 0 .. TO 2.00 
KK=L+l 
Z I KK , l l .. "'R1 J, l I *COS IO (JI I 
ZIKK,2l=RIJ,ll*SINIO(JII 
···---·-----------· 
_______ ~F _ll_Qf__. EQ. 1 I _GCLilLliQ.. _____ -····--------- ----------------
VD l =I l./A I l, 311 * 1 BI l I-A I l, l I* Z I KK, l I -A ( l, 21 *Z I KK, 211 
__ J_F t! .. Q~ • EQ~ .2 I _GQ TO lltO _______ _ 
V02=11./Al2,311*(Bl2)-A12,ll*ZIKK,l)-A(2,21*Z(KK,211 
____ D_ll:;:VDl-VDL__ _ __ _____ _ _____ --
140 Z(KK,31=V01 
IF I LOP .GT. 1) GO .. ~T=O~l=6=0 ___________ _ 
150 ZIKK,3l=XZl11 
______ _ -11!.Q _DO 190 I I =-2 ,Jg_ __________ _ 
KK=KK+l 





_______ If- (LOP_ .LE. 21 GO TO_ 170 .. __ .. 
ZI KK, 3 )=VDl-DV*I XZ 111-XZI 1 I) I /OVl 
. _____ IF_ILOP_.GT._21 _GO _TO 190 __ 
170 IF (LOP .LE. 11 GO TO 180 
ZI KK ,3) =VOl-1 Xl l_-11 *DVl ________ _ 
IF (LOP .GT. 11 GO TO 190 
_______ 1ao Z( KK.,__31 =X .. Z I I I_I ___ _ 
190 CONTINUE 











C SUBROUTINE FOR CALCULATING NUMBER OF EQUATIONS,MAX. HALF SANO WIDTH, C 
__ __j:_ ____ ANQ_R,\NGE !JF E,\J.H !'AR:rt!I.QN _ __ . _ -·--- _. __ -·--·-- _ _ __ C 
C******************************************************************************C c 
- ---·-- -- sue.RoutiNE -a APT 1- , No ,-NR ;r:.z ,ifs~i>ART ,Ns ,NEo ,NEos ,MA, Ns1'.h NFG. 
c 
* NELEM,K,~F,NP,NO,MO,NST1'RT 0NENOI _. _ -----· 
DIMENSION NO(NRl,MO(NP,NRl,NSTART(NPARTl,NENDINPARTl,NS(NBB) 
_ fl Il'lENS_l o~_ PE ~M (J_Q_() ,31 ,!'.00 (_10() ,aJ_,_s C 2.9_0~2 I, X ! 200 ,3), Z (200, 3 l 
DIMENSION R(NR,NP) 
··- ~JJl'lM()_N_!'ERM,NQQ_,~.x.z -------. ------ -·--------
C**********************************************-********************************C C CALCULATE TOTAL NUMBER OF EQUATIONS AND NUMBER OF EQUATIONS PER C 




IF (NEQ .EQ. NO) GO TO 10 




C ********.***•** **** **************** ******************************** ************C 
C DETERMINE MAXIMUM HALF B•ND WIDTH _ C 
C******************************************************************************C c. -- ------- ------- ----------·------------·---··-------- -·-----
10 IF (NB .GT. 01 GO TO 60 
___ IF (NFG __ .GT. 01 GO T0_20 ----·-··--·-· 
LK=INZ-11•12*NR-ll+l 
C.O TO 30 
20 LK=(NR-l)*(NZ-11+1 
30 LN=B 
IF (NOO(LK,71 .EQ. 01 LN=b 
·----·-U'..1!,,_N_0 EQ._.8J !,O_ TO_ ~0- _ 
""" "' "" 
_____ 1=-=MAXO ( NOC!( LK, l), NOD( LK,21 ,NOC ( LK, 3 I, NOD ( LK ,41,NOD ( LK, 5 l_tNOO ( LK, 6 J ., 
__ J=M.INQJ_~OD I Ll(_tl I, NOD ( LK, 2J9NOD ( LK ,3 I , NOD(J.K ,4 I , NOD ( LK ,5 J ,NOQ LLJ< ,61 
*I 
GO TC _50 .. _ .. 
40 l•MAXO(NOD(LK,ll,NDDILK,21,NOD(LK,31,NODILK,4),NOD(LK,5J,NOO(LK,6) 
···--- . *, NOD ( LK , 7 ~OD ( LluJU_) _______ ___ . --· ··-- . ___ -··· ·---- ·-·-. ___ --· ________ _ 
J=MINO(NOOILK,1),NOD(LK,21,NOD(LK,31,NOD(LK,4),NOD(LK,5J,NOD(LK,6J 
*,NOU(LK,Juf.10{}(1.,K,JlJ) __ . ___ _ 
50 MA=I-J+l 
NF=NR __ .. 
GO TO 110 
6.Q. K=Q 
DO 70 I=l,NR 




______ NK,=NZ-1 ------·---- ----· ··--···-------. 
MA=O 
DO 100 J•l,NELEM,NK. 
LN•B 
IF (NODll,71 .EQ. OJ LN=6 
IF (LN .EQ. 8) GO TO 80 
··-·-- ------------· 
M=11AXO I t,100( I ,-1.L_l'filQJ J..1._?J, NOt•.lL..3...t,N.Clll.11 ,4 I .~JJD I l.J !d..11,!QD I I ,6J_) ___ _ 
L=MINO(NODII,11,NOOll,2),NODII,31,NODII,4),NODl!,51,NOOII,61) 
(;Q_JO 90 _ ... __ _ _ .. _ _ . _ 
80 M•MAXO(NOOll,11,NOO(l,2),NOOll,3J,NOD(l,4),NOD(I,5),NOO(l,6J, 
* NOOll,71,N.QOU,8)) ___ -·- __ _ 
L=MlNO(NOO(I,11,NOD(I,21,NOO(l,31,NOO(l,4),NOO(I,5J,NOD(l,6J, 
______ *__ NODtl,]),NODtI,8)) 
90 ML=M-L 
______ IF_ I MA _.EQ. MLJ_GO T(Ll.QQ__ 
MA•MAXOIML,MA) 
JOO COl'I_T JNU~ __ -- . --- --- -------
- -- • -·'"""T·~------·-·----··------
~ 
"" 
·~·--~ ·--·-·. ·-----·-·· 
MA=MA+l 
110 WRITE lo,120) NEO,NEQB,MA 
_120 FORMAT I 5X ,_'JOT~.!,__NU!"~_F._f! _ _QF E_qUA 1Hl~_i="._!_!3X-' I 5, I_, 5X, _________ _ --- -----
* 'NUMBER OF EQUATIONS IN EACH PARTITION=' 1 lX, 15 ,/, 5X, 
____________ * 1 MAXIMI.IM __ HALF BAND WIDTH=• ,15Xt.15_) ______ ··--
C 
C******************************************************************************C 
C DETERMINE RANGE: OF l'ACH PARTITION BY ELEMENT NUMBER C 
___ C******************************************************************************C __ 
c 
___________ WRITE 16,_125) __ 
125 FORMATl/,5X,'STARTING AND ENDING ELEMENTS IN EACH PARTITION ARE:•, 
* /) 
L.KK=-1 
DO 220 11=1,NPART __________ -------···-·· ________ _ 
IF III .GT. 1) GO TO 130 




_________ ···- KN= I I *NEQ 6 ___________ ---··· __ _ ·····---- -··------- ----
KM=KN+MA-1 
KI=KN+l ___________ .. 
MK=I II-ll•NEQB+l 
IF JMK_ .GT .___J-IQ) GO TO_J'l_O 
MM=O 
___________ DO 180 LK=LLK,NE:LEM ____ _ ____ ··------··. 
LN=B 
__ 71 F I NOD I U~t.1 I • EQ. 0 I LN,__=6"'-:=--,--
1 F Ill .EQ. NPARTI GO TO 150 
IF (ICC .EQ. 11 GO TO 150 
DO 140 JK=l,LN 
----·------- --------------
------
-----~I'-'F_· _,l~I'-"C=C--=c•_,,_E=Q• 1 I GO __ TO 140 _________________ _ 
IF INOD(LK,JKI .LT. Kii GO TO 140 






. _J5Q_ ICI=O ...... __ _ 
DO 170 l=l,LN 
··------·--·-------
__ IF (lCl_.EQ._11 GO JO 170 ____________________ ··········-· 
IF(NODILK,II .LT. MK) GO TO 170 
... 1 F.. (NOD I l.,K, II .GT. KN I GO T.O 1.1'.9 
DO 160 J=l,LN 
IF (J_!'._l .,_r;c_. l I GO .. TD ... 160 _ ..... 
IFINOD(LK,JI .GT. (NOO(LK,ll+MA-111 GO TO 160 
MM=MAXO(MM,LK.l 
!Cl=l 
____ ....... l60_CQNT1NlJE ----··· 
170 CONTINUE 
180 CONTINUE _______ . 
NFNOI 11 l=MM 
___ ..,,Gc,,O TO 200 
190 NSTARTIII)a::O 
!'l.f.ND I lJ l=O . _ 
200 WRITE 16,2101 11,NSTARTIIIl,NENOClll 
-··-----·--------
210 FORMAT (5X,'P.ARTITIOJII I\0.= 1 ,2X,I5,2X, 1 NSTART= 1 ,2X,I5,2X,. 
* 1 NEND= 1 ,2X,151 
__ -~ CONT..J..,.,N""U_..E __ _ 
RETURN ---·------- ····--·-------·----------------
_. _______ .. END 




C*************************************************.*****************************C _ __<:__ _ S_lg!B_OUTI}iE _fO_~ CHEJ:KJNG _ _!Hf__SJMILARJ_T'(_ Of' ELfMENI_h_!ND F_QR t:A_L_CU~ATJNG. __ (; 
C AND STORING ALL STIFFNESS MATRICES BY ELEMENTS C 
.!;*_*_******"'**~-**!_!*.*_***"'***********"'-****-"'.*'****"'*********·"'-"'·**"'-****.**"'**•••-•••••••c c 
_______ S~U_B_R~O_U_T~I~N~ ST IF l J NP, NR, NZ ,NB_._LOP, NFG LN_EL EMa1_H ,.O_,_E_,ND.i,NS ,!!IND, .STOR1-______ _ 
* KA,NBBI 
______ PlM!:~~lQN N~(N_BBl, .. NNDINRl,Sl:.PRINEl..!:MJ_ _ ··-- --·------.. ,-
DIMENSION H(36,2),0(NRl,RINR,NPl,NO(NR),KA(NELEMI 




___________ 00_ 170 KR=2,3_ 
DO 170 IR"'KR,NP 
___ If:_{J<,.!L._E_Q._i,ANOo_lR .... oGT. 21 ... GO .. TO 170 
00 160 10=1,NR 
IF (NFG .GT. Q .AND .• 10 .Eg. NRI GO TO _10 ____ ··--·------
IF INNOIIUI .LT. (IR-111 GO TO 160 
-- -·· JQ J.L (_NB .. _GJ. OJ c.o TQ _zo .. - .... 
KLT=IO+l 
GO TO._ ?O _ 
20 IF (RCIO, IRI .EC. 0) GO TO 160 
K=l ---- --~ ------ ------------
IF (KR .EQ. 21 GO TO oO 
... ___ 30 IF (IR-NSO<J)_b0,50,40 
40 IF IK .GT. NBI K=NB 
!f _ _( !< .1;9 • JH!_LGO TQ 50 
K=K+l 
GQ TO 30 
50 KK:cZ**INB-KI 
____ KLT=IO+KK _______________ ----·- .. ----·-··-
GO TO 70 
----··· 60. KK=2**(NB--K+ll ______ _ 
--- - -· ·----··· ··------
..... 
"" ~ 
KL T=lO+KK ____ -----c-----,---c--cc-cc--~--,---- ____ _ 
70 IF (KLT .GT. NR .AND. NFG .GT. 01 GO TO 160 
_L=O_ __ ___ _ __________ ----------
011)=0. 
130 __ CONT I NU E 
DO 150 IZ•2,NZ 
IF (KLT .GT. NRI OC11=6~.2=8~3~1~9 ___ _ 
--!F(KLT .GT. NRI -KLT=i ------------
_LK=LK+l ________ _ 
NN=B 
_________ _I_f_ (N_Q_QJLK,71 .EQ. ()J NN=6 _______ _ 
c 
C******************************************************************************C 
C CHECK SIMILARITY OF ELEMENTS C 
____ C**********************************************************-********************C 
c 
____________ IF (NB __ .NE. 01 GO_ TO 90 ___________ _ 
KK=l 
GO TC 100 
90 IF (IR .EQ. NS(K) .AND. IZ .EQ. 21 GO TO 130 
___ lOO_IF (IO ._EQ. __ l .AND._l_Z .EO. 21 GO TO 130_ _ _ ____ _ 
IF (LCP .GE. 21 GO TO 130 
IF _ _(_ABS I PJ:B~ 11K ,JJ-P_f: R'°'.1 IL!<~'.!-, 1 U __ ~GT· _ o. QOOl I _!,_Q_ IQ_ 130 
IF IABSIPFRM(LK,21-PERM(LK-1,21) .GT. 0.00011 GO TO 130 
. -----
_______ ,. -- ·-· -- -·· -----
IF (ABSIPERMILK,3)-PERMILK-1,311 .GT. 0.00011 GO T_O_l_3_0 __________ _ 
IF (ABS(STOR(LK)-STOR(LK-1)1 .GT. 0.00011 GO TO 130 
____ IF(IO_.EQ. l __ .AND. IZ_.LE. Nl_J GO TO 140 
IF (IR .GT. ND(IO-KK)I R(IO-KK,IRl•O. 
_______ IF_(IR_.GT. NO(IOII R(IO,_IR)=O. ____ _ 
IF (IR .GT. NDIKLT)I RIKLT,IRl=O. 
IF (IZ .GT. 2) GO TO 140 
!FINN .EQ. 81 GO TO 110 
··------------·-·-----
__ __ IF _t~BS( I RIKLT,IRI_-R( IO,IR ll+(RUO,IRJ_:-R( JO-KK,IRI I ) __ ,GT. O._QOOl) 
* GO TO 130 
IF INN .EQ. 6) GO TO 120 ________________________ _ 
-- -------·------------
-- . . - . - ... -- ------ ·--- --
..... 
"" 0 
qo IF (ABS( (R(KLT,lRI-RIKLT,IR-1 I 1-(RI 10,IRI-RI 10,IR-ll 1-IRIIO,IR)-* RIIO,IR-lll+IRltO-KK,IRl-R(IO-KK,IR-ll)I .GT. 0.00011 GO TO 130 




___________ lF_INB .EQ. 01 GO_fO __ H,-0 ------------------------------------------
IF IIR .NF. NSIKII GO TO lbO 
If IRlKJ,Tt..lR-11 .E:Q. O_l_ GO_J_Q_ __ u,o. 
IF IL .GE. 11 GO TO lcO 
L=L+.L .. 
GO TO BO 
_____ _j_Q__Q_ CONTINUE 
170 CONTINUE 
" ·- ·---- -· --------··- ---· -----C************•••····················································-·········c C _.C.AiCUI.A_J~ __ S_TIFFNE:SS MATRICES -~y ELEMENTS AND WRITE JNTQ TAP.le l. ________ .. C 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••c 
_c;_ 
DO 200 KL=l,NELEM 
IF_ (KL .EQ. 1 I G_Q TO lllO _ 
IF IKA(KLI .EQ. KAIKL-111 GO 
lllO NN=8 
IF (NOOIKL,71 .EQ. 01 NN=t, 
----- .. ----------- -------
TO 190 
____ K=NEJ..!:M ______ _ ----- -----·-··----- - -·- ·-·------------·-·--·--·---·-----------c 
_CAL,L _ f.f.Mt!U., H ,NN, SlQR ,KI 
c 




" ---··----· --- ·-·--·- ···- ---------·--··- -----·-------
..... .., 
..... 
c ---------- ----- ----···--
C******************************************************************************C C __ S_UB~OUJL1'1r FOR _CALCULATI!,IG_S_T_IFFNESS MATRJCES _OF ELEMENT~_l:iJTH_ SI_X 
C OR EIGHT POINTS ANO SUl:IOlVlOJNG THE ELEMENT WITH SIX NODAL POINTS 






C************** **** **** * **************** * ** *** ********* **** ** ****** **** *.*******C _ c 
SIJBB._QUTJNE FEM(KK,H,NN,S_TOR,K I __ 
DIMENSION TET(l0,4l,HH(I0,4,4,21,H(36,2),STOR(KI 
DlME~SlQN PERM I 1()0 ,3t ,NOD 1100 ,8 I, SI 200 ,21, X( 200, 31, Z I 200 ,3 L 
COMMON PERM,NOD,S,X,Z 
INTEGER TcT ____ _ 
IF INN .EO. 61 GO TO 40 
__ l_J:alQ_____ - - -- -
DO 10 1=1,4 
. 10 _JETj lJl l=NOD_{_KK, l I _ 
DO 20 1=-1,3 
. ---------------------
TETI I 14l=NOD1KK1-71_ _____________________________ _ 
TETl5,I+ll=NOD(KK,1+51 
TfT LB ,LI .=NOD( 1<-K, I I 
TET(IO,I)=NOD(KK,I+ll 
20 TFT(I+5,l+l l=NOO(KK,5) .. 
00 30 1=1,2 
TE TC l r I+ 1 I =N OD"--'(c.,K.,,_K,_,,._,l,_+'-'2~1~------· 
TET12,I+ll=NOD(KK,I+4J 
TET (~u l_ +2 l =_NOD ( KK t I +(>_J_ __ 
TET17,Il=NODIKK,I+l) 
------·· __ TF_JJ-'hl.±1 )=NOO_(l(_K, I +4_) __ _ 
TET(I+8,41=NODIKK,81 
TETI 1 +2 ,I +2 )=NOOtKlub.1 
TET(J+2,l+ll=NODIKK,41 
30 TETI I +'t..t.U.=NOOJ K_K t-2'.".':l_l_ _________ .. ______ . 
TET(4,21=NODIKK,2) 




--------- -"·--- ---- - --------
TETI 9, l_! =NOD I KK, 2 I 
GO TO 80 
40 .. IT:ao_.-... -· ·- . __ . ___ ·-··--·--
TETI 1,~ l=NODIKK,51. 
-·--- _.DO 50_1:.~,2. __ 
TETII,21=NOD(KK,21 
TETII,3l=NOD(KKLt~I+.,_.,_2L) _________ ~ --···· ----· 
TETIJ+2,21=NOOIKK,31 
__ ·--- --·- TETI I +2 ,31 =NOD( KK.r_l +3) . 
50 TETII+4,ll=NODIKK,2l 
DO 60 1=1,3 
TET Ci+l ,4 l=NOO I KK • 61 . --· 
TETC5 1l+ll=NOOIKK1I+2) 
60 TETl6,I+ll=NODIKK,I+31 
00 70 1=1,4 ··-·- __ 
70 TETll,l)=NODIKK,11 
---------·------- - ---- ·-------- - --·· 
80 CONTINUE -----·------·------- .. --.---· .. ·--·-· -·---·- ________ _ 
DO 90 J:.1,36 
DO 90 L=l1.2 
90 HII,Ll=O. 
_____ 00 110. N=.L.IT .... 
00 100 1=1,4 
-·--·· _ 00 .. 100. J=l,4. __ , ,,_ ---··--
OU 100 LL=l,2 
100 HHIN,I,J,Lll=O. 
110 CALL TETRA (N,TET,HH,KK,STOR,K) 
, _ __."C,L_=l ___ . ___ .... ____ ·--·- .... ______ _ 
IF I I T-7 l 130, 130, 120 
__ l 20 HI 1,L l. = _ lHH I 1, 1, 1,_L l +HH 12, 11..L.li +HH I 3 ,J ,.J.J L l+H!:J.14J ltJ_,_L_I + ________ _ 
*HH 18, 1, 1 t LI I/ 2 
HI 2,L) ~{HH14,l,21Ll+HH(8 1 112,Ll l/2 
HI 4,L) = IHH11,1,2,Ll+HH18,1,3,L)l/2 
HI 7, L) = !. HH I 1, l , 3 1 LI +HH I 3, 1, 2, L l +HH I 4, 1, 3 , LI llL. 
Hlll,LI :. IHH12,1,2,Ll+HHIB,1,4,Lll/2 
____ _!i_!_l,,~,1_!,._l = _J HH I ?.,J.,,hj,J_+HH!_31..~1L I +HHl_4, L4,.l 11!2 .. -----·-· ---
.... 
"' "' 
Hl22,L) = (HHl1,1,4,Ll+HH12,11~L)+HHl3,1,~l,JJ!_2 _ 
HI 3,L) = IHH14,2,2,L)+HHl7,1,1,L)+HHIB,2,2,Ll+HHl9,1,1,LI+ 
______ *HHIIO,!_,_J,_L)l_l2 ___ _ ____ __ _ _______________ _ 
HI 5,L) • IHHl7,1,2 1 Ll+HHIB,2,3,L)+HH(l0,1,2,L)l/2 
------- _ill_!!.,J.) _ _=, _ _{__Ht--i('t.t_2L3t_l.. )_+Hf-lll.2.tl,3LLll/2 _ 
Hl12,L) = (HH17,1,3,Ll+HHIB,2,4,L)+HHl9,J,2,L))/2 
H 11 7__tlJ __ = I HJ:JL4...t.£L'!.tJ.l+HH 19 t l t 3 t.1.1 W 
Hl30,LI = IHH17,1,4,L)+HHl9,1,4,Ll+HH(l0,1,4,L))/2 
__ HI JuLI = ___ IHH( 1,2,2,L)+HHl6,l,1,Ll+HHl7 1 2,2,L)+HHIB,3,3,L]+ 
*HHll0,2,2,Ll)/2 
____ HI 9,LI = ___ !HHt 1,2,3,k)+HH(l_0,.?",3,L 11./2 
Hll3,L) = (HHl6,1,2,Ll+HH17,2,3,Ll+HHIB,3,4,Lll/2 
Hl241L) = (HHll,2,4,L)+HHl6,~,J.ll/2 ____ _ 
Hl31,L) = IHHl61l14,Ll+HH17,2,4,Ll+HHII0,2,4,Ll)/2 
_ .J:H 10_._1.._L= ___ _I_HH( 1,3 ,~, lJ:+HH IJ, 2, 2.t L _ _l_+HH I 4, 3,3,J .. I +HH I 5, 1, l.t.lJ+ _ 
*HHll0,3,3,l)l/2 
_ HI 1.9.,J. L3_ Iii.HJ;!, 2, 3, I.. }_+Hf.l 14, 3, 4J LI +HH I 5, l, 2, L 11 /_2 __ 
Hl25,L) = IHH11,3,4,Ll+HH13,2,4,Ll+HHl5,1,3,Lll/2 
Hl32,LI = (HH(5,1,'t.t...L.l:+:HHl10,3,4,Lll/_2 __ ---------------------
Hl15,LI = IHHl2,2,2,L)+HH16,2,2,Ll+HH17,3,3,Ll+HHl8,4,4,LI+ 
*HHl9,_2,2_, U 1/2 _ 
HIZO,L) = IHHl2,2,3,l)+HH19,2,3,Lll/2 
Hl26,LI = IHHl2,2,4,Ll+HH16,Z,3,Lll/2 
H(33,L) = IHHl6,2,4,L)+HH17,3 1 4,L)+HHl9,2 1 4,L)l/2 
HI 21, LI = I HH ( 2, 3 ,3, L l+HH 13, 3, 3, LI +HHI 4, 4,4, Lj_ +HH I 5r2L.2..,__LJ..c+ _______ _ 
*HH19,3,3,Lll/2 
____ ____ _!-H_;e;7, I,.}_ .". __ __J_f-!H I 2 ,_3_,t,.1 _L I :t:HJ:!! J, 3_. 't., LI +HH 15, 2, 3, LI l_l2 
HIJ4,L) = IHH15,2,4,l)+HH19,3,4,Lll/2 
__ __ .!LLlcB ,!.,_)__: ___ l_HH(l_.4_,_~,U:t:HH_ I;! ,4, 4, L l:t:HH 13, 4,4,1... I +l:IH 1_5,3, 3, L) + 
*HHl6,3,3,L)l/2 
H( 35,L l = I HH C 5,3141 LI +HH (6,2.L41L I ) IL _________ _ 
Hl36,LI = (HH15,4,4,L)+HH(6,4,4,Ll+HH17,4,4,L)+HH19,4,4,L)+ 
________ *HHI 10,4,4.u.UL.L___________ _ ___ _ ___ _ ---------- --------




GO TO 120 
130 HI 1,L) • IHH(l,1,1,L)+HHl2,1,l,L)+HHl3,1,1,Ll+HH(4,1,1,L)l/2 
_________ HI _2_,LI _ • _ I HHI 1, 1,2, LI +HHC~, 2, LI I /2. ___ _ _ __ ---------------------------
HI 4,L) • IHHl1,t,3,Ll+HH13,1,2 1L)+HH14,1,2,Lll/2. 
___________ HJ_ __ '!ill __ "' _(HH(_2,_1,3~1J-~!iJ:! ( 3, t, 3,L )_ 1/2. _______ _ 
H(ll,L) • IHH11,1 14,L)+HHl4,1,3,L)l/2. 
----··- -··-
Hll6,L) • IHHl2,1,4,L)+HHl3,l,4,L)+HHl_i.t_l,4,L))/2. --------
HI 3,L) • (HHC1,2,2,L)+HHl2,2,2,L)+HHl5,1,1,L)+HH(6 11,1,L)l/2o 
_____________ HI_ 5,L I • _J HHI 1, 2_,hl) +HH 15, 11...2,L) l/2. __________________________________ _ 
H( 8,L) • IHH12,2,3,L)+HHl5,1,3,l)+HHl6,1,2,ll)/2. 
_______________ HJ_!_2, L )___=:_ CHHU.1...2_,_4.t...l,J +JiH !_5 _t L_~t__L l±_t!H C 6, l, ~ ._1,,__U/;>. ______________ _ 
Hl17,L) • (HHl2,2,4,Ll+HH16,1,4,L))/2. 
HI 6,LI = IHH(l,3,3,L)+HHl3,2,2,L)+HH(4,2,2,L)+HH(512,2,Lll/2. 
HI 9,LI • IHH13,2,3,Ll+HHl5,2,3,Lll/2. 
______ H~I 13 ,L! • ( HH 11,3rltl,.)_.f:_l-l.t!_(4_w~tl--1.!.titJ_l__~_ll__t_'t_r__l >JL2o _____________ _ 
H(l8,LI • (HH(3,2,4,L)+HH14,2,4,L)l/2. 
-----~H~lc--1~0~•=L~I_= _ I HHU.._3 9-Pt~l +HH(_3_, 3___.__3__. !,) +HH I 5, 31_3_1L l_+HH I 6.2, 2, LI ll.2_. __________ _ 
H(l4,L) • (HHl5,3,4,L)+HH(6,2,3,l)l/2. 
H(19,L) • (HHl2,3,4,L)+HHl3,3,4,L)+HH(6,2,4,l)l/2. 
Hl15,L) = (HH(l,4,4,Ll+HH14,3,3,Ll+HH(5,414,Ll+HH(6,3,3,l))/2 
HI 20 ,LI • I HH( ~' 3,4, LI +HH(o, 3,4, l 11/2. __ _ _____ _ _ _____________________ _ 
Hl21,LI = IHHl2,4,4,Ll+HH13,4,4,L)+HHl4,4,4,Ll+HHC6,4,4,Ll)/2 
___________ If-ll _.EQ. 21 GO_TO _140 ______ ____________ ______ _____ _ ____ _ 
L•2 
GO TO 130 
140 CONTINUE 
_ ___filJURN ____________________ _ 
END 







C 5UBROUTHIE_f'OR C~l,(;_l!LATING __ SI_!_FFNE:$_$~ATRI(;fS OF_"!tjE J~TRAHEORAL ____ C _ 
C ELEMENTS C 
C*************.***__*__****!**!!.****-*-***.********!!*****.!_*****!*!*!******************C _ 
c 
SUBRou,:_!_Nf TETRA( N 'TE}:,1-!~_KK, STOR ,KJ ,.__ ________ _ 
DIMENSION TET(l0,4),HH(l0,4,4,21,B(41,C(4),D(4),A(4),XX(3} 
______ _ ___ _Q_!MENSIUN C:_fN_l3J,XY(4,41,Y141,STOBJJ~.I) _ _ ___________________________________ _ 
DIMENSION PERMCl00,3),NDD(lOO,Bl,S(200,21,XC200,31,Z(200,3) 
___ COt'1MON J>ER_M,NOQ,s,x,z ----- - -------- ------ -- ---------
INTEGfR TEl 
DO 10 I=l 3 _____ _ 
CENCil=(ZCTETIN,11,Il+ZITETIN,21,Jl+Z(TETIN,31,Il+Z(TET(N,41,1)1 
__ */4-. ___ -------- ------------ ---- --- -- - --------- - --- -- ------ --------------- ---
00 10 J=l,4 
_ _ ___ l_Q___ )( (_T!;_T IN_, J t, JI =z I T!:_1:C N_, JI , I I:-(: ~NI l L _ 
DO 80 I=l,4 
-----~I~F~<~I_-~2)_ 20~~0~4~0 ______________________ _ 
20 J:2 
M=3 
- --- - --~- - ---
P=4 




___ GO _TO 70 __ 
40 IF(I-3) 50,50,60 
-- 50 J=4 ---- _ --------
M=l 
P=2 










70 CONTINUE _ _ ___ _ __ _ 
Alll•(X(TE11N,Jl,ll*(X(TETIN,Ml,21*XCTETIN,Pl,31-X(TETIN,Pl,21*XC 
__ *_ _IETJ_~i.fil..J~J l_.!_X (TETI N,M 1,_lJ>I< IX !T ETCN, PI• 21 *.X.1 TETf N, JI 9 3 I-X ( _ 
* TETIN,Jl,2l*XITETIN,Pl,311+XITETIN,Pl,ll*IXfTETIN,Jl,21*Xf 
__________ _! ___ JET_IN,M I, 31-X I TE Tl N ,ML, 2 l!JL!_TET I N1 J 1_,3 IJ I *I -ll ** I I+l_L 
BIIl=IXITETIN,Jl,2l*IXITETIN,Pl,31-XITETIN,Ml,3ll+XITETIN,Ml,21*(X 
-----*---- I TEll N ,JI r31::XI U'_l~ (t-L..PL,_3 tl:t:.XiJFTj_Ni.!'J ,_21 *IX I Tt:;TI Nr MI r 31-X_J__ _____ _ 
* TETIN,Jl,3111*1-ll**II+ll 
CI Il•IXJTl;.llN,J.l ,l l*IX!TETCl'l,MI ,31-Xt:rET(.N,PI ,3ll+_XI TE_TIN 1 Mlr_l l*C_X 
* ITETIN,Pl,31-XITET(N,Jl,311+X(TET(N,Pl,ll*(XITETIN,Jl,31-X( 
*. __ Tt:;l"(N,MJ ,31 I l*!:-.ll** 1 l+l I _ 
DIIl=(X(TETIN,Jl,ll*IXITETIN,Pl,2)-X(TET(N,Ml,21)+XITETCN,Ml,ll*IX 
* I TEl I Nr JI r2 I-XI TE TIN ,P ~II +X ITET( N ,PI r ll'tlX_I TET ( N..11~1~,~Z~l_-~X~I ____ _ 
* TETIN,Jl,2111*1-ll**II+ll 
IHLC._ON.II!\11.!.E _ _ _ ____ _ 
DO 90 I=l,4 
____ DO 90 ___ J= 1 ,4 _____ _ ___ _ 
.AIAJ=AIIl•AIJI 
bIBJ=BJil.!1!~1~J~I _____________ _ ·-----·---------CICJ=CIIl*CIJI 
0.lOJ'"!ll.J.J."'.0. (JI .. . _ _ 
90 HHIN,I,J,ll=IPERM(KK,ll*BIBJ+PFRM(KK,21*CICJ+PERM(KK,31*DIDJl/6. 
VOL6=0, . 
DO 100 I=l,4 
100 VOL6=VOLb+A(ll 
VOL6=AB SI VOL6 I 
. ---- 00_15~ l:=1,4 ------
00 140 J=l,4 
___ __ ____ HH 1.N.tl.I..J,lJ =.iiHiltt.l.LJ..._l_)/_l_VQLb) . 
IF II-JI 120,110,120 
110 HHIN,I,J,21=VOLb/60. 
GO TO 130 
---------------------
_____ llO__Hfil.lhJ_,_J, 2 I =YOLM 1_2.Q_L__. _ . -- --· --------- ·-- ·- ···---
130 HHIN,I,J,21=HHIN,1,J,21*STOR(KKI 
l'!.0 CONTINUI;_ .. 
···-·----.. -··- - ----" -·-----------------· 
w 
:::, 
z z . 
.... 0:: i 
I- :::, I 
Z I- 0 owz 











-~------ -··· .. ---------·· 
C*******************************************************************~*********C 
C . SUBROUTINE F_OR FURMATIONOF MATR_I_CES BY PARTITIONS ANO_f()R SOLUT:IOO~ _ _Qf __ ~---
C SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS C 
.--.S.*..!*******.**.!!*****!.*.**_!*****.!******~*-**-*"'**********!"'.:"****.!"'"'"'·****."'!!.!**!~!.••.•c; ..... . 
c 
SUBROUTINE FASE I .... I DJ 1 NZ1.NR_,_Kf:I .!.~ .. Q.r.!ff .t.M.B ,_NQ_, ~~N.P..!.r.lT2_,NEQ,NFl.'!..1.!'.l!lP_1. __ 
* NEQB,NPART,NELEM,NCOLN,R,C,H,F,G,NO,FQ 1 FT,MAXA,NSTART,NENO,NP, 
_ _! _____ NH,EF,NA\11.MI_pM_~_,N._C,MAAI_ ·--- _ . ____ -·- ------·· .... ·- ····-·-------
DIMENSION RINR,NPl,CINAVl,GINAVl,MAXAIMII 
_ _(l!_M_fN_SIQN fJINOl,EFIHl:,MAA!,NSTARTlNPARTI 1 NEJID(NfARJI_ ···- _ 
DIMENSION Hl36,21,FINEQB,2l,NQIMBl,FQ(HBl,NHIMBI 
DIMENSION PERM(l00,31,NOD(l00,81,Sl200,21,Xl?90,31,Zl20Q.i}I ----------COMMON PERM,NOD,S,X,Z 
_MAB=HA*NEQB _____ _ 
MAl=MA-1 
____ _,,0~0'----"10 I=l,MC 
DO 10 J=l ,HAA 
10 EFIItJl=O. 
DO 20 1=1,NO 
_____ 20 FTIIl=O. ___ _ 
c 
IF IKD .FQ. OJ GO TO 40 
-~o ~.Q_J=_1,is.u. 
J=NQIII 
30 FT I JI =FTI J)+2 •*FQ.1 lt_______ ·--·----- __ _ 
---- - 'tO NAA=NPA*NEQB 
REWIND l 
-·--···- _ IF IITS-ll_p_Q...tl>Q.,50 _ _ 
--- ----·--·----
50 IFCABSISINAA,211 .GT. l.OE-0~ .AND. NPA .LT. NPARTI NPA=NPA+l 
IF(ABS(S(NAA,2) I .GT. l.OE-04_.AND. NPA .LT. NPART) NPA=NPA+l 
IFIABSISINAA,211 .GT. l.OF-03 .ANO. NPA .LT. NPARTI NPA=NPA+l 
---~b~O_DO 580 II=l,NPA 
NST=NSTART(JII 




NRT=( II-1 )*NEQB 
NLT=II*NEQB 
_ U:_J_NST ,NE_._ Q) G_O T0 _90 ____ _ 
DO 70 I:.l,MAB 
30_C( I )=O. 
DO BO I=l,NEOB 
-----~C~(~I~l .=1. OE 10 
00 80 J=l ,NC 
BO F 11.t.>!J=O. __ 
--------------------·------- --· 
• 
IF INST .EQ. 01 GO TO 570 
9..Q -- J J = __ l ___ _ 
100 CONTINUE 
DO 110 l=l,MAB 
110 C(Il=O • 
.... -- c -- - ----------- -- -- -- -- -------- . -- ---- - -- --- -- - -·· ... -- . -- . . ------ ··-----
C******************************************************************************C _____ c _______ f08_"1 MA_IRIC.ES _c; __ A_NP _Q £QR _ _JHE SIMULTANEOlJS .. EQUATIONS; D-MAIIUX ____ ------- c_ 
C IS USED FOR CALCULATING THE COLUMN MATRIX ON THE RIGHT SIDE OF C 
C SIHULTANl:QUS _EQUAT I_Q _____ -------------------
C******************************************************************************C 
_C__ --------- - ---- -- ---------·-- .. ··---· -- -
DO 160 LK=l,NELEM 
IF JLK ,.GT. l'-ltN) GO _TO l.JO 
IF ILK .LT. NST) GO TO 160 
NN=8 
IF (NOO(LK,71 .EQ. 0) NN=6 
______ __ JK=l ___ _ 
------. - - - _______ ,, ______ _ 
120 IF(NOD(LK,JKI .GT. NRT .ANO. NOD(LK,JKI .LE. NLTI GO TO 130 
lE_J JK_ ._l;_~ _ _N__N) __ filL.I.Q_....l.20 __ 
JK:JK+l 
GO TO 120 
130 READ (B'LKI IIHII,J>,I=l,361,J=l,21 
-----~0~0~1=5~0.LL==l~,=N~N~~-
IF (NOD(LK,LL) .GT. NLTI GO TO 150 
IF (HQQ.ll,.K,L_l.L_.LE._NRl_l_GO_TO 150 
""" .,. 0 
DO 140 KK:LL_,_NN 
IF INOOILK,KKI .GT. INOOILK,LLl+MA-111 GO TO 140 
__ _!,,LK=IKK+l l*KK/2+LL-KK _______ ____________ __ _ _ _ _______ ----------------
NDN=NOD ILK ,LL I +NEOB*I NODI LK,KK I-NOD ILK ,LL 11-1 I I-11 *NEQB 




( ___ ------- ------------- ------ ----- --- -- - ----
c•··········································································•••c C _ -~i~LCULAT~ __ COLUMN_HATRIX ONT!:!_E RIGHT __ SIDE O_F SlMUl,,JANEOl.lS E_QUAJJON~---- C 
C******************************************************************************C c 
170 IF IJJ .EQ. 21 GO TO 430 
c_ ------- ------ ------------ ---------- ---
c••············································································c C ___ MULTIPLY _THE D MATRIX_ BY THE PREVIO_US DRAWOOWN ______ --~- ____________ C 
C******************************************************************************C 
c 
DO 220 l=l,NEQB 
IF INCOLN .EQ._21 FII,21:0. 
JK=III-ll*NEQB+I 
_ IF _I JK .GT• NOJ GO TO 180 ___________ _ 
Fll,ll=FTIJKI 
GO TO 190 
180 Fll,11=0. 
______ ___!__'!Q. __ IF (ITS .EQ. 11 GO TO 220 
DO 200 J=l,MA 
JK=III~ll*NEQB+l+J-1 




DO 210 J=l,MAl 
--~l~F_ II .LE. JI GO TO 210 ______________ _ 
----
..... .. ..... 
------=-J __ K_=_~l=l=I-~l~l*N_f:QB+I-J . _ --· __ _ 
_ ?10 
220 
IF !JK .GT. NOi GO TO 210 
JB=J+J*I_NEOB·::lJ_ . _ 
Fll,ll=F!I,ll+C!JBl*S(JK,11 
~ONT_l NUE _ _ _ _ ___ . 
CONTINUE 
--------·------
-- c -- .. -- . --- .. ·-· .. - --- - -·- - - - -· - ---·-- ·------ --- .. -·-··---------- -- .. 
C******************************************************************************C 




_______ J=U="'~l~I*NEQfl ___ ·----·-·· ·-- _ ----------· 
IF (JK .GT. MCI GO TO 390 
_ DO ~-80 ], =l.1ND I' 
lf (NCOLN .EQ. 11 GO TO 360 
c 
C******************************************************************************C 
C SET T!:LE.JlJlJ.JNDAf3.Y_ CQ_l'fO!TlQN~ fO~ NONUNIFORM JHSCHARGE___ ___ ____ _ __c_ 
C******************************************************************************C 
c .. 
l~ II .LT. JK .OR. I .GT. JUI GO TC 230 
JW=l-JK+l 
F!JW, I I=!~( 1, 11+1. l*l.OEIO 
_______ J:JJW,?l_=F(JW,11 _ _ __ 
230 IF (NFW .EQ. 0) GO TO 250 
.JW:cO 
DO 240 JVV=l,Nk 
_ _JF __ _(R(JVV,21 .EQ. O.I GO 10 240 
JW=JW+l 
_ -------- KT=I+JW*NZ ····--····----------·-··· ---------
IF (KT .LT. JK .CR. KT .GT. JUI GO TO 240 
K.TT=KT-JK+l ____________________ _ 
FIKTT,l l=IS(KT,11+1.)•l.OElO 







C THE: D-MATRIX FOR ONLY THOSE NODAL POINTS AT THE WELL ARE MULTIPLIED C 
____ C: _ . B_'r' __ Jfi_F~PREV_IOLIS_JlkAWPQW~_f_OR THE __ CA SE OF NONU NI F_Q_R}'l_t2lSC11ARGE; __ Al'ULJHE ___ C 
C RESULTS ARE STORED TO BE USED LATER C 
C*******************>l<*******!***** .. ******!J**!**!*_*.**!J**!***************·*******C 
c 
---···-- 2!>0 _ QN=O • _____ _ 
KK:O 
__ _____ ___ NA:l _______ _ 
260 DO 340 JV=l,NA 
KT=J+J't*NZ 
IF CKK .EQ. 01 KT=l 
___________ IF IKT .LT. JK .OR. KT_ .GT. _JUI_ GD_TO _340 
KTT=KT-JK+l 
_ -- _ --- 00 270 J~]1A ______ ... -- --- --
JN=KT+J-1 
NJ=KTl+CJ-ll*NEOB _ _ ___ _ 
IF IJN .GT. MAAI GO TO 270 
________ QN=QN+CCNJl*SIJNt_ll __ 
270 CONTINUE 
·---- ---------· _Q_O 2~0 _J:1,MA_l___ _ -· -·--
IF IKTT .LE:. JI GO TO 280 
JN=KT-J ---------· 
NJ=KTT+J*fNEQB-11 
___ --~N::QN+C IN.tl*S I JN_. 1 I __ 
JN=KT-J 
___ NJ=KT+J*I NEOB-1_1 -···· ____________________ _ 
280 CONTINUE 
IF INEQB .GE. MC) GO TO 340 
00 330 J=l,MC 
JN:KT+J-1. 
IF (JN .GT. MCI GO TO 330 
______ KN=JU-Kl+;? ___________ _ 
.... ... 
"' 
lf IJ .LT. KN) GO TO 330 -------· 
IF (NOP .EQ. NZ) GO TO 320 
_____ IA=NZ-NDP._. __ 
ID=O 
.PO 31P ___ u:_=1,IA 
Il.'l=NDP+IC-1 




QP __ 3.0!L.,JVV=l,NR .. ____ _ 
If IRIJVV,21 .EQ. O.) GO TO 300 
JW:_J_W+l -------------··----·---·---·· ·--·---·- ------------------
NJ=16+JW*NZ 




__________ JL.llP .i:o. 11 GJL.IlL_:ll.Q__ ____ --------··--- -· ·--·-··-··-·-·-·------
320 NJ=KTT+(J-ll*NEQB 
_ QN=QN-+:C:: (NJ I *SI KT, 1 I 
330 CONTINUE 
340 CONTINUE' 
IF (NFW .EQ. 01 GO TO 380 
--·---- ___ IF_(KK .ECJ. _ _ll__ GO TO 380_·-----------·------· ·---·· 
KK=l 
350 NA=NF 
GO TO 2b0 
c . - ... - . ·--· -- -- --- ·--·----- -
C******************************************************************************C 
C SET BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AI THE WELL FOR_U.NJ.E,.,O.,_,R.,M'--'"D"'I~S...,.C...,_H_,,A,,_,R,.,G,?JE~--·------"'-
C******************************************************************************C 
c -·- ----- -- -· 







IF (I .fQ. l .DR. I .EQ. NDPI GO TO 370 
_____ F ( JW, 11 =F ~t_l 1+2./(HNZ-1.1 
GO TO 380 
370 __ FIJW,ll=FlJW,l_l+l./(HNZ-l.l __________ _ 
380 CONTINUE 
390 IF Ill .EC. NPAI GO TO 420 
c __ 
-· . ---- ----····-----· 
C******************************************************************************C 
_ c__ MUL,1!~1.'l_' __ J_H~ __ TfUN$PQ$1: Of 1)-_MA_:rR IX -~y T_HE J>REVIOlJS DRAWDOWN___EOR_JHE C_ 
C LOWER BAND OF THE SUBSEQUENT PARTITIONS C 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~ c 
DO 410 I=l,MAl 
JN= 11 *N E:Q b+ I 
----- --------------------
_____ IF IJN_.GT._NOI GO T0_410 __  
DO 400 J=l,MAl 
--- ---- ----- ------------
IF Cl .GT. J .OR. (NEQB+II .LE. JI GO T9 400 
JW=NECB*ll+JI-J+I 
IF IJW .GT. MAB) GO TO 400 
KT=II*NEQB+I-J - - - --




____ GO TO 100 ------ -- -----c 
-- C*!****!**!..****************!_*_****!_*.*.****!!.!.****.***_!_**************.**-*********-*!*.C. __ 
C DETERMINE THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AT THE WELL ANO STORE THE C- C 
C MATRIX AT THE WELL NODAL POINTS TO BE USED _l.,ATER FOR THE CALCULATION C 
C. OF THI" CORRECTED DRAWDOWN IN THE CASE OF NONUNIFORM DISCHARGE C 
__ c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••c c 




IF INCOLN .EQ. 1) GO TO 500 
.IF_ I JK_.GT • . MC) GO TO_ 500 ____ _ 
IF (MC .GE. JU) GO TO 440 
NA=MC-JK + l ___ -------· 
GO TO 450 
4't0 NA=NH)B 
450 00 460 JV=l,NA 
___ KT=JK+JV-1 _ _ ___ _ 
00 460 J= 1,MA 
_______ JN=JV+CJ-l>*NEJ;lB ---·----···---· 
NJ=KT+J-1 
IF INJ .GT. MAA) GO TO 460 
EF(KT,NJl=CIJNI 
_ 460COfilINUE- ______ _ 
00 490 I=l,NDP 
____ . ____ IF (NFW .E.g~O) GO _TO 480 ________ _ 
DO 470 JV=l,NF 
KT=l+JV*NZ 
IF (KT .LT. JK .OR. KT .GT. JUI GO TO 470 
·------ KT_=KT-JK+ l __ 
C(KT)=l.OElO 
.. '+:70 CC.NTINVE .. __ _ - .. -
480 IF II .LT. JK .OR. I .GT. JUI GO TO 490 
!<:T=I-JK+l_ 
C(KT)=l.OElO 
____ 490 __ CONT1NUE __ ··-. __ _ .. ____ ·-··-···- __ --·-· 
500 IF INEQ .EQ. NOi GO TO 550 
______ lLf,!ll_~li· l"!.Q) GC_tQ_5~Q ___ _ 
IF (JK-NO) 510,520,520 
510 KM=NO-JK+l 
GO TO 530 
520 KM=l ----· 
530 DO 540 l=KM,NEQB 
540 CII>=l.OElO_. _______ . ---------· 




550 IF IKH .EQ. 01 GO TO 570 
00 5b0 I=l,KH 
IF INHCII .LT. JK .OR. NHII) .GT. JUI GO TO 5b0 . -·--- --,fi=NHCi 1....:.:,1(+1 ....... - - .... -----· ... . ·-· -· -
_CIK.Tl=l.OElO 
5b0 CONTlNUI: 
___ 570 WRITE(lJ ICIU.1.I=:.l,MABJ_u_lFll,Jl,I=_l,_l'iEQfU_tJ=J,1',1C::I 
580 CONTINUE 
c ______ -- --- . -· -- . - --- ···--·- ·-·- -· - -. ... . - ---·· 
C******************************************************************************C 
c. __ S_OLV~_SJMULTAN.EPUS EQLl~"(IQl'f_S_____ _ _ _ __ _ . _ . _____________ c__ 
C******************************************************************************C c 
NOQ=NEQB*NPA 




00 590 JI=l,NPA 
JJ=NPA-II 
M=JJ*NEQB+l 
____ !'i:(JJ+ll!_l'i~Q_B __ _ _____ _ 
590 READl3) IISII,Jl,l=M,Nl,J=l,NCI 
l F _I NCO LN • E Q_. _J I GQ _IO b 5p ___ _ 
-----·---~---·- ---- ------ ---
C******************************************************************************C 
C 1. CALCULATE QUANTITY OF FLOW FROM NODAL POINTS ALONG THE WELL BORE C 
C ____ 2. MULTIPLY. THE .EF-MATRI.X ALONG THE WELL_.BORE .BY _Sll 1 2l _ .. ___________ C 
C************************-****************************************************C 
-· c ----· ----------·---- -· 
DO 600 I=l ,MC 




ES=O_! ·--·--- _ 
----------
:;;: ..., 
DO 630 _J•l_t_lt_OP 
00 630 J•l,MAA 
·- ____ --·· ...... IF J J .GT. NO). GO TO 630 _ .. -·----·-·- -·--- .. . 
IF CNFW .EQ. Ol GD TO 620 
.JV=O _________ --·. 
DO 610 JVV=l,NR 
If IRCJVV,21 .Ee. o.J_ ~(L.TO 610 
JV=JV+l 
--·--·-·_KT=l+JV*NZ __ -·----- . ·--· __ _ 
Q•O+IEFIKT,Jl*SCJ,111/2. 
____ ES=ES+EF_( KJ,_,.ll_>l<S_l,11.?I 
610 CONTINUE 
620 O•Q+IEF(l,Jl•SIJ,l))/2 •. 
ES=ES+EFI I,Jl*SIJ,21 
__ .. . _ 630. CONTINUE ________ _ 
c 
_{:_!**."'**"'*-*.*~"'**·"'*!"'.**-**-*-"'...!!.!~!**.**_*.>l<_>l<*******-**********************"''!'**"'*****."'.*"''---
c DEFINE THF CONSTANT 'ALPHA' C 
c•••••••••••••••••••***************************************·••••••••••••••••••••c 
c 
_____ ALPHA=Z.•* (1-Ql/ES ___ _ 
c 
C*******·***.*****~·*-**************·***************************************·********C. 
C CALCULATE THE ORAWDOWN FOR A NONUNIFURMLY DISCHAR&ING WELL C 
---~C****************************************"'*********·**********"'-************-*****C 
c 
·-·-- 00 .bAO I•lLNO ·---·--- __ 
SII,ll•SII,ll+SII,2l*ALPHA 









C ____ $l.1BR_O_t!J__!_l1JJ F_QR _ _$01,._Vl__l'<IG SI_Mlll..TANEOUS EQUATIONS ____ _ ______ __ ____ _ C 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••c 
- -~ ---- ------ --- ------ - -- - ------
c 
SUBROUTINE SESOL IA,B,MAXA,NEO,MA,NV,NBLOCK,NEQb,NAV,MI,NSTIF, 




IF IMA2.EO.O) MA2=1 
INC=NEQB - _!. 
NWA=NEQB• MA 
____________ NT~_=Ol_A_~lJ/_NEQ!I _+ 1 
NEB=NTB*NEQB 
c 
__ .ilf __ ~BT=~.E~ +_ NEQB 
NWV=NEOB*NV 
NWVV=NEBT•NV 








c --- - --- --- --- ----- -·-·-- --------- -· ---------- -· -- - ---·· -----· --
C******************••·············································••**•••••••••c 
C __ STABI_J!:!_E __ I.OOP FRPM FlRS:T TO _l.!Sl.._P_ARTITIQ.!'J_ _ _ __ _ __ _ ___ c_____ 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••c 
J;;_ 
00 410 NJ=l,NBLOCK 
IF (NJ.NE .U GO TO 40 ___________ _ _____ _ 
READ INSTIF) A 




WRITE INRED) A,MAXA 
----:-c:-IF (All)) 10,120,20 
10 KK=l . , . 
. _WRITE lb,bOO)_ !(K,AIU _____ _ 
20 DO 30 l=l,NV 
_____ 3_0_A_(_l+L l=A ( l+L I /A (1_) -----------------------
KR=l + NV 
________ WRITE INL I I A(KKI ,KK=2,KR_l __ _ 
c 
RETURN 
40 I_f_ (NTB.E_~l )_ GO _T0_50 ____ . _________ .. 
REWIND Nl 
REWIND NZ_ 
RE.60 (NII A 
C******************************************************************************C 




______________ KM=MINO(MA,NHJB) ____ _ 
MAXA ( 1) =l 
.. __ 00_110 N=2,Ml __________ _ 
IF IN-MA) 60,60,70 
60 KU=KU+ NEOB 
--···----
KK=KU 
MM=MJ_NO IN LKM I 
GO TO 90 
_ _ _____ 70 KU=KlL_-t-__l __ 
KK=KU 
IF (N-NEQf\J _ _'lQ~0,80 
80 MM=MM -1 
_____ 9~0~~00~_100 K=l,MM 
IF (A(KK)) 110,100,110 








___ IF CA C l_l I. 130__t_l20, 140 
120 KK~(NJ-ll*NEQB + 1 
____ --· ... __ IF __ LK_K.GT_.f'o!J;Q t _(iQ TO 400 
WRITE 16,590) KK 
----· 
---------- STOP______ _____ _________ --------- ________ -------·- _________ _ 
(. 
130 KK=INJ-ll*NEQB + 1 
WRJTE J6_, 600J KK.,A (), I 
C.******.****"'**-*'-*************.***-"'*****~*****·*********-************"'********-"'*****C __ _ 
C FACTORIZE LtAOlNG PARTITION C 
(. **** * *.* ** *** ******** *** ******** *** **** ***** *** **** ***-"'***-"'-****"'-"'* * *"'** ********' 
c 
14() DQ_ 2~Q__ ~=2illf.QB _ 
NH=MAXACNI 
_J_F INH~f'!l__l~.Q,25Q,J!:iQ ____ _ 
150 KL=N + INC 
____ K=N ______________________ _ 
O=O. 
DO 160 _KJ~=K!,,,Nl:l,IN(; 
K=K -1 
C=AJKKI/AIKI 
O=D + C*AIKKI 
- -· ---- ·--------· -·--··-·---··-----· -··-· ------------
_____ _1 ~_Q_ A I KK I=(; ___ _ --------------- - -----····-----·. - ·----- -·---· ---------------
c 
A(Nl=AINI -D 
IF IAINII 180,170,190 
179_ KK=(N,.J~l!*NJ;'.9tL+_~_ __ _ 
IF IKK.GT.NEOI GO TO 400 
WRJTE ~5901 KK 
STOP 
____ 180 KK=INJ-1 l*NEQB + N _______________________________________ ----------------- ______ _ 
WRITE (6,6001 KK,A(Nl 
c 




DU 220 J=l,MA2 
. ___ MJ,.HAXA(N+J_I -IC _____ _ 
IF !MJ-Nl 220,220,200 
20Q__ KU=MJ NO ( MJ, .NH) 
KN=N + IC 
__________ C=-0. ________ _ ---· -·----------·----·-------- -------·---------------------
c 
DO 210 KK=KL,KU,INC 
~!Q_S:=C +_AJKK}_!Al'<K_+IC) 
A(KN)=A(KN) - C 
~2Q_ IC_:'-IC_+ NEOB 
K=N + NWA-'----~,---~--~--
DO 240 L= 1,NV 
____________ KJ=K_ . ------------· -------------· ------ ·----
C=O. 




230 C=C + A(KKl•AIKJI 
A(Kl=A(KI - C 





C CARRY OVER INTO TRAILING PARTITIONS C 
C***********************-***-***************************************************'C c 
DO 390 NK=l,NTB 
IF-( INK .. -,.:i-:, t. GT~ NB-LOCK) -GO -TO 39 0 
NI=Nl 
IF (INJ.E0.11.0R.(NK.EO.NTB)I NI=NSTIF 
READ !NII B ------------------ _________ _ 
ML=NK*NEQB + 1 
__ 1'~_'."-'1JNO ( ( ~_+l,)*NEOE! ,MI I __ 
..... 
"" N) 
IF IMA.EQ.l) ML=MR ---------·------------
MD=MI - ML 
KL=NEl.iB _+ _ _I NK-1 )*NEQB*NEQB 
N=l 
_C_ - . ·-- ---
00 360 M=ML,MR 
-·-- ____ .NH::MAXA f MI 
KL=KL + Nl'QB 
IF__ INH~_Kl,.)__~50,?60 1 260 
260 K=NEQB . 
_o=o. ____ _ _ _ 
DO 270 KK=KL,NH,INC 
C=A(KKI/AIKJ 
D=D + C*AIKKI 
___ A IKK_l=C _______ _ 
270 K=K - 1 
BIN_)_::. fJ. lN } __ ::-_ l.l 
IF !MDI 320,320,260 
... ______ __280 IC = NEQB 
00 310 J=l,MO 
MJ"c_l'.1.AX~JM+JI _- IC 




----------r·------- -·-----·-·-·-------·- ---·--- ··--·-
------ -· ------- --------
DO 300 KK=KL,KU,JNC 
____ 300 _C::.C_ + ~_(~~A I KK+IC. I __ _ 
BIKNl::.B(KNI - C 
_ 3 _1,Q .IC =IC + NJ;Qll 
c 
320 KN=N + NWA 
K=NEQB + NWA 
DO 340 l=l,NV 
K.J=K 
C:cO. 





___ D_0_3_30 KK=KL!!!H,INC 
C=C + A(KKl*AIKJI 
-~30 KJ=KJ - __ J 
BIKNl=-!HKNI - C 
____ KN__=Ki'!_ + NEQB 
340 K=K + NEQB 
350 MD=MO - l 
360 N=N + _l ___ _ 
l_F I ~J~_.__l'.,lt.. J,J _G_O TO 3!1_0 
WRITE (NREDI A,MAXA 
DO 370 l=l,NAV 
370 Alll=b(ll 
________ GO TO 410 _______ _ 





___ c ------ -------------- ------- ------------------
M=-N 1 
Nl=-_~2 ____ _ 
N2=M 
400 WRITE INR~DI A,MAXA 
c 
-----c----"4'-"l'-"0-C ONT I N.l.l!_ 
c ·-·----------··-- ------
c * ** * **. ·-·. ··~·"'** *"'"'-*-**-* ******. ***** *. ** ** * * *** * ...... ** **** ._._ ** * **_*_!!* *!! .. *·* * **-'-·-c EACK SUBSTITUTE TO OBTAIN SOLUTION , C 
c *-** *!.** ** *** *!_ • ._._ *****-* •• *!** • • ***** ***_._ •• ._ ••• ** ***-*** • ** • ** **-*** • **,..****-*** ••c c 
DO 420 K=ltNWVV 
420 BIKl=-0. 
_________ Rl:WI_N() NL ______ _ 
c 




READ (NRED> A,MAXA 
_______ BAC_KSPACE NREO ________ _ 
K=NEBT 
---· -····--- DD.440_ L=l,)IIV ______ _ 
DO 430 · l=l,NE:B 
B(Kl=BCK-NEQBI 
430 K=K - 1 
·- .. ____ 4"!Q_J<':'K. +_JfEl:IT +Nl;B 
KN=O 
·---·-··---- KK=NWA ___ . 
NDIF=NEQB 
IF INJ.EQ.1) NOIF=NEQB - CNBLOCK*NEQB - NEQ) 
DO 460 L=l,NV 
______ _ __ J>.Q_~K=l.J.NDIE ___ _ 
450 B(KN+Kl=A(KK+KI/AIKI 
K.K=KK + NE:Q& --·- _ 
460 KN=KN + NEBT 
IF CMA.EQ,11 GO TO 550 
Ml=NEOB + 1 
. _...!Sl =NE.Q!l_ _ . 
DO SOO M=ML,MI 
K L=KL .. _+ N_f:QJ~ 
KU=MAXA(MI 
IF (KU-KL> 500,470,470 
470 K=NEQB 
l<.M=M -·· _ _ _ _ ····--· 
DO 490 L=l ,NV 
KJ::K__ -----·-- _ ... 
DO 480 KK=KL,KU,INC 
BIKJl::BCKJI - ACKKl*BIKMI 
480 KJ=KJ - 1 
_KM=KM _+ NEBT ________ ··---- __ _ 
490 K=K + NEBT 
500 CONTINUE 






N =Ill E O !l 
--·---D-0 54_0_1_=_2_,-N-E-.Q-EI-----






______ D(J 530 L=l,NV 
KJ=K 
--------- ··------------ ______ ,, __ _ 
DO 520 KK=KL,KU,INC 
KJ=KJ ::-· r--- -
520 - - - ·- - B(KJ)_':!\(KJJ - A(KKl*B(K) 
K.:K. + NEBT 530 
540 N=N - 1 
c 




DO 570 L=l,NV 
·oo 5b0 K=l,NEQB 
KK=KK +l 
560 A(KK)=B(KN+K) 
570 KN=KN + NEBT 
-------- ._ .. _________ _ 
WRITE INL I I A(K) ,K=l,NWVI 
580 CONfiNUE - -
Q --
590 FORMAT(// 46H STOP *** ZERO DIAGONAL ENCOUNTERED DURING, 
_______ l_ __________ J,Htf_JQUATION SOLUT!PN, /-------~---- _ _ _ ________________ _ 
2 13X,18H EQUATION NUMBER=, 16) 
60Q _FORMAT _J( ___ 50H _WAf{l'f_!NG _ ***. __ l'EG~ T IVE DJ ~_t;O_NAL EN~_QUNJJ:Rj:D_C>UR IN!>.,. ___ ·----· ____ _ 
1 18H EQUATION SOLUTION,/ 
2 13X,18H FOUATION NUMEIER =• 16, 5X, 7HVALUE =, E20.8) 
c 





c ---· ---- ----------c••············································································c __ C: ____ SUBROUT_H>1$_fOR PLOTTING _ _ _ __ _ _______ i 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••c ______ c --
· SUbROUT iNE -PHPLDT INP ,NR ,ru ;r,ia ,IE ,RR ,Mo, TT ,NFG ,R ,o ,ND ,Mo ,ME ;Ns, AN, 
* NND,NNP,NNR,NO,NEl,.EM,IH,XM_i_YM,MG,JIB.1NBB_tJS.tl_VI _________ _ 
DIMENSION AN(20l,UATAl10241,XMIIHl,YMIIHl,MEIMD) 
DIMENSION 01 NR I ,NS INBB I ,ND INR 1,NNDINR I ,IS (MB I 
-- DIMENSfrlN- R(NR.;Nii)--;-MOINP,NR);MG(NR,NP I ,NNPIMB,6) ,NNRIMS;61 




--~C~ ___ fXECUTl;_PL_9_TTJ}l~- FQB_ EA(:t:LPlA_~E_ __ ____ _ _ ______ _ ___ _ ________ _c_ _ 
c•••••••••••••••,•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••c 
---~c _________ -----------
XM< 11=0 • 
YM ! 1 I =X Ml l l 
XMl2 )=2.*RR 
YM(~J_"-X"1j 2_1 __ 
K=2 
CAL_l S~_ALJ: _(_XM_,_JO.Q,.!<,ll_ 





____ l(_R_=}_. *X_B 
YR=S.*YB 
DO 63Q_ 11=1,MD 
DO 30 I=l,NR 
K=NDl IJ 
MH=O 




------------ ------- - ---
.... 
"' .., 
---~I~f- I J .GT. l·I GO TO 10 
IF (R(I,J+ll .EQ. 0.1 GO TO 20 
10 _lf JJ_._il!_E. l .ANQ._RJl,JI _ _._EQ.____O.)_GJ)_ TO 2Q_ 
MH=MH+l 
__ M~( l ,_,JJ_"'(J".01 J, l 1--1.J *Nl+ME I I I I 
XM(MHl=Z(MG(l,Jl,ll+XR 
_______ YM I MH l=Z I MG ( 1, J_I ti- I +YR _______________ _ 
20 CONTINUE: 




YM(MH+2 )=YB __ _ 
CALL LINE: IXM,YM,Ktl,O,OI 
30 CONI_IJl!_lll;___ __ _ ______ .. _________ _ 




IF INB .GT. Cl GO TO 40 
KK:l _ 
GO TO 80 
40 IF _ll:-NSIKNII 70,60,5C 
50 IFIKN .GT. NB) K:NB 
----------------
-·----·------
_____ IF IKN .E:c. N_BI GO TO 60 --------------------------
KN:KN+l 
_ GfJ TO_!tO __ 
60 KK=2**1NB-KNI 
_ _ __ GO_ TQ__J!Q __ 
70 KK:2**1NB-KN+ll 
BO MS:NR 
IF (Nf-G .EQ. 01 MS=NR+l 
_Qt 11=0. __ --- ---
DG 260 J= 1,MS ,KK 
.. 
--- ------- ----------·----- ------- ----------




Jr IJ .LE. NR) GO TO 90 ---~ ----·-----------·· ----
IF ( NND I J-KK I • LT • 11-1 II GO TO 2 6 0 
_,l~=l_ -
O(lJ:b.28316 
_§_Q TQ _t90___ ______ _ __ ____ _ _ __ . _ 
90 IF (NFG .GT. 0 .AND. J .EQ. NR) GO TO 180 
___ I~F __ _! ND CJ 1-11-111 2 6Q,_100, 100 
100 IF INND(JI .LT. (I-111 GO TO 170 
IF_ (ND( J !-1 ) __ l lQ, 120iJ.2Q __ 
110 MH=MH+l 
XMJ M_H J_:Z I MGJ J ,I_-11, l_}_+XR .. 
YMCMHJ=ZCMG(J,I-11,21+YR 
GO IJ:J 260 
120 IF (IE .EQ. 01 GO TO 140 
_________ K=O _________ _ 
130 K=K+l 
_____ IF CI _.EQ. NNP lfu!t I _.AND._ J .EQ._ NNRj K ,41t GO _TO_ 150 __ _ ___ ________ _ 
IF IK .LT. IEI GO TO 130 
1.4.Q___MH.,MH+l 
XMIMH)=Z(MG(J,11,ll+XR 
¥_Ml M!il=Z! f'1Gl_.,!_.__I I, 214:YR ________ _ 
GO TO 260 




_____ __ _ 1 F (IS ( K_I • EQ • 2) j;o_ TO_ H,O .. __ _____ _ _ 
JKK=J+KK 
____ ~F J NFf ~ EQ_._ Q_ ~AN_p~ __ J!(K_.,.s;,:. _ NRJ . .,!_KK=l_ 
XM(MHl=ZIMGCJKK,I-11,ll+XR 
YM (MHl=Z I l'!_G(JKK 1 I-l I ,21 +YR 
GO TO 260 
.. 
--~l-"'6.,,_0_,XM_ ( MH I= Z ( Mbl J, I_"'."'11 , lJ +X_B_ 
YM(MHl=Z(MGCJ,I-ll,21+YR 
----- ··-- --·---·----
______ GO_TO ~69_ __ _ __ __ _ _ ---·· ____ _ 
,. - -----·- -· -------
.... 
"" "' 
170 IF (J .EQ. ll GO TO 2b0 -------rso IF (NNDIJ-K0-----'K~l__;.~L'-T~.'-"-(~I~-~l'-l~l-G_O_T_0_2_6_0 _____________ ~----
,!K=J --· --- ... 
190 MH=MH+l 
____ IF _INDIJKl-ll_ 210,200,200 
200 XMIMHl=Z(MGIJK,ll,ll+XR 
_ YM(MHl=Z(_MG(JK.tJl,2l+YR ___ _ 
GO TO 220 
21_0 _ XM( Mti l=ZJM_~(_,!K, 1:'.-1 l, 1 l +)(it ______ _ 
YM(MHl=Z(MG(JK,I-ll,21+YR 
ZlcQ If. _(MJ_~f.T ._Q! GQ JO ?}Q. _ 
IF INFG .EQ. 0 .AND. 0111 .EQ. O.I GO TO 230 
IF (NFG .i,;T. 0 .ANO. J .LT.-NRI __ GO 1Q....230 ·-·--·-------------------
KN=MH 
__ GO T0 __ 250 _________ --···-· _ 
230 KN=MH-MI 
_______ IF (KN _.EO. __ OI __ GO TO. 260_ 
00 240 IJ=l,KN 
XMI IJl=XMCMl+IJI ___ __ ······-···---------------
240 YMIIJl=YMCMI+IJI 
________ MI=MH _____ _ 
250 K=KN 
)(_MJK_ + J. l =:_X A 
YMI K+ 11 =YA 
XM I_K+2 l =XB 
YM(K+2l=Y8 
C AJ,,J .. _L,_I NE _j~flt,.YJ-,, ~,J__._(), PI ___ . ___ _ 
260 CONTINUE 
.. 
_2"(0 CONTINUE _______ ....... ____ . __________ . ---------······----
IF (NB .EQ. Ol GO TO 340 
DO 330 l=l,NP 
MH=O 
. __________ ,.,Nc..=_,,l ___ _ 
K=O - --------------·----






IFIK_.GT. Nbl GO TO 33~0 ___ _ 
-----1=-F-'-'-INSIKI .NE. 11 GO TO 280 -------·------------·--
. ~K=2_*! I_NB-_K I . ·- ... __ _ 
290 N=N+KK 
_I_f IRIN,N_~IKII ~E'1. O.IGO_J9 330 
DO 320 J=l,2 
MH=MH+l --·--·----, 
IF IJ .EQ. 21 GO TO 300 
. _ MJ:cN-:-_15K ... 
- -- ·-·· ----- ------ - ·-· ~-----·-------·- ---·---- ---------
MK=NSIKl-l 




_ .... __ YM I Ml:i 1~~1~_1 M_J ,'11<.1.,.2 L~YR_ 
320 CONTINUE 
____ N=N+KK ···-----
IF IN .LT. NRI GO TO 290 
--·-··----
IF. INFG .GT. 0 .AND. N .GT. NRI_GO TO 330 --·------··--···---··--· 
IF INFG .EQ. 0 .ANO. N .GT. (NR+ll) GO TO 330 




----~YM I MHl=Z ( MG( N1.MK!...,21+YR__ _ ______ ·-----------·--· 
K=MH 
________ XMI K+U=XA .. 
YM ( K+ll =YA 
XM__( K + ;>:J ':' X B 
YM(K+21=YB 
_____ _,,C_ALL LIN[ (XM,YM,K,1,0,01 
330 CONTlNUI: 
-· c -------· 
-
-·····-·- ---·-··- ··-------- ------·----------- ------
C******************************************************************************C 





.. 3_40_ ~--K =O 
MK=O 
.. __ X_N=lCI·~--. _ 
YN=l0.25 
____ 20=-11~.'------
ML =11E II I I 
------- ----
I t=J Ml; (JI I_ ._GT• U 11L=11E 111)-1 
DO 600 KR=2, 3 
.. DO 900 lR=KB_r_NP __ 
DO 590 IO=l,NR 
--"-K"-J:'0 ·- ---···------·-
I F(KR .EQ. 2 .AND. IR .GT. 21 GO TO 590 
IF (_NEG_ .. Gt..._ __ Q_ __ .ANO .. JJJ .EQ. __ N.R I _GO TO 360 
lF INND(lOI .GE. IIR-111 GO TO 360 
_______ .. IF J_J!;~_E(,I_. Q_.OR. N_B .E(,). _DJ GJLJO _590 
KJ=l 
-----·--·-
;;50 IF (KJ .G.T. IE!_Ji_Q__T0 __ ~90 -----··-· ·--- -····-·--------------
IFIIR.EQ.NNPIKJ,41.AND.IO.EQ.NNRIKJ,41.AND.IS(KJI.EQ.31 GO TC 360 
K,l_=KJ+l. ______ ··--
GO TO 350 
360 IF (NB 0 G.T. UI GO TO _370 
Kll=IO+l 
GO TO 420 -··· ···--·-········----·------· 
370 IFINOIIOI .GE. IR .AND. RIIO,JRI .EQ. D.I GO TO 590 
~ 
_ K =I__ ___ ______ ____ ____ ______ __ __ _ _ ·······--··-
1 F (KR .EQ. 21 GO TO 410 
--~&Q. lJ' .. J..IR-NSlKU 4_l.Q..,40Q,_~90 __ 
390 IF (K .GT. NB) K=NB 
IF (K .EQ. NBI GO TO 400 
K=K+l 
___ _ .. ___ GO_ TO 380 
400 KK=2** I NB-KI 





GO TO 420 
410 KK=2**1NB-K+l) 
KLT=IO+KK . 
42-Cl--IF-(iif" .Gf: NR·--~AND. NFG .GT. O) GO TO 590 
. - _L._:c() ______ ----- . - - -- ... . --- --- -
430 IF IL .GT. 0 .ANO. KJ .GT. 0) GO TO 590 
IF IKLT .GT. NR) KLT=l 
-----IF (KR ~fQ. 2 .AND. IO .EQ. 1) GO TO 450 . - . 
!f_ JJ'lf!_II_I _.f9._J_l __ GO __ TQ_ 44_Q 
LK=LK+NZ-1 
GQ TQ _4?0 ___ _ 
440 LK=LK+NZ-1 
GO TO 460 
450 LK=ML 
• • 
_____ IF (MEIII) __ .GT. l) GO T0_470 __ 
460 NN=7 -------····-·- - - ·--·------------- -- -·--- -
__ IF INOOILK,7) .EQ. _01 NN=5 
SM=4. 
_____ IF INN _.EQ. 51 SM=3_! ___________ _ 
MM=l 
GO TO 480 --- -- --·- ------·-- - - -··-. -- ·- --··-- -
470 NN=B 
tF JNQDll,J<,_71_.l::C. 01 NN=6_ 
SM=4. 
IF INN .EC. 6) SM=3. 
MM:2 
_ 4AO ___ SV=O. _________________________________________ _ 
XM(l)=O. 
~ 
_________ YM( 1 I :Q .___ ___ _ ___ ____ ________ _ ___________________ _ 
JV=O 
JVV=O 
DO 500 l=MM,NN,2 
SV=SV+(l./SM)*(S(NOOILK,ll.r...2~1~)'-----
XMlll=XM(l)+ll./SMl*IZINOD(LK,I),1)1 --- ---------------------
_ --~l'tiJ.J:"YMU)+JJ. • ./S~J*JZJNQCl_lL,_iS..t_Llt.lLI _ _ ___ _ 
... 
"' «> 
IF CI .Fu. MM) GO TO 490 
------XP=XP-ZCNODCLK,11 ,ll 
_ _B_M=IY'!-:.Z _I NQQ_j ~ ~-1.J , 2 I_ 
DL=CXP*XP+RM*RMl**C0.51 
-------- - ·---·· ----- ··- -- -·· --------------
__ DL=5_~*DL/RR __ _ __ _ __________ _ 
IF COL .GT. 0.71 GO TO 490 
JV=JV+l ____ ------------------··----------·----
IF COL .GT. 0.201 GO TO 490 
___ ,J_V.Y=_J_VV+l __ 
490 XP=ZCNODILK,Il,11 
RM=Z C NOD C_LK_._ J ) , 21 
500 CONTINUF 
----~X~M~C l l=C XMC ll+XRI/XO ______________________________ ------------------------
YMC ll=(YMCll+YRI/YB 
_____ l_f. __ CJV .Gt, 2_1 GD _TQ 5JQ _ 
CALL SYMBOL IXM,YM,0.07,3,0.,-11 




520 .Y_Mlll"'Y~_LU+0.05 __ _ 
CALL NUMBERCXM,YM,0.07,SV,0.0,2) 
GO T0_5fl0 _ 
530 MK=MK+l 
-------- - - - -· ----------
---~U' __ _IMK .LE. 201_gQ_!_Q_ 540 
XfllacXN+2.5 -- ··-·-·---·----· ----------- -··--------- ----------- -·· 
XIJ:;cXQ~.Z.5 _ . ____ _ 
YN=l0.25 A-·· 
HK=t __ 
540 IF (MK .GT. 11 GO TO 550 
----~IF IJVV .LT. 21 GO T~0~5~6~0~----------------------------
CILL SYMBOL CXM,YM,0.04,3,0.,-11 
_ _______ GO __ TO 570 ______________________ . _____ _________ _ ____ _ ____ _ 
550 IF CJVV .GE. 21 GO TO 570 
560 _y~( J l=YM!.l l-O_._Q2 __ 
:;; .... 
~ 
·-------"c .... A.LL ~!~_BOL I XM, YM, 0. 06, AN I MIU.t O. O.r u__ ------ ---------------
570 YN=YN-0.5 
_______ . CA_LL $'(MbOL !_XN,Yfi.!0_._1_4,ANIMK_!,O .• O,il 
CALL NUMBER (XQ,YN,0.14,SV,0.0,21 
-- _5§(1__ l.F .. tNB -~1;_"1_..__Q I __ G_D I0-2~0 ... 
IF (IR .NE. NSIKll GO TO 590 
-~IF IRIKLT,IR-11 .fQ. O •• OR. L .GT. 01 GO TO 590_ 
L=L+l 
. ·-· GU _TO 430 
59C CONTINUE 
.. 600 . CONT_I NUE__ ..... .. . ___ _ 
c 
C******************************************************************************C 
C PLOT TITLE FOR THE GRAPH C 
_. __ C******************************************************************************C_._ 
c 
SV=TT ___________ .. --·····-· ___ -·-----·-·· .. _ ----··· _ 
IF (IV .EQ. 11 GO TO 610 
CALL SYMBOL( 1.0,10.1,0.21, 'AVERAGE: DIMENSIQ!-!~~ss DRAWOOWN FOR T=.!J.. ____ _ 
* 0.0,371 
__ GO TO 620 _________ _ 
610 CALL SYMBOLI0.9,10.1,0.21,'AVERAGE 
_*,0._0,3~J_ --··- -··· 
620 XN=9.0 
-- - - - -- -· ------··· ·-- -·--- --- - ----
REAL DRAWOOWN FQR REAL TIME=' 




C REPOSITION THE PEN FOR SUBSEQUENT PLOTTING C 




120.,0.2,-~311 __________________ __;_ _______ _ 
______ RETURN--------
1:ND 
